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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an examination of the tonology of Xhosa. After an initial survey of the surface 

tones of the language, and a review of previous studies of Xhosa tone, a description is given 

of the major tonal patterns of Xhosa noun and verb morphology. In the course of this 

description the major tonologica1 rules are allowed to emerge. In particular it is shown that 

some of these rules lead to complex patterns of variation in the pronunciation of the same 

individual. The derivation of the tone patterns of adjectives and relatives is discussed and 

it is shown that these tone patterns offer partial support for the derivation of some adjective 

and relative constructions as derived from embedded sentences but also support for deriving 

simple attributive adjective constructions by means of phrase structure rules. Some 

interesting tonal patterns such as that shown by reduplicated stems are then explored. The 

tones of loan words are then investigated and evidence for the identification of English and 

Afrikaans stress with high tones by Xhosa speakers is adduced. In the final chapter certain 

general problems of Xhosa tone are discussed. In particular it is argued that attempts to 

interpret the tonal system in terms of an accent are unrevealing and also it is suggested that 

attempts to unify the various rules that spread tones to the right are mistaken. In the 

appendices a comprehensive survey of the tones of Xhosa inflections is given together with 

a substantial list of Xhosa words with the tones marked. 
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PREFATORY NOTE 

Xhosa examples have been presented in the current orthography (Xhosa Terminology and 

orthography 1972). Note that where a vowel is represented by two letters as in oomama, the 

sign for the tone will go on the first letter as in OOItUll1Ul. where the 00 represents one 

vowel with a falling tone. 

In the bibliography I have followed the format of the journal Language and also to a large 

extent with regard to references in the text. I have made a distinction between 'Black 

(1986)' and 'Black 1986'. The first refers to the person with the date indicating the work 

concerned while the second refers to the work itself. So 'Black (1986) wrote the first 

account of tone in this language,' but 'Black 1986 contains the first account of tone in this 

language. ' 

In some respects the language makes more use of the first person than in many theses. This 

is deliberate as I believe it results in a simpler and more accessible style, partly through 

enabling (me to avoid the passive. Where I have used 'we' it normally refers to the reader 

and myself and is, I hope, never the royal 'we'. 

Appendix Three is a slightly amended and corrected version of Claughton (1983). The style 

of presentation is less rigorous than in the main body of the text but does have a fairly 

thorough coverage of the tones of Xhosa inflections and will serve as a reference to the 

reader, who may wish to check the details of analyses presented in the text. I hope that the 

main body of the text when supplemented by Appendices 3 and 4 provides a fairly 

comprehensive account of Xhosa tone. 

xi 
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H high 

L low 

F falling 

H-tone high tone 

L-tone low tone 

F-tone falling tone 

SC subject concord 

DC object concord 

BP basic prefix 

FBP fixed basic prefix 
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1.1 Aims 

CHAPfER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is an inquiry into Xhosa tone. On the one hand it is a presentation of much 

of the data of Xhosa tone - what tone patterns occur on the present subjunctive, what tone 

patterns are possible on dissyllabic noun stems and so on - presented to the interested reader 

who wants to know the data for his own tonal researches or because he wants to learn or 

teach the language with the correct tones. 

On the other hand, and, more importantly, it is an attempt to understand the data, to make 

sense of the data, and to explain the data. Essentially this means a searching for patterns in 

the data, a looking for underlying principles and regularities. At first sight the data seem 

random, irregular and almost capricious. The same stem or morpheme seems to be capable 

of having several different tone patterns associated with it. Closer examination shows that 

these variations are not nearly as random as they appear at first sight and that it is possible 

to set up one underlying tone pattern for most morphemes and then have a series of rules 

which transform this underlying form into the various surface forms. 

In part this means relating the data to established theories and using such approaches as 

autosegmentaJ phonology as tools to arrive at generalizations. Thus, this analysis of major 

aspects of Xhosa tone will also be an attempt to see to what extent autosegmentaJ phonology 

can aid in making sense of Xhosa tone. 

I 



Chapter 1: Introduction Page 2 

One particular feature of the material presented here, which as far as I know has not been 

treated elsewhere in tonal studies, is the presentation of the large-scale occurrence of free 

variation, which nevertheless is susceptible to description by means of rules. This 

phenomenon, involving what I have called X-sequences, will be introduced in 2.3 and is in 

some respects similar to the variation between schwa [a] and full vowels which occurs in 

English. 

Although I have made use of autosegmental formalism where it seemed appropriate I have 

generally avoided formalizing rules as I believe that there is little to be gained by such 

formalization in phonology and have instead given an informal verbal description. In physics 

the use of mathematical symbolism has so many advantages as to make its use essential. In 

the field of phonology the gains seem far less clear. 

Partly the difference can be seen from the following example. In physics a short algebraic 

formula becomes excessively cumbersome when put into words and in articles in physics 

such a formula is seldom accompanied by a translation into English. 

In texts on phonology the reverse is the case: formulae are normally accompanied by 

translations into English and the English is often clearer than the formulae. 

Admittedly, generative phonology has another goal in mind in the use of formalism. This 

is stated- by Householder (1979:252): 

The task of the linguist (as a grammar writer for a particular natural language) 
is to duplicate in explicit notation the grammar which is implicitly present in 
the idealized speaker-hearer's brain, a grammar which he acquired as a child 
by the use of a number of specialized innate language learning devices. The 
explicit notation must somehow correspond functionally to some of the innate 
devices. 

This matter is pursued further by McCawley (1973). One might perhaps say that one of the 

goals of generative phonology is to develop a notation that is powerful enough to express any 

possible rule in a phonological grammar but not powerful enough to express any rule that is 
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not possible. McCawley (1973:210) criticizes this aim as unrealistic, one that would never 

be made in logic or physics. The generative phonologist would, however, claim that he is 

trying to replicate in some way the abstract structure of the phonological module in the 

human mind or brain, while a physicist or logician is simply finding a concise way of stating 

propositions. 1 

The difference is that in phonology if the class of possible phonological rules is determined 

by the innate structures of the brain, then such a notation that is just powerful enough to 

express all possible rules should in some way correspond to the innate structures of the 

brain. In physics there would not be a similar motivation for developing notations that can 

only express possible states of the universe. 

McCawley and, I think, Householder would hold that the programme of developing such a 

system of notation is not a profitable goal in phonology. But, even if it is, I do not believe 

that trying to force the facts of a language into an accepted formalism is desirable in a study 

such as my own with more modest goals. 

In Chapter 4 and the first part of Chapter 5, autosegmental theory has some explanatory 

power and autosegmental representations help to make clearer what is happening. In the 

1. One of the other advantages of mathematical notation is that there are rules to enable one 
to convert-one expression into another so that if the first is true the second will also be true. 
For instance, the distance fallen in metres by a body from rest is given by the equation: 

d='!gt2 
2 

where g is a constant and t is the time elapsed in seconds. From this we can deduce, using 
principles of mathematics rather than physics, that if a body has fallen d metres then the time 
elapsed will be given by the equation 

t=~ ~ 
Generative phonological notations do not have similar possibilities of transforming one 
representation into another. 
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second part of Chapter 5, in the discussions about the final suffix, I do not believe that 

autosegmental theory throws much light on what is happening. 

1.2 Language and dialect 

Xhosa belongs to the Benue-Congo branch of the Niger-Congo family and to that part of 

Benue-Congo that is generally referred to as Bantu (Welmers 1971). In terms of Dokean 

classification it belongs to the South-Eastern Zone of Bantu and to the Nguni group, which 

includes Zulu, Swazi and Ndebele (Doke 1954:23). 

The term Xhosa is used in a wider and narrower sense. In the wider sense it refers to that 

form of the Nguni language spoken by what anthropologists refer to as the Southern or Cape 

Nguni, that is, those Nguni-speakers who live in the Eastern Cape, Ciskei and Transkei, and 

in fact is the language used by most Africans over the whole of the Cape Province with the 

exception of the area in the North-West where Tswana is spoken. In this wider sense, the 

Southern Nguni are commonly referred to as the Xhosa (amaXhosa) and the language they 

speak as Xhosa (isiXhosa). 

But in a narrower sense the term Xhosa refers to those people who are members of those 

chiefdoms derived from the original Xhosa chiefdom (amaXhosa) and the language they 

speak (isiXhosa) as distinct from those belonging to other closely related chiefdoms such as 

the Mpondo, Mpondomise and Thembu (amaMpondo etc.) and the language they speak 

(isiMpondo etc.). These people are often referred to as the "Xhosa proper". Also included 

among the Southern Nguni are the amaMfengu (Fingos), who are the descendants of people 

who fled from Natal at the time of the Chaka wars. 2 

The Xhosa in the narrower sense are divided into two groups, the Gca1eka and the Rharhabe, 

named after the chiefs who were the heads of the two groups when the original chiefdom 

2. This has been the accepted view about the origin of the Mfengu, but recently it has been 
challenged by Webster (1991). 
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split, and the Rharhabe are divided into the Ngqika and other small groups such as the 

Ndlarnbe. 

The people of the Ciskei and of regions west of the Ciskei are mainly Rharhabe or Mfengu, 

and today the speech of the Mfengu differs very little if at all from that of their Xhosa 

neighbours, although my principal informant has sometimes stigmatized certain forms as 

Fingo, that is, as typical of the speech of the arnaMfengu. 

Although Gcaleka Xhosa, spoken by the arnaGcaleka, who live in the Transkei, is very 

similar to Rharhabe Xhosa, it does have some slight differences; for instance, where the 

disyllabic noun prefix is usually HH in Rharhabe Xhosa it is LH in Gcaleka Xhosa.' 

Compare Rharhabe amaxhosa with Gcaleka amflXhosa. 

Scottish missionaries at Lovedale, near Alice, were the first to print the language. The first 

printed piece of Xhosa was produced at Lovedale in 1823 (pahl 1989:xxxiii). The people 

around Lovedale were largely arnaNgqika and so the form of their speech became the basis 

for the written language and the form of the language taught in the schools and thus this 

dialect has come to form the basis of the contemporary standard language, although there is 

an increasing tendency to admit features from other dialects, especially vocabulary, into the 

standard language. The language of the Thembu and Mpondomise, who live in the Transkei, 

is fairly close to standard Xhosa, while the speech of peoples like the Mpondo shows greater 
-

divergences. 

1.3 Infonnants and variety of the language studied. 

This investigation has been mainly centred on the spoken version of the written language as 

used in Grahamstown, and is thus mainly Ngqika Xhosa. 

3. This difference is a reflection of the fact that the left-delinking rule is generally optional 
in Rharhabe Xhosa but obligatory in Gcaleka Xhosa. See 4.3 and Pahl 1977: 19. 
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This study is, in fact, largely based on the speech of one informant, Stanley Vuyisile Bentele, 

a Ngqika Xhosa, who was born in Grahamstown in 1932 and has lived in Grahamstown or 

its environs for almost all his life. His speech is representative of the type of Xhosa spoken 

in Grahamstown, which is similar to that spoken elsewhere in the Eastern Cape and the 

Ciskei. His speech is moderately conservative. There are forms cited by Pahl (1977, 1978) 

where he has more regularized forms and thus presumably more recent forms. There are 

other cases where younger speakers will show divergent, often more regularized forms where 

he retains the older form. 

This has been supplemented with a limited amount of work with a few other informants. In 

the last few years I have taught the subject of Xhosa tone to mother-tongue students at 

Rhodes University and have checked forms with them. In addition I have checked forms 

obtained from Stanley Bentele with the few other studies of Xhosa tone. In the fmal stages 

of the research I was able to check many forms with Professor Peter Mtuze of Rhodes 

University, who is also a Ngqika Xhosa. 

1.4 Method of investigation and collection of data 

As stated in the previous section, most of the tonal data in this thesis was collected using 

Stanley Bentele, a Ngqika Xhosa, as informant. Since my method of working with him was 

somewhat unusual I have included a full description of how we worked together in Appendix 

I. BasicaIly, the method involved training him to hear his own tones and then asking him 

to say what the tones of a word are, checking it with my own auditory impression but 

actually relying more on his judgement of what the tones were than my own. 

This may be a method with many dangers. But I did check forms with him over several 

months and in fact in many cases over several years and had his replies not been based on 

some genuine response to the language they would not have been consistent over time. I 

would point out also that it was my responsibility to check that his responses were accurate 

and it took about two years of working with him and in fact training him before I could rely 

on his responses. I was able to check his responses with the tones given by previous workers 
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on the language, for instance, Davey (1973) and Westphal, Notshweleka and Tindleni (1967) 

and there was a substantial measure of agreement. I believe I was extremely fortunate to 

find an informant with such a talent for recognizing the tones he uses. With the exception 

of Professor Mtuze, I have yet to find another Xhosa speaker who can tell me what tones a 

word contains and whose response I can unhesitatingly rely on. Professor Mtuze could 

already analyse the tones when we met. I have attempted to train other informants but only 

with very partial success. 

Nevertheless, without this reliance on Stanley Bentele, it would not have been possible for 

me to have produced the coverage of the data, partially shown in Appendix 3 and Appendix 

4, and I would suggest that anyone attempting to study the tonology of a language of which 

he is not a native speaker would be well-advised to try to seek out and train such an 

informant if possible. 

On the negative side, this has meant that this study is largely a study of words as pronounced 

in isolation and in slow speech. There is reason to believe that with the exception of the 

HH-to-FL rule words are little influenced by the context beyond the word and that unlike 

many other Bantu languages tones do not usually spread from one word to another. 4 

4. An apparent exception like ia mfuioda 'these men', where the H-tone on fa has spread 
onto the first syllable of madoda, is not really an exception as if we apply criteria of 
wordhood such as interruptability (e.g. a speaker cannot pause while uttering a word, 
linguistic items can be inserted fairly freely between words but not between elements of a 
word) then fa mtuioda is as much one word as nate 'and this' or ru5r1ifi'izi 'and the woman', 
which are conventionally written as one word. 



CHAYfERTWO 

SURFACE TONOLOGY 

2.1 General features of Xhosa as a tone language 

2.1.1 Def'mition of a tone language 

The question of what is a tone language has often been debated. Welmers (1973:79-80) 

discusses the question and comes up with the definition, I taken from an earlier publication 

(Welmers 1959): 'A tone language is a language in which both pitch phonemes and 

segmental phonemes enter into the composition of at least some morphemes. ' 

We can illustrate his defmition by comparing Xhosa and English. In English we can have 

the utterances: 

(1) three with a falling intonation h] and 

(2) three with a rising intonation [./]. 

-
The first one could be a simple answer to a question, How many do you want? while the 

second could be part of a question, How many do you want? Three? In (1) and (2) there 

I. This definition is adequate if one wishes to distinguish a stress language like English from 
a fully tonal language like Xhosa. It is not adequate if one wishes to distinguish a pitch
accent language like ancient Greek or Japanese from English or Xhosa or if one wishes to 
consider the various languages that seem to be on the border between tonal and non-
tonal. See McCawley 1970 and 1978. 

8 
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seem to be a common morpheme {ari:} which consists of vowels and consonants but not 

pitch and which has the meaning '3' . There seem to be two other morphemes' 

{\} and {..J}, which consist solely of a falling and rising pitch, the first having the general 

meaning of 'statement' while the second has the meaning 'question'. In English the 

morphemes consist either solely of vowels and consonants, but not pitch, or else consist 

solely of pitch. 

Let us now take the following exchanges in Xhosa. 

(3) UfUna ntont? 'What do you want?' 

im(zi. [- - ,j 'Homesteads.' 

(4) UfUna ntont? 'What do you want? 

imido [-"' -j 'Rushes. ' 

In (3) the morpheme {zi} with a low tone occurs, while in (4) the morpheme {zi} with a 

high tone occurs. The tones are as much a part of the morphemes as the vowels and 

consonants, and the specification of the features of these two morphemes contain reference 

to high or low pitch as well as to consonants and vowels, while in English the specification 

of non-intonational morphemes contains reference to features relating to vowels and 

consonants but not to features relating to pitch. 

There will in addition be an intonation contour {statement} in the responses in (3) and (4), 
-

which will be roughly comparable to the statement intonation in (1) above. 

2.1.2 Xhosa as a tone language 

Xhosa is a tone language. There are many cases of words that are distinguished solely by 

tone, as is shown by the following table: 

2. In describing these as morphemes I am following Welmers (1973:79), who says, 
'Superimposed on entire phrases are intonational melodies, which themselves are morphemes 
with meanings, but which in themselves contain no consonants or vowels. ' 
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Tone Contrasts 

Lexical contrasts 

Nouns: 

(thanga 'pumpkin' 
(thanga 'thigh' 
f'thanga 'cattle-post' 

Wflzi 'homestead' 
Whz( 'reed' 

fkhala 'aloe' 
fkh!Jla 'collar' 

Verbs: 

UkUsinda 'smear floor with cow dung' 
Ukusfnda 'be beyond one's strength' 
Ukus(nda 'to escape' 

Grammatical contrasts 

(bethe 'he struck' 
fbethe 'that he strike' (subjunctive) 

lfbethile 'he struck' (indicative) 
lfbethfle 'he having struck' (participial) 

angaberhwa 'he may be beaten' 
angabethwa 'he should not be beaten' 

Miscellaneous contrasts 

bona 'see' 
bona 'them' 

(yew 'medicine' 
(yeza 'he is coming' 

abafUndi 'they do not study' 
abafUndi 'students' 

Page 10 
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Although such minimal pairs do exist and are not rare, the total number of lexical items 

distinguished by tone is not very large. A search of a dictionary of about 30,000 items 

produced about fifty minimal pairs and produced about an equal number of homonymous 

pairs of stems which are not distinguished even by tone. In verbs especially there are very 

few stems distinguished only by tone. Since the three way contrast among disyllabic verbs 

is only maintained in about a third of inflections, any triplets of disyllabic verb stems kept 

apart only by tone would fail to be distinguished in many of the inflections. 

It is also true that Xhosa is written perfectly satisfactorily without tone marks. Only 

occasionally does the omission of tone marks lead to ambiguity. 

In the Bible occasionally tone marks are used to disambiguate a passage and Bennie 

(1937: 13) mentions that there are passages in the book of Job where the insertion of tone 

marks to distinguish second person singular from third person singular makes the passage 

very much more easily intelligible. J The latest version of the New Testament has occasional 

tone marks (some of which are incorrect). Other than in the Bible or grammatical works, 

tone marks are very, very rarely used if at all. Nevertheless, Xhosa speakers seem to cope 

perfectly well with written texts without indication of tone, in spite of these occasional cases 

of ambiguity. According to Welmers (1973:118) mother-tongue speakers of some West 

African languages have great difficulty in reading a passage where tone-marks are omitted. 

Modem Hebrew is normally written without indication of vowels but speakers of Modem 

Hebrew seem to be able to cope perfectly adequately without indication of vowels. One 

would not therefore argue that vowels in Modem Hebrew are not important or non-

3. He writes 'For the inflectional tone of verbs, I have been content to mark tone only 
where there was danger of confusion, or at least a lack of clearness. If similar parts of the 
verb follow in succession, it is usually sufficient to mark the first of the series; e.g., in a 
passage where all the predicates are in the 2nd pers. sing., only the first need be marked; 
but where there is transition to cl. 1 of the 3rd pers., this must be shown. In the book of 
Job are many transitions of this kind, backwards and forwards; and without the marking of 
tone it is often difficult to ascertain the meaning, and impossible to read the passage correctly 
without previous study.' 
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phonemic. Foreign learners of Hebrew find it very difficult to read such texts. Texts 

without indication of tone do not offer similar difficulties in understanding to learners of 

Xhosa, though they are likely to mispronounce the tones if they have to read the text aloud. 

I have also had the experience of studying Igbo tone in the company of a Venda speaker in 

London. He was simply amazed at the role played by tone in Igbo compared to the role 

played by tone in Venda, and other South African Bantu languages with which he was 

familiar. 

It is also possible for speakers of a West African language like Yoruba to carry on a 

conversation by whistling, (provided the topic is familiar to the participants). This is not 

possible in Xhosa though if a man is courting a girl it is possible for him to go outside her 

house and whistle the tones of her name and she will know he is calling her. It is also 

possible for a 'tsotsi' (minor gangster) to go into a bottle store and whistle his order. 

The above observations, although of an unsystematic nature, seem to imply that the role of 

tone in Xhosa is different from that of tone in many West African languages and that it plays 

a lesser role. I do not, however, believe that tone plays a marginal role in Xhosa. 

One reason for maintaining that tone plays more than a marginal role in Xhosa is that the 

rules of Xhosa tonology, particularly those relating to the inflectional morphology manifest 

a very high degree of complexity, as will be shown in the following sections of this 

dissertation. As an illustration, consider disyllabic noun prefixes. These are normally HL 

before a stem with a high tone on the first syllable and HH before a stem with a low tone 

on the first syllable. This applies to the vast majority of nouns. There seem to be a small 

minority (about one per cent of stems with two syllables) where although the first syllable 

of the stem is H, the prefix is HH. These nouns stems seem to be relatively constant from 

speaker to speaker and do not seem to be being regularized (see 4.4.1) . If tone were merely 

a marginal feature, one would not expect this irregularity to be maintained. 
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I also think that speakers of Xhosa tend to rely on tone first when trying to identify 

morphemes. When I played a recording of the three words, rthanga 'pumpkin,' fthanga 

'thigh', f'thiinga 'cattle-post', to an informant to see whether he could tell them apart, he 

identified the third word as i'thiimbo 'bone', getting the tone right, but mishearing two 

consonants and one vowel. This seems to imply that for this speaker the tones were more 

important than vowels and consonants. 

It might be instructive to compare the role or functional load of tone in Xhosa with that of 

stress in English. There are very few minimal pairs distinguished solely by stress in English. 

There are the well-known pairs like sUbject and subject though there is actually a change in 

vowels between the two forms, i.e. [' s~~1kt] and [s~b~ekt]. Less familiar is a pair 

like below [bt'ldV) and billow ['btld1J'].' Getting the stress wrong on a word is unlikely 

to change it into another word. 

It would be wrong, however, to consider that stress is unimportant in English. Misplaced 

stress by a foreigner speaking English seems to make it very difficult for mother-tongue 

speakers to understand. In fact, it has been argued that a foreigner learning English will be 

far better advised to concentrate on getting the stress patterns right (both of words and 

sentences) than on getting the vowels and consonants (in spite of the numerous minimal pairs 

that exist). If he fails to get a contrast between two consonants or vowels only occasionally 

will this lead to misunderstanding. But if he fails to get a reasonable approximation to the 

stress pattern of English, a native speaker of English may totally fail to understand him. 

Partly this may be due to the fact that changing the stress will change the quality of the 

vowels. For instance, Canada &CJ1nad~] becomes [k:l'me~] if we place the stress on the 

second syllable. Partly this is due to the fact that getting the stress wrong affects the 

intonation contour and English speakers seem to pay attention to intonation contours when 

processing speech. Certainly, I have found that when someone, foreigner or native speaker, 

pronounces a name with a wrong stress, the effect is that instead of understanding him 

4. lowe this minimal pair to A.C. Gimson. 
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immediately, there is a delay of one or two seconds before it dawns on me what the speaker 

has just said. Foreigners habitually misplacing stresses are forcing their listeners to work 

a great deal harder to decode what is being said to them. 

It would seem that something similar is true with regard to tone in Xhosa. Although, unlike 

Yoruba, getting the tone wrong will be unlikely to result in a person saying something 

different from what was intended it will make it more difficult for the Xhosa listener to 

understand him. It seems that the Xhosa listener (and perhaps also speakers of other South 

African Bantu languages, where tone plays a similar role) use tone as an important 

recognition clue when processing speech. Even the literate speaker who has no difficulty in 

reading Xhosa with no indication of tone may still depend on tone when decoding spoken 

Xhosa. Hence, a speaker of Xhosa who hears a non-mother-tongue speaker speaking the 

language without the correct tones may have to learn a new strategy in order to process such 

speech and thus understand such a speaker. 

2.1.3 Tone and intonation 

It used to be thought that tone and intonation were exclusive categories - a language was 

either a tone language or an intonation language (see Samarin (1952:80), who disputes this 

view) . We now know that this is not the case and there have been many studies in intonation 

in tone languages (e.g. Miller and Tench 1980 and 1982) and at least one in Xhosa (Theron 

1991). 

I have done little research on the intonation of Xhosa but I would point out that the main way 

of distinguishing yes/no questions from statements in Xhosa is by changing the intonation: 

uyagula [ ____ 1 'You are ill' but 

uyagula [- - - -1 'Are you ill?' 
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The difference seems to be largely in the absence of downdrift and also a much reduced 

degree of penultimate lengthening (Lanham 1963:58). 

1 have done a little work with one informant where 1 explained that in English the fall-rise 

nuclear tone very often has a 'yes, but' meaning in English. He suggested that there was an 

equivalent intonation contour in Xhosa. I then recorded him saying the three following 

sentences with a normal neutral declarative intonation and with this yes-but intonation: 

NdiMna (thanga 'I see the pumpkin' 

NdiMna (thanga 'I see the thigh' 

NdiMna f'thfinga 'I see the cattle-post' 

Although to my ear the 'yes, but' intonation contour seemed to make the penultimate syllable 

a falling tone in each case, when 1 stopped the tape at random he was able to identify the 

word in each case. It was clear that although the 'yes, but' intonation contour placed some 

sort of falling glide on the penultimate syllable in each case, this falling glide did not 

eliminate the distinction between the tones. 

We might picture the pitch contour in Xhosa as determined by two components, the tonal 

component and an intonation component, but although the two interact they do not eliminate 

each other - i. e. the listener can recover both the tones and the intonation from the gross 

acoustic contour. 

2.2 Pitch-realisation rules for the tones of Xhosa 

2.2.1. General remarks 

As we have seen in the previous section, Xhosa is a tonal language as is shown by the 

existence of tonal minimal pairs. In this section 1 will outline the basic contrastive units of 

the tonal system of Xhosa as it appears in the surface. 
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Most Bantu languages are characterized by a two-tone system of high and low, for instance, 

Sotho (Doke and Mofokeng 1957:38), Shona (Odden 1981:5). Moreover they are what 

Welmers (1973:82) calls terraced level tone languages in contrast to discrete level tone 

languages. Essentially, each tone, according to Welmers, is not realised on a constant pitch. 

A succession of high tones will be realised on more or less the same relatively high pitch. 

For example, HHH will be realised as [ - - - ]. If, however, a low tone occurs between two 

highs, the second high tone will be realised on a lower tone than the first. HLH for example 

will be realised as [-"' -] . Since this process can be repeated, a word with several high 

tones separated by low tones can have high tones realised on several different pitches. In 

some terraced level languages, low tones are all realised on the same relatively low pitch; 

in others, low tones tend to become lower as the high tones become lower. In discrete level 

languages all high tones are realised on roughly the same pitch and all low tones will be 

realised on the same pitch.' 

Pike (1948:5) divided tone languages into two groups, those having contour systems, 

typically languages of South East and East Asia, and register systems, to which group the 

tone languages of Africa belong. I think this division is basically correct, and it would seem 

that languages like Chinese or Vietnamese have very different tonal systems from those of 

West or South Africa, and I would agree that Xhosa, in spite of the falling tone, has basically 

a register system. I do not believe, however, that the difference between high tone and low 

tone is simply one of relative pitch. A high tone is characterized by a level pitch with 

sustained intensity throughout the vowel. A low tone is characterized by a slightly falling 

pitch with the intensity falling away towards the end of the syllable. There is also a tendency 

for low syllables to be marked by breathy voice, though this might be a concomitant of low 

pitch. Because of these differences of pitch and intensity I believe it would be possible for 

5. In addition, Welmers regards the occurrence of phonemic down step (see 2.2.4) as 
necessary for a language to be regarded as a terraced level language. It is not clear to me 
why Welmers holds this view. Clearly if highs are all realised on the same pitch as they are 
in discrete level tone languages, the loss of a low tone should not produce down step. But 
surely the major difference between the two types of languages is whether highs are all 
produced on the same pitch or whether the presence of a low lowers subsequent high tones, 
and that therefore the crucial factor is the occurrence of downdrift rather than downstep? 
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a speaker of Xhosa to recognize a high tone from a low tone on a syllable in isolation, 

although this might be difficult to test because of the low frequency of monosyllables. If we 

compare the forms e'cateni 'on the side' [---,1 with ema[(ni 'in the money' [-- - _1, 

the relative height of the second syllables in each word is very similar. They are kept apart 

in pronunciation by the slight fall in pitch and intensity in the -ma- which is absent in the 

-ca-. 

Nevertheless I would not dispute that relative pitch usually plays an important role in 

distinguishing high tone from low tone and normally the major one. 

2.2.2 Basic units 

Basically Xhosa is a terraced level language. It has a high and a low tone, and also has 

phonemic downstep. High tones are realised on a lower pitch after each low tone as 

described in the previous paragraph. Low tones tend to become lower in tone as the high 

tones become lower, but not in such a marked fashion as the high tones. 

However, at least on the surface, there is a third tone, in addition to the high and low tones, 

that is, a falling tone as is seen in bOna 'see'. 

The tonal system of Xhosa thus involves four phonemic entities: 

High Tone H 

Falling Tone 
(or Fall) 

Low Tone· 

Downstep 

F 

L 

, 

A 

, (or the syllable may be left without a mark) 

6. From this point on these will usually be abbreviated to H-tone, F-tone, and L-tone. 
Each tone has a basic realisation in pitch, which is then affected by the tones that precede 
and follow it and also by the accompanying consonants. If the intonation is varied, this will 
also have its effect on the way the tones are realised but this factor will be ignored in this 
account and an unmarked neutral statement intonation assumed throughout. 
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The basic pitch realisation of each tone is as follows: 

The H-tone is realised by a high level pitch. [-1 

The F-tone is realised by a falling glide. ["'\1 

The L-tone is realised by a low level or slightly falling pitch.' [_1 or [,1 

Downstep is manifested by its effects on the following tone. See 2.2.4. Briefly it may be 

described as an instruction to lower the pitch of a following tone. 

2.2.3 Downdrift8 

An uninterrupted sequence of two or more H-tones are all pronounced on the same pitch. 

amtuhanga [- - ,_1 'pumpkins' 

um5matse [- - - -1 'mongoose' 

A F-tone after a H-tone begins on the same pitch as the H-tone.' 

&mimi [- "'\ _ 1 'water' 

7. A F-tone and a L-tone may both be realised as a falling glide. A native speaker, 
however, will always be able to tell the two glides apart. The distinction appears in part to 
be made by the F-tone having greater length than a L-tone. 

8. What follows is largely a restatement of material in Lanham (1963), except that, on the 
basis of pitch measurements made with the aid of a spectrograph, I have described successive 
H -tones as being on the same pitch rather than as each being pronounced slightly higher than 
the preceding H-tone. 

9. This follows from the previous sentence if we consider a F-tone to be close-knit cluster 
of a H-tone and a L-tone. In fact, in all the rules that follow, the rules applying to F-tones 
can be deduced by regarding the F-tone as being a H-tone followed by a L-tone on the same 
syllable. With regard to pitch-realisation rules and the occurrence of down step, a F-tone 
behaves like a H-tone with regard to preceding syllables and like a L-tone with regard to 
following syllables. 
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If, however, two H-tones are separated by one or more L-tones, then the second H-tone is 

lower than the first. 

UkuJya [-y] 'food' 

Usila51upfui [- - - . - J 'tortoise' 

amasela [-- - ,] ' thieves' 

fshishinf [- .... _ -] ' factory' 

A H-tone after a F-tone has a lower pitch than the beginning of the falL 

fisenti [ ..... - \] 'cents' 

w&ya [, - ] 'he ate' 

This is also true if a L-tone intervenes. 

oo17Ul17Ui [ ....... _ -] 'mothers' 

If a H-tone is followed by a F-tone but separated from it by one or more L-tones, then the 

falling glide of the F-tone begins at a lower pitch than the H-tone does. 

Mlime [- _ ,] 'they ploughed' 

Similarly if a F-tone is followed by another F-tone, either immediately or separated by one 

or more L-tones then the second F-tone begins at a lower point than the beginning point of 

the first F-tone. 

oony{ma 

nOhlekfsa 

[ .......... _] 'sons' 

['\-,_] ' you caused to laugh' 
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2.2.4 Downstep'o 

We see from 2.2.3 that when a H-tone immediately follows another H-tone it will be as high 

as the first H-tone, but if it is separated from it by one or more L-tones then it will be lower 

than the first H -tone. 

I.e. HH is realised by [- - ] 

but HLH is realised by [-,,-] 

However, we find cases where H-tones occur together, but where nevertheless the second 

H-tone is lower than the first. 

{sela [- - ~] 'thief 

cf {senti [- - ,] 'cent' 

There is even the minimal pair, 

{Cawa [ - - ,] 'Sunday, church' 

and {Cawa [- - , ] 'Port Alfred'. 

We need some way of distinguishing these two cases as both are marked HHL but are 

realised by different pitch contours. The entity, downstep, indicated by , or I, serves this 

purpose. As said before, downstep is an instruction to realise the following H-tone or F-tone 

on a lower pitch than the preceding tone, rather than on the same pitch. 

i.e. HH is realised by [ - - ] 

but H' H is realised by [-- ] 

So {senti will remain {senti 

but {sela will become f'seIa. 

Similarly, iCawa 'Sunday, church' remains iCawa 

but iCawa 'Port Alfred' will become i'Cawa. 

10. The suggestion is sometimes made that instead of downstep, one should recognize a 
mid-tone. See Welmers 1973: 82 for reasons why this suggestion will not work. In brief we 
would be forced to recognize several varieties of mid-tone in a structure like H'H'HL r-.]. 
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Similarly, if a F-tone immediately follows a H-tone, it will commence on the same pitch as 

the H-tone, but if it is separated from it by one or more L-tones then it will commence on 

a lower pitch than the preceding H -tone. 

i.e. HF is realised by [-"'\] 

but HLF is realised by [- - ""] 

But we also find cases where a F-tone immediately following on a H-tone nevertheless 

commences at a lower pitch than the H-tone. 

There is the minimal pair, 

(nine [-" _ ] 'gentleman' 

and (nine [-,_] 'truth' . 

These likewise can be differentiated by the use of down step, taking down step to be an 

instruction to produce a F-tone after a H-tone starting on a lower pitch than the preceding 

H-tone. 

i.e. HF is realised by [- "\ ] 

but H' F is realised by [- '\ ] 

So (nine 'truth' will remain (nine 

but (nine 'gentleman' will become f'nine. 

It follows from the above rules that downstep can only occur between two H-tones or 

between a H-tone and a F-tone. It can never occur before or after a L-tone, nor can it occur 

at the beginning of a word, except within a phrase. 

Historically, many cases of downstep have arisen where a L-toned syllable has fallen out 

between two H-tones or between a H-tone and a F-tone. f'sela was originally *flisela with 

the pitch contour [-- -,]. When the -li- fell away, the -se- was still pronounced on a lower 

pitch than the initial H-tone, instead of changing to a higher pitch bringing it about that there 

were now H-tones on successive syllables where the second was lower than the first. 

Depressors can also give rise to down step as in f'dy6khwe 'yoke', which, although it 
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belongs to the same class as {senti, has downstep because of the presence of the depressor 

[~1. See 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 

2.2.5 L-tones 

As stated in 2.2.2 a L-tone is realised as a low level tone, or as a slightly falling glide. This 

slight fall is particularly evident at the end of a word or phrase. 

ndiyalima L --J '1 am ploughing'. 

A L-tone immediately following a H-tone is raised, particularly when it is preceded by a non

depressor (see 2.2.6) and becomes a falling glide, if the syllable is long enough. 

fphiko [-"' _1 'wing' 

Ukutya [- '" -1 'food' 

This is particularly noticeable on the penultimate syllable. When it occurs further back in 

the word the glide may be barely discernible and the L-tone may appear as a raised level 

pitch slightly lower than the following H-tone. Just as when two H-tones are separated by 

one or more L-tones the second H-tone is lower than the first, so L-tones separated by H

tones tend to become lower as the H-tones become lower. (See examples of L-tones in 

2.2.3.) 

Although, as said before, Xhosa is basically a terraced level language as described by 

Welmers (see 2.2.1), the behaviour of L-tones is different from that described by him where 

L-tones are said always to be on the lowest pitch throughout the utterance. 

2.2.6 Depressorsll 

Certain consonants, known as depressors, have a marked lowering effect on following tones. 

Depressors are characterized by a combination of voice and a 'noise' component (plosion or 

friction) produced by the pulmonic airstream. The following is the complete list of 

II. According to Rycroft (1980b:l), Beach (1924) was the first to give 'a scholarly account 
of consonantal tone-lowering in Nguni,' and the term depressor was first introduced by 
Lanham (1958). See also Welmers (1973:94ff). For Shona see Fivaz (1970). 
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depressors: bh, d, dy, j, g, gc, gq, gx, v, Z, gr, dl, mh, nh, nyh, ngc, ngq, ngx,r, h ([~l as 

in f'Mshe 'horse' not [h1'2 as in Uhfli 'mythical river-dwarf). The remaining consonants 

are non-depressors. 

A depressor before a H-tone or a F-tone depresses the first part of the tone and so the H-tone 

is realised as a rising glide and the F-tone as a rising-falling glide. 

f'Mshe [-"".J 'horse' dywfda ['" _1 'seize greedily' 

A L-tone in a syllable commencing with a depressor and preceded by a H-tone is realised on 

a low almost level pitch rather than as a falling glide, i.e. the depressor nullifies the effect 

of 2.2.5. 

(ndleM 

(dada 

[- _-1 'ear' cf Ukutya 

[- __ 1 'duck' cf (phiko 

2.3 X-sequences and indication of variation 

[- ,",_1 'wing' 

In many cases in Xhosa, there are sequences of H-tones followed by a L-tone, where all but 

the last H-tone may be replaced by L-tone. For instance, [(n(Mthisa 'he hits you' may also 

be linibethisa. Not all sequences are subject to such lowering. [(nfbethile 'he hit you' 

can only be HHHLL and cannot be LLHLL i.e. "linibethile. 

Sequences of syllables which can be either all H-tones or all L-tone have been marked as X 

and referred to as X-sequences. So linibethisa can be said to have the tone pattern XXHLL 

and be marked as fin'bethisa. 

X -sequences have relationship with depressors in that a depressor between two H -tones 

usually gives rise to down step but a depressor between two Xs or between an X and a H-tone 

usually does not. For instance, If'Mmbile where the first syllable have a H-tone has a 

downstep while fihflmbisa where the first syllable can have a H-tone or a L-tone does not 

have a downstep. 

12. The voiceless [hl is extremely rare in Xhosa. uhfli is about the only common word in 
which it occurs. 
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I have described X -sequences as being all high or all low , and this is the more usual case but 

it is possible for a sequence to become partly low and partly high provided that when we 

convert XS to H-tones or L-tones, we start from the left and choose either H-tones or L-tones 

but that once we have chosen to make an X high, all subsequent Xs must also be H-tones, 

that is, given the sequence XXXHLL, this is most likely to be HHHHLL or LLLHLL. The 

following are also possible: 

LHHHLL 

LLHHLL 

"HLHHLL is not, however, possible. 

For examp~e, akhshUktunisa 'to shake' is most likely to be 

UkUshUkUmisa or ukushukUmisa. It could also be pronounced 

ukUshUkUmisa or 

ukushUkUmisa 

It cannot, however, be pronounced ·UkusMkUmisa. 

If such a sequence is partly high and partly low, the change from low to high is most likely 

to take place at the beginning of the stem. 

Where a depressor occurs in an X-sequence or adjacent to it, an X is more likely to become 

a L-tone. For instance, hfio 'animal' can be either HHL or LHL but is more likely, at least 

in Rharhaoe Xhosa, to be HHL. tzfio 'animals', where [z] unlike [s] is a depressor, is likely 

to be LHL and unlikely, if ever, to be HHL. 

This topic is further discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 10. 

2.4 Tone patterns and pitch contours 

The sequence of tonemic entities (i.e. tonemes and down step) that occur on a word or 

formative will be referred to as the tone pattern of the word or formative. For instance, 

Ukutya 'food' has the tone pattern HLH and f'thlimbo 'bone' has the tone pattern H'FL. 
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The symbol X which occurs in X-sequences will also be regarded for this purpose only as 

a quasi-tonemic entity" and so hmhtfldti 'tickets' can be said to have two tone patterns 

LLHLL or HHHLL or can be said to have the tone pattern XXHLL. 

Each utterance in Xhosa is characterized by a pitch contour which will be determined by the 

surface tones, the intonation pattern and the effect of the segmental phones (mainly the 

presence or absence of depressor consonants). This contour can be displayed by a series of 

lines between square brackets. Since this thesis is not concerned with intonation and is 

mainly concerned with words pronounced in isolation, the term pitch contour applied to an 

isolated word will refer to the pitch contour when that word is pronounced on its own with 

an unmarked neutral statement intonation. 

For instance, Ukutya 'food' has the pitch contour [- "' -] and f'thiimbo has the pitch contour 

[-,-]. 

13. In fact an X is really a type of morphophonemic symbol and does not represent a 
separate phoneme. 



CHAYfER THREE 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This is a review of previous work on Xhosa, and to a lesser extent Zulu, tone. 

According to Doke (1954: 16), tone was first recorded by John Bennie in his unpublished 

Xhosa grammar of 1832 who wrote: 

The rising or the falling inflexion of the accent gives to words, which 
correspond in letters, a different signification: bona, see, they; umnyama, 
dark, the rainbow; tiya, snare, hate. (as quoted by Doke) 

The earliest published reference to tone in Xhosa is, according to Doke (ibid.), by Appleyard 

(1850:95-6), who writes: 

67. The sound of every word will also be more or less influenced, by the 
general tone of the full proposition or period in which it forms a part. In 
reference to this oratorical accent, it may be sufficient to observe, that in 
Kafrr oratory the voice often commences at the highest pitch, and gradually 
descends in a kind of revolving manner, to the lowest. Where this is the case, 
therefore, the word will be enunciated in a higher or lower key, according to 
its relative position in the falling inflection. In other circumstances, nothing 
appears so peculiar as to call for remark. 

68. In addition to the accent, some words are further distinguished by a 
peculiar intonation given to them in the act of enunciation. This, however, 
is only observable in those words which are similar in form, but not in sense. 
Thus itanga, hlanza, umkombe, etc, express two or three different ideas 
according to the particular mode of their pronunciation. 

26 
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According to Doke (ibid.), 'after Appleyard, tone passed unnoticed in Xhosa until Godfrey 

and McLaren mentioned it in 1915 and 1917 respectively.' 

This is not true as I have been able to trace at least four references to it during this period. 

The first is by Bleek (1862:80), who writes: 

372. Such cases of intonation used for the distinction of homophonous words 
occur also in other Ba-ntu languages, - for example, in Kafir and Zulu. Thus 
Kafir int(mga 9. is 'the house of the second wife,' etc, and intanga 9. 'seed 
of pumpkin,' UmkOmbe 3. rhinoceros, and umkOmbe 3. ship. 
(Appleyard §68, Colenso §28.) 

The second is by Endemann (1876:25), who in his grammar of Sotho, having said that 'die 

drei Tone, die das Sotho hat, scheinen iiberhaupt den Negersprachen eigen zu sein; 

wenigstens habe ich sie auch im Kafir beobachtet und Dr Lepsius hat sie als im lbo, Yoruba, 

Eve, Akra vorhanden notiert,'l adds a footnote: 

Es ist merkwiirdig, dass man bisher z. B. die sonst unmogliche 
Unterscheidung der 2. u. 3. Pers. Sing. (Personalcl.) noch nicht entdeckt 
hatte, da eine Untersuchung doch so nahe lag, worin u ya bala (2.Pers.) und 
u ya bala (3. Pers.) verschieden seien. (Das u der 3. Pers. hat namlich hohen 
Ton.)2 

1. 'The three tones, which Sotho has, seem to be generally features of Black languages; at 
least I have also observed them in Xhosa and Dr Lepsius has noted that they also occur in 
lbo, Y oruba, Ewe and Akan. ' 

2. 'It is noteworthy that up to now, for example, the distinction that is otherwise not made 
between 2nd and 3rd person singular (in the personal classes) has not been discovered seeing 
that an investigation was so clearly required into what respect u ya bala (2nd person) and u 
ya bala are different. (That is that the u of the 3rd person has a high tone.)' 
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The third is by McLaren (1886:56), who after a table 'Pronominal Subjects' (i.e. subject 

concords) giving the second person concord as u and the third person class 1 concord as u, 
states: 

U in the third person is distinguished from u in the second person, by having 
a rising inflection of the voice in pronunciation. 

Finally, Meinhofin his Hottentottische Lame und Lehnworte im Kqfir (1905:731) makes the 

following reference to tone in Xhosa: 

Die vorliegende Untersuchung bedarf aber spater noch einer eingehenden 
Nachpriifung, da die Tone im Bantu bisher nicht griindlich festgestellt sind 
und wir u ber die Tone der Kaffersprachen fast gar nichts wissen. Fur die 
Bedeutung eines Hottentottenwortes ist die Tonhohe noch wichtiger als fUr die 
Bedeutung eines Bantuwortes. Die Gleichstellung von Worten, die wir hier 
also vomehmen, muss nach Festellung der Tone noch gepriift werden und 
wird da ihre Bestiitigung oder Berichtigung finden.' 

In 1915, Godfrey in his preface to the second edition of Kropfs dictionary (1915:vi) says, 

'Mr W G Bennie has rendered untiring assistance; he it was who revealed to me the secret 

of tone in the Kafir language, a fact which has still to be reckoned with and for the 

expression of which some printing device has yet to be invented.' 

In view {)f McLaren's later treatment of what we now know to be distinctions of tone as 

matters of accent and length, it is doubtful whether he really knew what he was referring to 

in the passage quoted above, but there seems little doubt that Appleyard and Bleek knew 

what they were dealing with. 

3. 'The present investigation will later need a thorough check since the tones of Bantu have 
not up to now been thoroughly established and we know practically nothing about the tones 
of the Nguni languages. For the meaning of a Hottentot word the tone is even more 
important than for the meaning of a Bantu word. The identification of words that we here 
accept will have to be rechecked once the tones have been ascertained and either be 
confirmed or corrected .• 
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Meinhofs and Godfrey's references are interesting in that they show an awareness of the 

importance of tone, but no description of it. Godfrey in effect says, 'Tone is very important, 

but we don't know how to describe it.' 

Meinhof equally says that tone is important and that the final identification of words in Xhosa 

with their Hottentot source will require that tone be taken into account but at the moment we 

know little about Bantu tone and practically nothing about the tone of the Nguni languages. 

Now Meinhof was able to handle tone in Nama, as he marks the tone of all the Nama words 

he cites. Why did he not do so in Bantu languages? In the case of the above cited work he 

was largely working from Kropfs dictionary and he may not have had access to an 

informant, but in his work on other Bantu languages, tone is mentioned but not treated in 

detail. It should be noted that, while in this period some scholars recognized the existence 

of tone in Nguni but were unable to describe it in detail, 1875 saw Christaller's work on 

Akan with detailed reference to tone and 1876 Endemann's work on Sotho, in which he not 

only draws attention to the existence of tone in Sotho but also marks tone to some extent in 

his examples. 

It is interesting to consider McLaren, who in the first edition of his grammar (1906) does not 

refer to tone, in spite of having referred to it in his earlier work (1886). He, does, however, 

have a section devoted to accent (page 11). In the main he is referring to the lengthening 

of the penultimate syllable of the word. However, he lists certain words which are 

exceptions to this rule. Most of these exceptions seem to be cases where the tones of the 

word would make the penultimate lengthening less apparent to an English observer and make 

him perceive a stress on another syllable. For instance, the examples he lists of words with 

the accent on the last syllable are all of words with a high or falling tone on that syllable, 

e.g. aizw( 'voice' and Mfike 'they arrived', which he gives as ili-zw( and bafike. In his 

description of the grammatical forms he points out forms which are differentiated by tone 

alone though he describes the difference as being one of accent or vowel length. Examples 

are: 
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'The pronoun of Class I singular of the third person is distinguished from the 
pronoun of the second person singular by being strongly accented.' 
(page 39)' 

'The corresponding plural form is izim, which, however, is contracted to tm 
.. .'(page 19). An example is given of tm-vana 'a lamb' with a plural im-vana 
'Iambs'. (cf 4.4.2) 

'They [the participles] differ from the tenses in accent, the accented syllable 
in the participles being longer.' (page 85)' 

'The past tense of the sUbjunctive mood is the same in spelling as the past 
indefinite tense of the indicative mood, but differs from it in the length of the 
auxiliary vowel; e.g. ruiIlfikil ndiiteta, 'I arrived and spoke'.' (p 94) (See 
Appendix 3, section 6.1, paradigms 13 and 19.) 

From the above examples it will be clear that although McLaren did not at this date realise 

the true nature of the feature with which he was dealing, and confused tone, vowel length 

and the lengthening of the penultimate syllable, he was able to point out those forms 

distinguished by tone alone, although he described the distinction as one of length or accent. 

McLaren (1915:x) devotes two paragraphs to tone in the introduction to his Kafir-English 

dictionary. He recognizes a 'higher or rising tone' indicated by an acute accent C) and 'a 

lower or falling tone' indicated by a grave accent C). The few examples do, with one 

exception (which refers to the intonational difference between statement and question) refer 

to forms 51istinguished by tone but the tone markings are incomplete and in some cases 

wrong. For instance, nilibOni yona 'I have seen it' and ndfbone yona 'that I see it' are 

said to be nilibone yona and nilibone yona. 

The first attempt to produce some analysis of Xhosa tone, as distinct from citing a couple of 

words or inflections solely distinguished by tone, was a short article by Nauhaus (1924). 

4. Compare the correct description given in his 1886 work cited above. 

5. McLaren is referring to the subject concords of the participial mood of verbs. These in 
the present-day language are either high or low and therefore should not be longer than in 
the indicative. In the participial mood of copulatives, the subject concord does have a falling 
tone, which is longer than a high or low tone. 
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This does not purport to be a scholarly article and he restricts himself to describing the tones 

of the last two syllables of the word (with the implication that the tones of other syllables can 

be predicted from these) . Nevertheless, he does distinguish the five tonal classes of 

disyllabic noun stems, shows an awareness of regular changes when stems are inflected (with 

examples of exceptions to these rules) and also shows an awareness of the relationship 

between tone in Xhosa and tone in other Bantu languages. He also points out the desirability 

of indicating tone in dictionaries. 

The next article to refer to Xhosa tone was by Beach (1924). This is a plea for a science of 

tonetics but it includes a good account of the three tonemes of Xhosa and their principal 

members. He also recognized the importance of depressor consonants, though he did not call 

them such. In addition, Beach described allomorphic variation in the tones of certain 

prefixes. Nothing comparable was produced in this field until Lanham's work about thirty

five years later. 

The 1931 orthography (Doke 1954: 16) introduced marks for tone-marking: ' for high tone, 

I for low tone and', for falling tone, as in b'eth,a for berha 'hit', and b'o,n,a 'see' for bona 

for 'see' . It was recommended that they be used to mark nouns distinguished only by tone 

and where confusion was likely to arise (Bennie 1937:10ff) . Such tone marks, however, 

were only used sporadically, mainly in the Bible, where according to Bennie (1937: 13), they 

greatly increase the comprehensibility of certain passages. 

McLaren's dictionary (1936) marks the tones of words distinguished only by tone (and 

sometimes of homonyms to show that they are not distinguished even by tone) and Bennie 

(1939) makes occasional references to tone of some interest. 

The next publication that makes really detailed reference to tone is by Tucker (1949). This 

is a proposal for a common orthography for the Sotho and Nguni languages, but includes a 

reasonably complete account of what he calls 'the Beach system' of tone marking (he uses 

Beach symbols for the tonemes, ' for high tone, ' for falling, leaving the low tone 
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unmarked). As far as Xhosa is concerned, however, it is little more than a restatement of 

Beach 1924. 

Westphal (1951) produces a long list of disyllabic verb stems with the tone pattern in 

sentence final position indicated. He shows that they fall into three tonal classes and that the 

HL pattern corresponds to stems with a long vowel in Central Bantu languages. This 

represents the first work to produce a list of any length of words with the tones marked and 

also the first to make any historical-comparative statements. 

Lanham published two articles on the tonemes of Xhosa (1958, 1963), the latter being an 

updating of the former and being based on a chapter in his unpublished PhD thesis on Nguni 

phonology (Lanham: 1960). These give a very detailed exemplification of the Xhosa tonemes 

and also give examples of the tonal morphology of disyllabic noun and verb stems. The 

latter differs from the first by its greater attempt at structuralist rigour and marks a 

significant step forward in postulating unpredictable downstep as a phonemic entity. In the 

latter the falling tone is analysed as a high-low cluster. 

Jordan (1966) does not set out to write a theoretical treatise but rather a course introduction 

to the language. Apart from an introduction, he marks the tone in most vocabularies and in 

the vocabulary at the end of the book. He marks the tone for some grammatical forms e.g. 

the locative, but does not present the rules for the most common verb forms e.g. present 

indicative: His method of indicating tone is clumsy and the phonemicization of tones is 

inadequate. He recognizes (1966:17) three 'tone families ' : High, High Falling and Low. 

He points out that in a sequence HLHLHL each H is lower in pitch than the preceding H, 

and similarly each L is lower than a preceding L and that these could be marked H-L-HI-LI

H,-L,-H,-L,. All the low tones are marked, ' but of the high tones, only those that should 

bear the symbol H are marked' , and those that should be marked by HI, or H, and so on 

are left unmarked. Although this is not specifically stated, he allows more than one H to 

occur in the same word and this allows him to differentiate HHL from H'HL as H-H-L from 

H-HI-L, e.g.' inqw 'el, ° i.e. HHL but injan a i.e. H'HL. He does not have any provision for 
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distinguishing HF from H'F. It is, however, just possible that this distinction does not occur 

in his idiolect. 

Westphal, Notshweleka and Tindleni (1967) give a very thorough account of the various noun 

types that occur in Xhosa. They also mention the effect of the antepenultimate rule. 

Louw (1968) offers a great number of rules for Xhosa tone and his subsequent papers are 

also of interest (1969, 1971). 

Riordan et aZ. 1969 is again a practical work where all the Xhosa is tone-marked, " " A, 

indicating high tone, low tone and falling tone. Although unfortunately marred by misprints, 

this is a mine of data, though few rules are given and these are often wrong. The tone marks 

are, except for the misprints, reliable and it is generally possible, in spite of the misprints, 

to deduce the tone pattern of many forms by examining and comparing the sentences or 

paradigms in the book. One point that should be mentioned is that my work, Davey's thesis 

(1973), and Riordan's work (1969) are all based mainly on the speech of one informant, 

Stanley Bentele. Fortunately, his tones do not appear to be idiosyncratic in any way. 

Davey (1973) gives a thorough account of the tonal inflections of disyllabic verb stems but 

except for infinitives does not deal with longer forms. 

Pahl (1977 and 1978a) gives an account of certain forms. His work is mainly important for 

the wealth of accurate observation of dialectal detail. 

Claughton 1983 is mainly a descriptive account of the major inflections of Xhosa. Much of 

it has been incorporated into Appendix 3. 

Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo (1989) attempt to interpret certain paradigms in Claughton 

1983 in terms of metrical accent. Their work is discussed in Chapter 10. 
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Parallel to work in Xhosa, work has been done on Zulu. Although tone was first recognized 

by Colenso before 1860,' it was first studied in any detail by Doke (1926). Unfortunately 

Doke analysed the tonal system in terms of nine tones and for some reason was unable to 

group these into the three tones that underlay them. The precise reason is unclear. He was 

certainly aware of the possibility of grouping tones into tonemes and for Sotho he writes a 

high and low tone. Was it because of a failure to recognize depression as a conditioning 

factor or was it because the same tone functions sometimes as a member of the high tone and 

sometimes as member of the low tone and his theory did not permit phonemic overlapping? 

This cumbersome system inhibited work being done on the tonal grammar of Zulu, although 

Doke and Vilakazi (1948) mark the tones of all words in their dictionary. 

Subsequent work by Rycroft (1963 and 1978) and Cope (1956, 1959 and 1966) has increased 

our knowledge of Zulu tone, though in the case of Cope, this is made rather difficult of 

access by an idiosyncratic theoretical approach based on that of Malcolm Guthrie. 

Khumalo 1981 is an attempt to produce a comprehensive generative treatment of Zulu tone. 

Although only partly successful, it is the first attempt at a generative treatment of tone in a 

Nguni language and does succeed in reducing the tonology to a limited set of rules. 

Khumalo 1987 is a comprehensive study of Zulu phonology in a framework of autosegmental 

and lexicru phonology. The section on tone is largely devoted to the verbal forms. 

Rycroft (1979) and Davey (1981) have produced accounts of Swati tonologyand Rycroft has 

also produced an account of tone in Zimbabwean Ndebele (1983) and an attempt to relate the 

tonology of Nguni to common Bantu (1980a). 

6. According to Rycroft (1978:322) in his First Steps in Zulu published in Pietermaritzburg 
in 1859, although Rycroft makes this claim on the basis of an examination of the second 
edition (Colenso: 1871), not having been able to find a copy of the first edition (Rycroft 
1980b: 1). 



CHAYfER FOUR 

NOUNS 

This chapter is a brief sketch of the major features of the tones of Xhosa nouns, with the aim 

of showing the most salient characteristics of their tonology. The material will be presented 

in such a way as to allow the main general rules of Xhosa tone to emerge. 

4.1 Disyllabic prefIxes 

Consider the following nouns with a disyllabic prefix, shown here in the form that occurs 

when the nouns are used in isolation or frnally in a sentence after a verb in the positive as 

in: 

(I) NdibOna Ukutya. 'I see food . ' 

ili-tye 'stone' 

imf-nwe 'fingers' 

ama-Ianga 'suns' 

ama-hobe 'doves' 

Table [1] 

uku-tya 'food' 

um-thr 'tree' 

ama-sela 'thieves' 

ama-gama 'names' 

Examination of the above forms shows that there are two tone patterns for disyllabic 

prefixes: HH and HL and that the tone-pattern HH appears to occur if the first syllable of 

the stem is L and HL if the first syllable of the stem is H or F . 

35 
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4.1.1 The prefIX rule 

We might suggest the following rule:' 

The PrefIX Rule: A disyllabic noun-prefix has the tone pattern HH if the first syllable of 

the stem is L but HL if the first syllable of the stem is H or F . 

4.1.2 The prefIX-spread rule 

If we consider additional forms a different formulation of the rule suggests itself. 

A noun prefix consists of 2 parts - an initial vowel (sometimes called a preprefix) and a basic 

prefix. In the ama- of amasela 'thieves' the a- is the initial vowel while the -ma- is the 

basic prefix. Nouns can occur in certain syntactic contexts without the initial vowel, for 

example, after negatives. 2 Compare for instance: 

(2) NdifUna fmithf. ' I want trees. ' but 

(3) AndifUni mithf. 'I don't want trees.' 

Let us now consider the forms of the nouns in Table I when the initial vowel is not present. 

These are shown in Table 2. 

Table [2] 

Ii-tye ku-tya 

nu-nwe m-thi 

ma-Ianga ma-sela 

ma-hobe ma-gama 

I. This is essentially the formulation of Davey (1973: 18): 'The initial tone of the macro
prefix is high and the tone on the second syllabic exhibits polarity with the inherent tone of 
the following syllable. ' 

2. One very important use of the noun without the initial vowel is in vocatives, as in Yizani, 
madoda 'Come, men. ', where madoda is related to amadoda. 
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These forms suggest an alternative formulation of the prefix rule which I will call the prefIx

spread rule. While in table 1 the initial vowel always has a H-tone, and the basic prefix is 

sometimes H and sometimes L, in Table 2, where the initial vowel is absent, the basic prefix 

always has a L-tone. 

These facts suggest that rather than regarding the disyllabic prefix as having two tone 

patterns it might be better to regard the prefix as having a H-tone on the initial vowel and 

a L-tone on the basic prefix and then to postulate a rule which spreads the H-tone onto the 

basic prefix if the first syllable of the stem is L. 

Note how we are now setting up underlying and surface forms of the prefix and then a rule 

linking the two. The new version of the prefix rule which we will now call the prefix -spread 

rule will be as follows: 

The PreilX-spread Rule: The H-tone on the initial vowel spreads onto the basic prefix if 

the first syllable of the stem is L. e.g. airye becomes flfrye. 

4.1.3 Autosegmental interpretation 

We might then ask whether the one H-tone now becomes two H-tones. Autosegmental 

phonology suggests an alternative way of handling this phenomenon. 3 If we represent the 

H's as separate entities on a tonal tier linked by association lines to the vowels on a 

segmental tier we could represent Ukurya as 

y y 
(4) ukutya 

(tonal tier) 

(CV tier) 

3. For a brief general introduction to autosegmental phonology see van der Hulst and Smith 
1982. For a more detailed account see Goldsmith 1990. 
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and amasela as 

~ y. 
(5) amasela 

(tonal tier) 

(CY tier) 
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Vowels that on the surface have a L-tone have no representation on the tonal tier and 

therefore are in some sense underlyingly toneless. We will see later that there is a L-tone 

default rule that applies at a certain point to all vowels which are not attached to a H-tone 

to give these syllables a L-tone on the tonal tier.' 

Underlyingly O(tye would be 

y 
(6) ilitye 

The effect of the prefix -spread rule would be to produce 

H 
.1\ 

(7) Ihtye 

Notice how this representation shows that the H has spread but that although the first two 

syllables are shown as H there is in some sense only one H-tone present. 

Consider now a form like (senti 'cent' belonging to class 9. The form without an initial 

vowel is senti, so we will postulate that the underlying form of the morpheme senti is: 

(8) Inti 

4. We will continue to refer informally to these toneless syllables as L-toned. See 10.4.1. 
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We have seen that the initial vowel has a H-tone so we will represent tuna- in amasela as 

H 
I 

(9) ama 

Since the initial vowel seems always to have an underlying H-tone it seems reasonable to 

suppose that the (- in (semi' where the basic prefix has disappeared and only the initial 

vowel remains should also have a H-tone and be represented autosegmentally as: 

H 

(10) ! 

In this case the underlying representation and the surface representation of (semi can both 

be represented as 

(11) Tlnti' 

Note now how although (semi and fl(tye have identical tone patterns and more or less 

identical pitch contours, namely [- - ~ 1, the autosegmental representations are different being 

H 
. 1).. 

(12) lhtye 

and 

(13) l!nti 

5. Even in those class 9 stems where the basic prefix is present as in (metho 'speech' from 
thecha 'speak', the nasal is non-syllabic and consequently does not acquire a L-tone. 

6. There is a slight difference in that the surface representation would have L-tones added. 
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It may seem strange that two forms that have the same pitch contour and the same tone 

pattern (HHL), should have different surface autosegmental representations. We shall see 

that this difference in autosegmental representation can have important effects when we apply 

other rules. Also notice that the above representation of (senti is a violation of the 

obligatory contour principle (OCP), first put forward by Leben (1973), which would force 

(13) to become 

(14) ~nti 
since the obligatory contour principle states that two similar tones cannot occur adjacent to 

each other. 

4.1.4 The antepenultimate rule 

An additional reason for regarding the initial vowel as H and the basic prefix as L can be 

shown if we take forms like 

(15) OmtUfkiti 'tickets' 

(16) (s(PMsiso 'mistake' 

and compare the corresponding forms without the initial vowel 

(17) matikiti 

(18) siphosiso 

we see that when the initial vowel does not occur the rest of the word contains only L-tones. 

If we assume that the underlying form of the stem of timfufkiti is tikiti then we can set up 

the underlying form 

H 

(19) Lma-tikiti 
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The application of the prefix -spread rule will produce: 

(20) ~kiti 
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In order to explain the spread of the H-tone to -ti- we need to invoke another spreading rule. 

Let us take a verb like UkUplwsa 'to miss'. Forms such as ndiyaplwsa 'I miss' and kuplwsa 

'to miss' lead us to make the assumption that the stem is phosa' without any H-tones. 

If we compare ndiyaplwsa 'I miss' with Myaplwsa 'they miss', we see that the H-tone on 

M- has spread up to the antepenultimate syllable. If we further take forms with a verbal 

extension -isa, e.g. kuplwsisa 'to make a mistake' or ndiyaphosisa 'I make a mistake', and 

then compare this with MyapMsisa 'they make a mistake' we can formulate a rule, which 

we will call the antepenultimate rule: 

The Antepenultimate Rule: A H-tone more than three syllables from the end of a word 

becomes linked to all the vowels to the right up to and including the third vowel from the 

end provided none of the vowels to the right of the H-tone are linked to a H-tone. 

Forms like tun!J.plwkathf 'councillors' or bflphosise 'they threw away' show how the H-tone 

does not spread if there is a H-tone to the right of the first H-tone. 8 

The application of the rule to an underlying 

H 

(21) b!-ya-PhOS-is-a 

7. The imperative phosa does not show the underlying tones. 

8. This assumes that the final vowel of of bflphosise is at some stage of the 

derivation something like1t 
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will produce the surface form 

(22) b~sisa i.e. MyaphOsisa 

The application of the rule to an underlying 

(23) b!-Phos-is-a 

will produce the surface form 

(24) b~sisa i.e. MpMsisa 

On the other hand the rule does not apply to 

(25) b1-Phos-iS~ 
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If we now take the noun, (s(PMsiso 'mistake' with the form without the initial vowel, 

siphosiso derived from -phosisa and ultimately from -phosa, it seems reasonable to postulate 

the following underlying form and derivation: 

H 

(26) LSi-Phos-is-o (underlying form) 

H 

(27) i~-PhOS-iS-O (by the prefix-spread rule)' 

(28) ~S-iS-O (by the antepenultimate rule) 

9. I am assuming that the rules are ordered and that the prefix -spread rule occurs before the 
antepenultimate rule. It is possible that the reverse order is the case and then the 
antepenultimate rule would apply to the underlying form to produce the surface form. I do 
not have any arguments at present for preferring the first ordering of the rules. 
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A similar derivation will apply to underlying lma-tikiti to pr~uce 6mat{/dti. 

4.1.5 PrefIX-spread and antepenultimate rules compared 

The forms flmOJ{/dti (cf matikiti) and tunaphaJauhf (cf maphaJauhf) show the difference 

in the application of the antepenultimate rule and the prefix -spread rule. In 6mat{/dti from 

H 

(29) katikiti 

the prefix-spread rule spreads the H-tone to -ma- and the antepenultimate rule spreads it to -

ti- to give a surface form'o 

(30) ~kiti. 

In tunIlphaJauhf from underlying 

the prefix-spread rule spreads the H-tone to the -ma- but the H-tone cannot spread onto the 

stem through the antepenultimate rule because of the H -tone on the final syllable. The 

surface structure will therefore be 

10. We will see later that the L-default rule applies to add L-tones to the vowels not linked 
to a H-tone. Similarly with amaphakathf below. 
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We therefore have an additional reason for assuming that the initial vowel has an underlying 

H-tone, and that the basic prefix is underlyingly L, and that the surface forms with a H-tone 

on the basic prefix are always produced by a rightward-spreading rule and have set up two 

such rules, namely, the prefix-spread rule and the antepenultimate rule, the latter being a 

powerful rule applying very generally in the language. 

Note that an attempt to regard (s(pJu)siso and Onui.t(fdti as showing the basic tones and a 

form like matikiti as being produced by some form of lowering will result in a more 

complex and less revealing description. 

4.2 Monosyllabic prefIxes and downstep 

4.2.1 Monosyllabic prefIXes 

We saw above that a noun like (senti [- - ,j seems to have a prefix which has a simple H

tone. We now tum to class 5 nouns like f'sela 'thief or Nuishe" where the prefix (

seems to be derived from an underlying (-li-, which occurs on the surface with monosyllabic 

stems as in flftye 'stone', flizw( 'voice'. 

f'sela has a pitch contour [--J. We see that, although it appears to have H-tones on the 

first two syllables, the second H is on a lower pitch than the first, unlike (senti where the 

first two syllables are on the same pitch. We cannot simply mark both as HHL since the 

pitch contours are different. From a purely descriptive point of view we can solve the 

problem as we did in 2.2.4 by postulating an element downstep, represented by '. This is 

an instruction to produce a following H (or F) on a lower pitch rather than on the same pitch 

as the preceding H. 

We have suggested that the underlying form of f'se/a is l1iseia, and historically f'sela is 

derived from an older form ·flisela. 

11. 'Jllehasche - das Pferd.' occurs in a list of Xhosa words compiled by Franz von 
Winkelmann who visited the Eastern Cape in 1788-1789 (Nienaber 1960: 162). This shows 
that Nuishe was pronounced fliluishe at the end of the eighteenth century. 
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At some stage the -/i- is dropped in stems of more than one syllable. In historical terms we 

can see this as being brought about in the following fashion. In order to achieve clarity I 

append the forms for (senti for comparison. 

The original forms were 

(33) -aisela [-- - J and (SentP2 [- - ,]. 

A rule deleting the -/i- then applied. At this stage two developments in the language were 

possible: either (sela could have been pronounced as [- - ..,] identical with (senti or it 

could have continued to be pronounced with -se- on a lower pitch than the (- Had (sela 

been pronounced like (senti downstep would not have arisen and (sela and (senti would 

both have had the same tone pattern (and pitch contour). In fact f'sela was pronounced with 

the lower pitch as if the L-tone was still present. See 4.4.2 for an additional possibility. 

At this stage the difference in pitch became significant and requires the postulation, at least 

on the surface, of a quasi-phonemic junctura! entity, downstep, in order to indicate the 

difference in pitch contour. 

4.2.2 Autosegmental interpretations of downstep 

Autosegmental theory provides an interpretation of down step. 

In explaining tone spreading we used autosegmental representations that involved using only 

H's linked to vowels. Syllables without a H-tone had no tone attached. There was, in other 

words, no underlying L-tone. There seem to be good reasons for maintaining that the 

underlying forms of morphemes contain only H's (see 10.4). This certainly makes the 

process of spreading H-tones simpler. 

12. I am assuming contrary to fact that (senti existed in the language at the time this change 
took place. Alternative forms like (mini 'day' could have been used instead. 
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On the surface it seems theoretically better to assume that every syllable is linked to an entity 

on the tonal tier and this involves postulating L-tones on the surface. We can follow 

Pulleyblank (1986) in setting up the following rule: 

The L-default Rule: At a certain point in the derivation all vowels which are not linked to 

a H-tone become linked to a L-tone by default. 

For instance: 

H H 

(34) b-ma-S!la 

and (35) ndiyahlamba 

HH 

Likewise (36) }lisJla 

flit (37) lllselb 

becomes 

becomes 

would become 

\-L L L 
.I I I I 

ndlyOhlambb. 

If we assume that the rule deleting the -li- of 'flisela deletes the consonant and vowel but 

not the tone, 

fLHL 

then (37) ilisela will become 

(38) fdJl with an unattached or floating L-tone." 

13. The circle round the L indicates that the L-tone is not attached to any element in the CV 
tier. 
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The floating L-tone is not pronounced directly but causes the pitch of the following H-tone 

to have a lower pitch than the first syllable of the word just as if there were a L-tone between 

the two syllables. 

We notice that f'seIa and (senti are different in tone pattern although the stems are both HL 

because f'seia belongs to class 5 and consequently an original -/i- has fallen away and 

(senti to class 9, where no -/i- deletion has taken place. 

If we take flanga 'sun' and (nyama 'meat' with LL stems we see that although the first 

belongs to class 5 and the second to class 9, that they have identical tone patterns (and also 

identical pitch contours). The falling away of the -/i- has not affected the pitch contour of 

the word. We need to explain why. 

In giving the derivation of these words, we have a rule-ordering problem; we have to decide 

whether the prefix-spread rule takes place before or after -/i- deletion i.e. does -/i-

delete from *flilanga or from *flflanga. It seems natural to assume that all spreading rules 

take place before the L-default rule. This is because it is simpler for 

H 

(39) V V to become 

than for 

to become 

as in (40) an association line needs to be deleted unlike (39). For further discussion, see 

lOA. 
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We either have to delete the L or make it a floating tone. -/i- deletion can only take place 

after the L-default rule has applied otherwise it would not produce a floating L-tone. 

Hence we must assume the following order of derivation 

H 

(41) Lli-langa (underlying form) 

H 

(42) th-langa (by prefix-spread rule) 

(by L-default rule) 

(by -/i- deletion) 

It seems reasonable to assume that while the deletion of the consonants and vowels of a 

syllable should not lead to the tone being deleted as they occur on different tiers, it will lead 

to the falling away of the association line between the vowel and the tone and hence to a 

floating L-tone. 

Hence in 

HLlt II I 
(45) l-h-sel 

the falling away of -/i- will produce a floating L-tone but in 

HL L ~ L 

ffi.langa the deletion will simply produce lzJng1 without a floating L-tone. Hence the fact 

that flanga and (nyama have the same tone pattern and pitch contour although they belong 

to different noun classes. 
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This seems to be the correct derivation. But a floating L-tone before a L-tone would 

probably not have any effect on the pitch contour anyway. 

We could also look at the derivation of these forms, using the approach used in 2.2.4, and 

assume that the deletion of the -/i- does not affect the remainder of the pitch contour of the 

word. In the case of °flisela and (senti the pitch contours are [-- -,] and [- - ,] 

respectively. The deletion of the second syllable would produce the contours [- -,] and 

[- - ,], which will imply a difference in the tone pattern. In the case of °aaanga and 

(rryama (assuming that prefix spreading takes place before -/i- deletion) the pitch contours 

will be [- -"'-1 and [- ""_] respectively and the deletion of the -/i- will produce identical 

contours. 

If prefix spreading does not take place before -/i- deletion, the pitch contours of °flilanga and 

(rryama before -/i- deletion will be [-""_-1 and [-,,_] respectively and the deletion of the 

-Ji- might be expected to produce a contrast between [- __ ] and [- '" _]. So this would 

seem to be additional evidence for believing that high spreading takes place before -li

deletion. 

4.2.3 Depressors and downstep 

Let us now look at two forms Nzashe 'horse' and f'dy6khwe 'yoke'. These differ from 

f'sela and-(senti in that their stems begin with depressors. As we saw in 2.2.6 depressors 

are consonants which have a combination of voice and pUlmonic friction which have a 

lowering affect on the pitch of the following vowels. Unlike f'sela and (senti, Nuishe and 

f'dy6khwe have the same pitch contour [--J in spite of the fact that they belong to classes 

5 and 9 respectively. The down step in f' Juishe can be explained by -/i- deletion. But why 

is there a downstep in f'dy6khwe, where no -/i- has fallen away? 

It would seem that there are reasons for suggesting that there is an inherent L in a depressor 

(Kisseberth 1984: 137). 
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We can think of the L-tone as naturally belonging to the tonal tier. Depressor consonants 

belong to the segmental tier but have an inherent L-tone. There seems to be a natural 

tendency for this L-tone to rise up to the tonal tier provided that it does not have to cross an 

association line to do so. We can describe this tendency as the buoyancy principle. 

Association lines can only link tones to vowels and not to consonants. So when a L-tone 

rises from the segmental tier to the tonal tier it will be unattached or floating, so it is natural 

that it will be equivalent to downstep. 

So when a depressor occurs between two vowels linked to different H-tones, this L seems 

to rise up to the tonal tier and become a floating L-tone, which we saw was the 

auto-segmental equivalent of downstep. 

For instance, from an underlying LdSkhwe, we get Nfy6khwe, with a pitch contour r-J 
(the pitch of the H-tone on the second syllable is lower than the H-tone on the first). The 

surface autosegmental representation will be 

We can formalize this by means of the following rule: 

The Depressor-downstep Rule: 

becomes t ~~ (where d represents a depressor) 

If we assume that two words that have the same pitch pattern have the same tone pattern, 

then since f'hashe in class 5 and f'dy6khwe in class 9 have the same pitch contour [-..... ,] 

they must have the same tone pattern. Since in Nuishe the syllable -ha- is lower than the 

first H in the word there is reason for suggesting that there is down step in f' hashe. In 

f'hashe, the underlying -/i- with its associated L-tone provides an explanation for its 
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presence. In f'dy6khwe there is no underlying -/i- but the L-tone associated with the 

depressor dy provides the explanation. 

With reference to f' hIlshe we should notice that the deletion of the -/i- will produce one 

unlinked L and the depressor a second, so that the autosegmental representation of f' hIlshe 

should be: 

~¥T 
(48) 1 - h~she. 

Compare this with 

~H T 
(49) i~Y!khwe 

This might imply the need for a rule that collapses two unlinked adjacent L's into one 

unlinked L, but this might be a case where this collapse could be produced by the obligatory 

contour principle. 

4.3 The left-delinking rule and related matters 

4.3.1 The left-delinking rule 

Although we have stated that the initial vowel always has an underlying H-tone, we will 

come across many forms where the initial vowel has a L-tone on the surface. For instance, 

amod6daiia 'little men' more usually has a L-tone on the first two syllables and is only very 

rarely tunti.d6dana and turuitfldti 'tickets' is very often pronounced amatfkiti. In order to 

explain these forms we need to invoke what we will call the left -delinking rule. 

The form tunatfkiti is derived from an underlying 

(50) Imatikiti. 
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After the application of the prefix -spread and the antepenultimate rules we get the form 

(51) ~kiti. 
In order to get the desired anuufkiti, we need a rule that deletes the first two association 

lines in (51) amarfkiti. We can call such a rule the left-delinking rule and formulate it as 

follows: 

The Left-delinking Rule: When two or more successive vowels are linked to a H, all but 

the rightmost association line may be deleted. 

This rule is in certain contexts obligatory and in certain contexts optional. 

If the rule is applied to the above form we will get 

H 

(52) arnathoti. 

So we have the variants, amarfkiti and anuJJfkiti, depending on whether or not the left

delinking rule has applied. Instead of saying the tone pattern can be HHHLL or LLHLL, 

it is possible to use the terminology we set out in 2.3 and say the tone pattern is XXHLL. 

X-sequences are always produced by the application of a right-ward spreading rule such as 

the antepenultimate rule followed by the optional application of the left-delinking rule. 

4.3.2 Depressors and the left-delinking rule 

We noticed at the beginning of 4.3.1 that the rule was far more likely to apply to 

am&t6dana than to amarfkiti . This is because d is a depressor while t is not. 
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In explaining the downstep in rdy6khwe, we made use of the'buoyancy principle, which 

stated that the inherent L-tone in a depressor had a strong tendency to rise up to the tonal tier 

provided it did not have to cross an association line. 

Let us now look at the autosegmental representation of anuui&lana after the antepenultimate 

rule has applied: 

(53) amalana 

We see that the L-tone in the first d cannot rise to the tonal tier because of the association 

lines linking the vowels on either side. The result is that the left-delinking rule applies so 

as to allow the L-tone to rise to the tonal tier. 14 The operation of the rule suggested above 

(page 51) will delete one of the adjacent L's. 

4.3.3 Application of the above principles to bhOtile and blwtile 

The effect can be seen if we compare two alternative pronunciations of the word for 'bottle': 

ibMtile and r bMtile. The first relates to a stem blwtile with L-tones and the second to a 

stem bhotile with a HLL tone pattern, which are the two possible pronunciations of the word 

when the initial vowel is not present. These two forms are used by different speakers and 

to some extent used in different areas. Speakers born in Grahamstown use the first form and 

speakers from around Queenstown tend to use the second. 

(54) andijUni bhotile. 'I don't want a bottle.' or 

(55) andijUni bMtile. 

The derivation of the first form is as follows: 

(56) LbhOtile (underlying form) 

14. Although my principal informant normally gives amad6dana and equivalent forms, he 
does very occasionally mark such a form as tunfui6dana. 
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H 

(57) t'iili-otile (by antepenultimate rule) 

(58) i-bh!tiIe (by left-delinking rule) 

The derivation of the second form is 

H H 

(59) Lbh!tiIe 

(60) fhtle 

(underlying form) 

(by depressor-downstep rule) 
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Note how (-tfldti (from a LLL stern) and {-utile 'kettle' (from a HLL stern) may have 

identical tone patterns when the initial vowel is present, though different autosegmentaI 

representations: 

The difference in autosegmentaI representation is not present on the surface, but because of 

the difference in autosegmentaI representation, the left-delinking rule can apply to {-n1dti, 

where the first two vowels are linked to one H-tone, to produce itfkiti, while it cannot apply 

to {-utile, where the first two vowels are linked to separate H-tones. In other words, the 

word for 'ticket' is itfkiti but the word for 'kettle' is {k:etile. 

4.4 Other pref'IXes 

There are two topics that need further treatment: 

(i) tonally irregular disyllabic prefixes. 

(ii) prefixes of class 10. 
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4.4.1 Irregular disyllabic prefIXes 

I will first deal with the irregular disyllabic prefixes. Let us take the forms: 

fiiwa 'cliff 

tiIflswi 'Cape thrush' 

tiIflf6 • chap' 

abaf6 • chaps' 

tiIflfana • youth ' 

tiIflfazi 'woman' 

tiMthatha 'Umtata'" 
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The above nouns are exceptional in that instead of the expected HL of the noun prefix before 

a stem beginning with a H-tone or F-tone, the prefix has the tone pattern HH. In other 

words the H-tone on the initial vowel spreads onto the basic prefix even though the first 

syllable of the stem is not L, whereas according to the prefix-spread rule it should only 

spread if the first syllable of the stem is L. 

The list of nouns with this tone pattern in the prefix is small although some of them are very 

common. In the nouns I have investigated they seem to be about one per cent of the total 

but the list of such nouns seems to be fairly constant from speaker to speaker. Westphal, 

Notshweleka and Tindleni give similar lists of such forms (1967:37 and 42). Note how the 

related nouns um.t6, Urh!aTUl, and Urhjazi all belong to the class, implying that it is some 

property of the root which leads to this behaviour. 

For these forms it seems that we need to set up the underlying form of the prefix with the 

normal H on the initial vowel and L on the basic prefix but mark the nouns in such way that 

15. The left-delinking rule is applicable and these nouns have an alternative tone pattern LH 
on the prefix, for instance, illwa for fllwa. 
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the prefix spreading takes place even though the first syllable of the stem is H or F. For 

G(wil16 we would have the following derivation. 

(62) Lli-wl (-wa will need to be specially marked to show that prefix-spread rule 

applies even though -wa has a H-tone.) 

(63) tn-J (by prefix-spread rule) 

For most of my informants, the corresponding forms without the initial vowel are: 

liwa 

mswf 

mf6 

baf6 

mfana etc. 

These are the forms one would expect and the autosegmental representation of, for instance, 

liwil would be 

(64) li-J 

My principal informant, however, gives me the forms /(wil and Mf6 but riif6. I am unable 

to explain these forms with a H -tone on the basic prefix when there is no initial vowel. I 

have not been able to obtain these forms from any other informant so far. Since he has 

given them to me consistently over a long period of time, I do believe they are genuine forms 

and need to be accounted for. 

16. Giwil could possibly have some relationship to the verb ukU-wa 'to fall' . If so one 
would need to explain the difference in tone. I know of no other irregular disyllabic prefix 
noun stem which could possibly relate to a verb stem in this way . 
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4.4.2 PrefIXes of class 10 nouns 

Class 10 nouns are generally plurals of class 9: {TUjWelo 'waggon' finqwelo 'waggons'. 

With monosyllabic stems, the prefix is disyllabic, e.g. izin- as in {zinta 'things'. With 

stems of more than one syllable, the prefix is monosyllabic: iin-, iim- or ii-. According to 

most grammars (for example, Riordan et al. 1969:40) this prefix has a long vowel and is 

generally said to have a F-tone. In my work with informants, the monosyllabic prefix has 

always been given with a F-tone, and Professor Mtuze (personal communication) denies the 

possibility of this class prefix having a H -tone. 

Lanham, however, (l95S:6Sfn and 1963:41) claims that for many nouns the singular in class 

9 and the plural in class 10 are identical in pronunciation, and that where there is a 

difference it is caused by the H -tone of the prefix in the singular being replaced by a F-tone 

in the plural and that the difference in length, where present, is the natural concomitant of 

the F-tone. According to him there is a substantial correlation though not a complete one 

between the tone pattern of the stem and the tone-pattern of the prefix: If the stem begins 

with a H or a F then the prefix of the plural will have a F-tone but if the stem begins with 

a L-tone then the prefix of the plural will have a H-tone and the singular and plural forms 

of the noun will be identical in pronunciation. The word for 'bird', for instance, will be 

fntaka in both singular and plural with a short vowel in the first syllable in both cases. 

Likewise with {ncwad{ 'book'. On the other hand, {TUjWelo 'waggon' has the plural 

fiTUjWelo and {nkiibi 'ox' has the plural finkilbi. Lanham implies that there are exceptions 

but does not give any examples. 

While I have not come across such forms in my own work, in newspapers one occasionally 

sees forms like intaka ezimbini 'two birds', which could indicate that the writer does not 

always distinguish singular and plural forms of nouns in his pronunciation. 

Let us assume that the underlying forms for monosyllabic prefixes of class 10 are parallel 

to those of class 5 and that the underlying forms of fiTUjWelo ' waggon' and fintaka 'birds' 

are 
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We can assume that prefix spreading will occur giving 

~ntaka 
The L-default rule will apply to give 

(67) wnqJIl tnll 

Let us assume that in the case of class 10 we delete the -z- rather than -zi- (corresponding 

to -/i- in class 5). This deletion will produce 

(68) 1J nqwM 
~ 11 
l1ntiIcl 

With the exception of some demonstratives as in zaa mfuiodal7 'those men over there', 

length does not occur in Xhosa except as concomitant length with the F-tone and as a phrasal 

feature on the penultimate syllable of phrases. When two vowels coalesce, as when ba

fndoda 'of the man' becomes bbuioda as in aMntwana bbuioda ' the children of the man' • 

the resultant e is a short vowel of the same length as each of the two original vowels. 

When the vowels coalesce the result will be a single vowel with a F-tone on the one hand 

and a H-tone in the other case. This will give: 

(69) fnqw!J: and tll i.e. finqwelo and fntaka 

17. Compare ta madoda 'these men' where the la has a short vowel. lowe this contrast 
to Lanham (1958: 81). Both taa madoda and ta madoda although written as two words are 
really one word. See page 7fn. 
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The prefix with the F-tone would appear to have a long vowel while the one with the H-tone 

would have a short vowel and be identical with the singular. These are the forms that 

Lanham gives. 

It may be that the forms like fintaka for the plural of fntaka and similar words are artificial 

forms produced under the influence of the spelling." 

It is possible that this form has now become part of the spoken language. This process may 

have been beginning when Lanham was doing his research and this may be why he found 

only a partial correlation between tone patterns of prefix and stem. 

In my discussion of f'sela in 4.2.1, I omitted to mention another form fsela quoted by 

other writers such as Jordan (1966)," who gives the forms fKapa 'Cape Town', fdko 

'orator' and fcebo 'plan' but ilanga 'sun' and fphepha 'paper' though all five nouns belong 

to class 5. 

This implies a similar derivation for monosyllabic prefixes in class 5 to that proposed above 

for class 10. '" 

It may be that the discussion in 4.2.1 is historically incorrect and that the correct sequence 

of forms is "ilisela, which became fseIa and then f'sela. 

18. The spelling with a double i probably arose from the assumption that the plural should 
always be distinct from the singular. 

19. I have interpreted Jordan's markings into my own system. All the examples quoted 
come from the vocabulary at the end of the book. There appears to be a misprint with 
regard to fsela, which is given as fisel.a instead of fsella . 

20. On the other hand he gives f'dzedze 'flea' and f' giima 'name' showing that a fall 
preceding a depressor and a H-tone or a F-tone becomes replaced by H followed by 
down step, which I can parallel elsewhere in my informant's speech. 
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4.5 Stems and the lllI-to-FL rule 

We may make the assumption that underlyingly there are only two sorts of vowels in Xhosa 

as far as tone is concerned, H-toned vowels, (those linked to a H-tone) and L-toned vowels 

(those not linked to a H-tone i.e. those that are toneless) and that a F-tone on the surface 

always arises by the application of rules to an underlying form containing H-toned or L-toned 

vowels. 

If so, we can see that there are two possible tone patterns for monosyllabic stems (H and L), 

four possible patterns for stems of two syllables (HH, HL, LH and LL). There will be eight 

possible patterns for stems of three syllables and in general 2" possible patterns for a stem 

D syllables in length. Let us confme ourselves to disyllabic stems. If we take nouns with 

disyllabic stems in the form which occurs in isolation we find actually five groups of stems. 

HL LL 

f'sela 'thief' ilanga 'sun' 

F L L H 

f's6le 'frog' fchibf 'lake' 

HH 

f'clcl 'earring' 

The HH pattern is fairly rare and only occurs in a small number of stems. Those stems with 

the tone pattern FL become HH or occasionally LH" when not in phrase final or word final 

position; e.g. f'sele 'frog' but f'seIe lakho 'your frog'. 

Those stems which have HH in isolation, and phrase-finally are a very small group. Many 

of them are reduplications or in other ways morphologically complex, for example, f'dd 

'earring', umtlui'nilwa 'one beloved'. 

The larger group of stems which become FL when final but are HH when medial are best 

explained as being HH underlyingly, probably 

21. The LH form seems to occur in my principal informant's speech when there is a very 
slight pause. 
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(70) A in auto segmental terms. 

These are then subject to the following rule: 

The HH-to-FL Rule: a structure like 

(71)/v becomes in phrase final position. 

The small group of stems where HH remains when final will have to be marked as 

exceptions to the HH-to-FL rule (see also 6.8). 

The alternative would be to assume that F could also be underlying and that forms like 

('e(e( are underlyingly HH but that stems like (' sele are underlyingly FL, and subject to 

a rule which converts non-final FL to HH. 

I think that most investigators would feel that the complications of accepting underlying F's 

would outweigh the complexity of having to mark certain forms as exceptions to the HH-to

FL rule. 

There are' other F's which do not result from this rule such as the 00 of class 2a or the F 

in certain participial forms of the copulative such as ebomvu 'being red'. These will also 

have to be shown to be derivable from underlying H's and L's. I think this is possible. 

4.6 Other nominal inflections 

4.6.1 Forms with formatives like na-, nga-, etc. 

We have explained the forms of nouns when they occur with and without the initial vowel. 

Nouns have a locative form with a special initial vowel and a suffix -ini and can also occur 
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with the formatives kU-, nga-, TUl- and the copulative prefix. The latter have the same form 

as the form without the prefix; e.g. from 

(72) hmatfkiti 'tickets' comes 

(73) kUmatfkiti 'to the tickets' 

(74) nghmatfkiti 'by means of the tickets' or 'they are tickets' 

(75) nhmatfkiti 'and tickets' 

kU- has a H-tone (see 8.2) but displaces the initial vowel of the noun to give the following 

derivation": 

(76) !-matikiti which after the antepenultimate rule has applied will give the form 

(77) ~kiti to which the left-delinking rule may optionally apply. 

kUmatfkiti. 

00- has no tone so the underlying form will be 

H 

(78) na-lmatikiti 

which will eventually produce the form 

Hence (73) 

('79) Akiti to give us (75) nhmatfkiti, as the left-delinking rule may apply. 

The formative nga- is a bit more problematic. A consideration of forms like ngohzhlflkulo 

'with a spade' from underlying *nga-umhlakulo, where the 101 arises from the coalescence 

of Ia! and luI, shows that the initial vowel is still present. So we will have the underlying 

form: 

22 . Forms like kwfsithethi from *kU+(sithethi 'to the spokesman' raise some doubt as to 
whether it is right to talk of displacing the initial vowel. 
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(80) nJlma-tikiti 

One H will have been lost by high coalescence (see 5.3). 

After the spreading rules have applied, the surface form will be 

(81) ng~ti 
or if the left-delinking rule applies 

H 

(82) ngarna~ti. 

4.6.2 Locatives beginning with e- and ending in -ini. 
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The tones of these forms are predictable from the HH -to-FL and the antepenultimate rules 

we have already discussed. 

I will illustrate with the two forms 

(83) emad6deni 'among the men' from 

(84) amModa 'men' and 

(85) bhhlilbeni 'on the earth' from 

(86) Whhlaba 'earth' . 

(83) emad6deni is derived from an underlying 

y 
(87) e-madodeni (the locative prefix has a H-tone and the basic prefix and the stem 

do not have any tones) . 

The antepenultimate rule applies to give 

(88)~eni 
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Because of the presence of the first depressor d, the left-delinking rule will apply to produce: 

(89) e-madteni 

(85) erhhlO.beni and (86) Urhhlfiba must be derived from a HH stem probably represented 

as 

(90) hila 

in autosegmental terms. In Urhhlfiba the HH-to-FL rule applies. In erhhlai>eni since the 

stem is no longer final, the HH surfaces as such. Many speakers pronounce this as 

bnhlabeni,13 applying the left-delinking rule to give a L-tone on the -hla-. 

Notice that the underlying form HH is still required to explain the non-application of the 

prefix-spread rule, since if the stem began with a L-tone when the prefix-spread rule applied, 

we would expect °hMlabeni rather than the actually occurring erhhlabeni. This form 

consequently helps us to establish the ordering of the rules by showing that the left-delinking 

rule must apply after the prefix -spread rule. 

So both emhlabeni and emhlabeni must be derived from an underlying representation 

by the application of the prefix-spread rule and then the left-delinking rule even if for some 

speakers -hltiM is never pronounced on the surface with a H -tone on the first syllable of the 

stem. 

23. All speakers will pronounce t1rhhlaba phrase finally but t1rhhltiM or occasionally 
Urhhlabti in non-final position. 

24. Strictly speaking, the underlying representation is more likely to be emuhlabeni on the 
segmental tier. 
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4.7 Summary 

We have set up underlying forms and postulated a set of rules which relate these underlying 

forms to the surface forms we actually hear. (Though notice that the surface forms, 

expressed in terms of H's L's and F' s, are actually an abstract interpretation of the gross 

acoustic signal - but the surface forms are available to the native speaker - he can be made 

conscious of the tones he uses.) The underlying tones are however something the linguist 

discovers or constructs. They are in no sense observable, nor can the native speaker be 

made conscious of the underlying forms he uses. 

It is interesting to note that it never seems necessary to postulate a form as underlying that 

does not occur on the surface somewhere. 



CHAPfER FIVE 

VERBS: GENERAL OUTLINE 

5 General introduction 

The verb in Xhosa as in most Bantu languages represents the most morphologically complex 

part of speech. Because of the large number of formatives with different tones that can occur 

before and after the stem and the consequent changes brought about by their interaction, the 

tonology of the verb is also complex. 

The following account is an attempt to describe the broad general principles that occur 

together with some indication of the low-level irregularities that occur. Somewhat 

paradoxically, although the canonical form of the verb in Xhosa is disyllabic, the general 

features of the verb appear more clearly in longer stems. In this chapter the general features 

of the tonal system of the verb will be set out in so far as they are manifested by stems of 

four syllables. In the following chapter we will consider some of the characteristics of less 

regular stems particularly those with fewer syllables. 

With the exception of a few reduplicated stems to be considered later, stems of four syllables 

or longer can be considered either L-toned' or H-toned as can be seen if we look at the 

infinitive without the initial vowel: 

1. As mentioned in the previous chapter I have used L-tone as a loose equivalent for 
'toneless' on many occasions and I would want to maintain that L-tones do not occur 
underlyingly. 

66 
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Table [1] 

L stems H stems 

kushukumisa 'shake' kuoonfsisa 'show thoroughly' 

kugibisela 'throw' kufundfsisa 'teach thoroughly' 

kuhlangabeza 'meet' kubethfsisa 'hit thoroughly' 

kuncamathela 'stick close to' kuthandlibuza 'hesitate' 

We will assume that H-toned stems have a H-tone on the first syllable of the stem, while L

toned stems lack such a tone. 2 

The forms we will be considering in the first section of this chapter are given In the 

following table: 

Table [2] 

infinitive without initial vowel 

infinitive without initial vowel with object 
concord 

2. Since blm(sisa is derived from :ka 'see' and 

L stems 

kushukumisa 
'to shake' 

kuwashulcimisa 
'to shake them' 

ftnd(sisa from }lnda 'learn', at the deepest level, the 
underlying tonal structure of these two stems will be different 

H stems 

kuoonfsisa 
'to demonstrate' 

kuwaoonisisa 
'to demonstrate 
them' 

being b"Y;,usisa and XndiSisa but the operation of either the antepenultimate rule, if there is 
no H in the final suffix, or the high-stern-adjustment rule (5.8) if there is a H in the final 
suffix, ensure that there is never any contrast on the surface between the tones of the forms 
derived from these two stems. We will therefore adopt the simplifying assumption that high
toned stems of four syllables are marked by a H-tone linked to the first syllable of the stem. 
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short form of present tense with 1 st or 2nd nishukumisa nibonisisa 
person subject concord 'you shake' 'you 

demonstrate' 

short form of present tense with 3rd person bashukUmisa babOnisisa 
subject concord 'they shake' 'they 

demonstrate ' 

short form of present tense with 1 st or 2nd niwashukUmisa niwabOnisisa 
person subject concord with object concord 'you shake them' 'you demonstrate 

them' 

short form of present tense with 3rd person liwashukUmisa liwabOnisisa 
subject concord with object concord 'he shakes them' 'he demonstrates 

them' 

long form of present tense with 1st or 2nd niyashukumisa ni yabOnisisa 
person subject concord 'you shake' 'you 

demonstrate ' 

long form of present tense with 3rd person bayashukUmisa Myabon(sisa 
subject concord 'they shake' 'they 

demonstrate ' 

long form of present tense with 1 st or 2nd niyawashukUmisa niyawabon(sisa 
person subject concord with object concord 'you shake them' 'you demonstrate 

them' 

long form of present tense with 3rd person liyawashukUmisa Hyawabonisisa 
subject concord with object concord 'he shakes them' 'he demonstrates 

them' 

long form of perfect tense with 1st or 2nd nishukumisile nibOnisisile 
person subject concord 'you shook' 'you 

demonstrated ' 

long form of perfect tense with 3rd person lishUkUmisile lib6nisisile 
subject concord 'he shook' 'he 

demonstrated ' 

long form of perfect tense with 1 st or 2nd niwashukUmisile niwabonisisile 
person subject concord with object concord 'you shook them' 'you 

demonstrated 
them' 

long form of perfect tense with 3rd person liwashUkUmisile liwab6nfsisile 
subject concord with object concord 'he shook them' 'he demonstrated 

them' 

infinitive with initial vowel ukUshukUmisa ukubonisisa 
'to shake' 'to demonstrate' 
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infinitive with initial vowel with object 
concord 

5.1 L-toned stems 

llkuwashukUmisa 
'to shake them' 

Let us consider first an infinitive without the initial vowel such as 

(I) kushukumisa 'to cause to move, shake (transitive)' 

the underlying structure will be 

(2) /cu-shukumisa with nothing on the tonal tier' 
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ukuwabonisisa 
'to demonstrate 
them' 

The /cu- is the basic prefix of a class 15 noun and as we saw in the previous chapter the basic 

prefix has underlyingly a L-tone. There are no underlying H-tones to spread so the surface 

form will be 

L rr n 
(3) J-shukilmlsa 

with the L-tones supplied by the L-default rule (4.2.2). 

Let us now consider 

(4).nishukumisa 'you shake' 

Since the surface tones are the same as in (I) we can assume a similar underlying structure 

with nothing on the tonal tier and on the surface simply L-tones. 

3. With a couple of exceptions like nitya 'you eat' from ni-ty! there appear to be no cases 
where H-tones are deleted, as distinct from being subject to a partial delinking process which 
still leaves them linked to at least one syllable. So it would seem a valid heuristic principle 
that if a surface form has only L-tones then the underlying forms of the morphemes that 
occur in it are very likely to be all L-toned . 
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We now tum to 

(5) bashak(unisa 'they shake' 

with an X-sequence (see 2.3). 
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Since the only change between (4) and (5) is the replacement of ni- by ba-, it seems 

reasonable to assume that it is the difference in underlying tone between the two subject 

concords which is the cause of the difference in surface tones. Since ni- has a L-tone, then 

if the underlying tone of ba- is different it must have a H-tone. Let us assume the following 

underlying structure for (5): 

(6) J-shukumisa 

Then the antepenultimate rule and the left-delinking rule, which we established in the 

previous chapter, will apply as follows: 

(7)~misa 
(8) ba-shuJmisa 

(by the antepenultimate rule) 

(if the left-delinking rule is applied) 

A similar consideration of other forms will lead to the conclusion that underlyingly first and 

second person subject concords are underlyingly toneless while third person subject concords 

have an underlying H-tone. For a fuller discussion see 8.1. 

If we now take (4) nishukumisa and insert the object concord -wa- we get the form 

(9) niwashakttmisa 'you shake them' 
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In nishukumisa all the formatives have no tone. In (9) the only change has been the 

introduction of the OC. As with (5) bashhkUmisa we therefore make the inference that the 

source of the one or possibly two surface H-tones has been the formative that has changed, 

in this case, the OC. If we assume that the underlying tone of the -wa- is L, there is no 

reason to assume that the tone pattern should be anything other than a series of L' s. If we 

assume that the underlying tone of -wa- is H, then the antepenultimate rule will apply to 

produce: 

(10) niw~misa 
Since the -wa- is always L, the left-delinking rule must, in this instance, obligatorily apply 

to give 

H 

(11) niwash~misa 

and may optionally apply to give 

(12) niwashuJmisa 

We therefore deduce that the underlying tone of the OC must be H. 

An interesting feature of the analysis just presented is that we are able to infer an underlying 

H on a morpheme even though we are only considering forms where the OC surfaces with 

a L-tone. 

We will see that in many instances the OC must have a L-tone on the surface or an X as in 

(13) ftwashhkUmisa 'he shakes them' 
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but there are a few instances where the underlying H-tone on the OC remains on the surface 

as in 

(14) l(yawalwa 'he fights them' 

An interesting feature of the above is that in a form like (5) bashakUmisa the underlying H

tones become X, that is to say they are optionally subject to the left-delinking rule. In the 

case of (9) niwashakUmisa the OC although underlyingly H must appear as L on the surface, 

in other words, it is obligatorily subject to the left-delinking rule. A consideration of other 

forms shows that the OC is obligatorily subject to the left-delinking rule when it is preceded 

by a L-tone.' 

The SC is also generally obligatorily subject to the left--delinking rule when it is preceded by 

a L-tone as in akaMthi 'he does not hit', from underlying ~thi. The first H will be lost 

by high coalescence to give althi. 

H 

form akabbthi. 

The left-delinking rule then applies to give the surface 

There are exceptions. For instance in the present indicative negative, the rule applies 

obligatorily to HL stems and for most speakers to LL stems beginning with a non--depressor 

but for LL stems beginning with a depressor the left-delinking rule cannot apply as in 

akti'vali 'he does not close' from vala. Compare akavUki 'he does not wake' from vUka. 

Most speakers only accept aka[(mi 'he does not plough' from lima but my principal 

informant does accept akti[(mi as a less usual variant. 

4. There are a couple of exceptions, for example, the present participial negative as in 
n(ngawtib6n(sfsi 'you not seeing them' and the perfect participial negative as in 
n(ngawabonhanga 'you not having seen them'. There is also one exception the other way, 
where the OC must be L though it is preceded by a H-tone and that is in the present 
subjunctive with a H-tone as in n(wabonhtse. 
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Other formatives such as -sa- 'still' and -nga- 'can' which occur between the SC and the 

stem are optionally rather than obligatorily subject to the left-delinking rule. This leads to 

contrasts like: 

(15) ruiiwashakUmisa 'I shake them' and 

(16) ruiisashakUmisa 'I still shake' 

where the -wa- must be L while the -sa- can be H or L. In both cases the antepenultimate 

rule applies, but the left-delinking rule must apply to the -wa- whereas it mayor may not 

apply to the -sa-. We will see later that there are other differences between the two 

formatives. 

We will consider here two other formatives that can occur between the SC and the stem: -

ya- and -kwa-. Both these formatives are L-toned, as is shown by the forms: 

(17) ruiiyashukumisa 'I shake' 

(18) ruiikwashukumisa 'I also shake' 

-ya- obeys the normal operation of the antepenultimate rule and the left delinking rule to give 

us forms like: 

(19) bayashakUmisa 'they shake' 

where the H-tone on the M- is subject to the antepenultimate rule and then optionally to the 
. 

left-delinking rule. 

-kwa- has the unusual property of not allowing a H-tone to its left to spread onto it or to its 

right. ' 

So an underlying 

H 

(20) b1-kwa-shukumisa 'they also shake' 

5. The formative -yawa- 'always' with a pejorative sense behaves in a similar fashion . 
Myawashukumisa 'they are always shaking' . 
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does not give us the expected 

(21) 'bakwashakUmisa 

(22) Mkwashukumisa 

but rather 
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with the operation of the antepenultimate rule being blocked in some way. As was said 

earlier (4.1.5) the antepenultimate rule is a very general rule that is seldom blocked. 

5.2 High-toned stems 

We turn now to the forms for high-toned verbs and start with the forms of the infinitive 

without the initial vowel as in 

(23) kubon(sisa 'to show' 

The underlying form will be 

(24) kublisisa 

and the antepenultimate rule and left-delinking rule will apply to give us the surface form 

with an X-sequence. 

A similar derivation will apply to 

(2.5) nibon(sisa 'you show' 

5.3 High coalescence and high splitting 

When we turn to 

(26) bhft,tnd(sisa 'they teach thoroughly' 

with a H-tone on the SC there is a problem. 

The underlying form will be 
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The antepenultimate rule applies to give 

(28) JhSisa 

The left-delinking rule is not applicable to a configuration like this since the -ba- is linked 

to a different H-tone to that to which the -fu- is linked, and the left-delinking rule applies to 

the left branches of a configurations such as: 

(29) 

not to a configuration like 

There are two approaches to the problem. One approach would be to write a new rule that 

would apply to a configuration like (30). A second approach would be to add a rule which 

changes the configuration so that the left-delinking rule will now apply to it. 

In part our decision as to which approach to adopt will be motivated by whether we feel that 

the process that produces L-tones that applies to (26) bhjtmd(sisa is the same as the process 

that applies to (5) bhshakitmisa and (23) kubon(sisa. We must remember that there are three 

processes that are closely interrelated: the process of left-delinking, the downstep- depressor 

rule and the process of converting Xs into H or L. 

These three processes apply in exactly the same way to forms like (26) as they do to forms 

like (5) or (23) . For example in both groups the lowering of the OC is obligatory while in 

the case of -sa- it is optional. It therefore would be desirable to say that the same high-
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lowering rule, the left -delinking rule, applies in each case rather than postulate an additional 

rule that applies to a configuration like (30) but has exactly the same effects as the left

delinking rule. We therefore need to postulate some rule or process that changes a 

configuration like (30) into a configuration like (29) so that the left-delinking rule can apply 

to it too. 

It also seems intuitively more natural for a H in a configuration like (29) to lose one of the 

association lines associated with it than for a H in a configuration like (30) to drop out with 

its association line. 

I would postulate such a rule, which I will call the high coalescence rule. This rule is 

somewhat similar to what Goldsmith calls Meeussen's rule (Goldsmith 1984:29).' 

The High Coalescence Rule: a sequence of two or more H's in certain morphologically 

defined contexts coalesce to become one H and any syllables which are linked to any of the 

H's become linked to the remaining H. 

One of the contexts where this process regularly takes place is the present indicative. 

For example 

.. fYY 
(31) h-m-bethisisa 'he causes you to hit thoroughly' 

will become 

by the antepenultimate rule. 

6. There is a major difference. In Meeussen's rule as defined by Goldsmith where two or 
more *s (accents) occur, all but the last is deleted and as a result certain syllables that would 
otherwise be accented become unaccented. In high coalescence, as stated in this chapter, 
when two or more H's occur, all H's but one are deleted but the syllables to which the 
deleted H's were linked become linked to the remaining H, so the number of H syllables on 
the surface is not reduced. It is also not possible to tell which H is deleted. 
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By high coalescence this will be converted into 

(33)~Sisa 
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which is a configuration to which the left-delinking rule may apply, and so the surface form 

will be 

(34) firitbethfsisa 

Not all sequences like (34) are subject to high coalescence. A form like 

(35) l{-nf-bethfsfsile 'he hit you thoroughly' 

is very similar in morphological structure to (34) except that it ends in -ile, which marks the 

perfect tense, instead of -isa, a derivational extension. 7 It has an underlying structure 

(36) liniJthisisile. 

This by the application of the antepenultimate rule becomes 

(37) rr~sile. 
The tone-pattern of (35) If-nf-bethfsfsile is always HHHHHLL and cannot be LLLLHLL. 

The fact "that the first two syllables of (37) are linked to separate H's means that they do not 

form a configuration to which the left-delinking rule can apply, that is high coalescence does 

not apply. 

We need to explain the non-applicability of the left-delinking rule to the three syllables that 

are all linked to the final H. 

7. l{-nf-bethfsile 'he caused you to hit' is an even closer parallel to (34) finjbethfsisa and 
shows the same contrast. 
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We might rephrase the left-delinking rule such that it could only operate at the beginning of 

a word or after a syllable without a tone. 

In this case the fact that the next three syllables were all linked to one H would not trigger 

the left-delinking rule since they were preceded by syllables linked to separate H-tones. 

But this move will not work if we consider forms containing depressors. Take, for instance, 

(38) ifjU'ndfs{sile 'he taught thoroughly' 

According to our discussion so far, the underlying structure should be 

(39) :tlndisisile 

This will become 

(40)~ile 
after the antepenultimate rule has applied. This regularly has a down step before the [nd]. 

But (40) according to the buoyancy principle (4.2.3) should not have a down step since the 

inherent L in the depressor [d] is prevented from reaching the tonal tier as there are 

association lines linking the vowels on either side of it to the same H on the tonal tier. 

In order to explain on the one hand the fact that the left-delinking rule does not apply and 

on the other hand the fact that the depressor-down step rule does, I propose that where high 

coalescence does not take place, we get a contrary process whereby when we have a series 

of syllables linked to the same H, each syllable becomes linked to a separate H-tone. I will 

call this process high splitting. 

In terms of high splitting (40) will become 

(41) IWnd[ile 
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We now have a configuration where the L in the [d] can rise to the tonal tier to produce 

downstep. 

5.3.1 Resistant and non-resistant sequences 

We see now that we have sequences which must be all high and which cannot undergo the 

left-delinking rule and sequences which can be all high but which can undergo the left

delinking rule. I have called the former sequences H-sequences or resistant sequences and 

the latter sequences X-sequences or non-resistant sequences. 

In order for a sequence to be resistant, there must be at least two underlying H's. As we 

saw 

(38) 1(fU'mifsfsile 'he has taught thoroughly' from 

(39) :rJmiiSiSile 

is resistant. On the other hand, 

(42) fishakhmfsile 'he shook' 

from 

(43) llshukumisile 

is non-resistant. (39) and (43) are parallel except that the stem of the former has a H-tone 

that the latter lacks and consequently has two H-tones, one from the SC and one from the 

stem. 

But 

(44) ifwtishUkUmfsile 'he shook them' from 

(45) ;tlhukumisile 

is also resistant unlike (42) fishakamfsile because now that there is an OC present there are 

two H's in the underlying structure. 
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On the other hand, where a form is subject to high coalescence, the presence of three 

underlying H's is not sufficient to make a form resistant, as was shown by (34) flntb~th(sisa. 

It would seem that certain tenses or moods are subject to high coalescence, in which case no 

matter how many underlying tones there are, the forms will be non-resistant. Other tenses 

and moods are not subject to high coalescence. These will be resistant if the form contains 

two or more underlying H's but non-resistant if only one H occurs. 

It would be desirable to predict by general rule which sequences of H's are subject to high 

coalescence but so far I have been unable to find one. One has simply to list those tenses 

and moods where high coalescence occurs, or those where it does not. It is not clear 

whether high coalescence should be regarded as the regular case, or the exceptional case as 

high coalescence seems to occur in about half the tenses and moods. In Appendix 3 the each 

paradigm is marked as being resistant or non-resistant. 

5.3.2 The perfect indicative 

An interesting case is the perfect indicative. As we have seen in our examples above, the 

perfect indicative is resistant if there are the necessary two or more H's. There is one 

exception.- If the subject concord is 1st or 2nd person and therefore L-toned the form will 

be non-resistant. In a form like 

(46) ni,forulis(sile 'you taught thoroughly' 

there is only one H, that contributed by the stem. So the resultant form is non-resistant, as 

we would expect. But in 

(47) niwajhrulis(sile 'you taught them thoroughly' 

there are two underlying H's, one from the OC and one from the stem. Nevertheless the 

resultant form is still non-resistant. 
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Compare 

(38) IfjU'ndfsfsile 'he has taught thoroughly' 

where there are also two underlying H's. 
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Compare also (42) flshakhmfsile and (44) [(wflshUkUmfsile. In (44) the addition of the OC 

with an underlying H-tone makes the form resistant rather than non-resistant. 

Compare also the imperative plural with OC 

(48) wajU'ndfsfseni 'teach them thoroughly'. Once again the OC contributes one 

of the two H's required to make the form resistant.' 

It would seem that the extra unattached syllable at the beginning of the word as in (47) 

niwaforultsfsile seems to prevent high splitting and allows high coalescence to occur. The 

fact that an unattached syllable has this effect might seem to count against Pulleyblank's 

hypothesis, which I have been advocating, that only H-tones occur in the deep structure since 

it is easier to conceive of a L-tone having this effect of preventing high splitting rather than 

a toneless vowel. 

5.4 High-toned stems resumed 

Having discussed high coalescence, high splitting, and resistant and non-resistant sequences 

we return to our discussion of H-stem forms. 

We start by considering some forms with the OC, beginning with the short form of the 

present tense with a L-toned SC. 

(49) niwabon(sisa 'you thoroughly show them' 

The underlying form is 

8. Contrast flrultshtmi 'teach thoroughly'. The tones of the final suffix do not count 
towards the two underlying H's needed to make the sequence non-resistant as is shown by 
the present tense negative participial where nfngabonhfsi is non-resistant but 
n(ngawab6n(sfsi with the H-tone on the OC is resistant. 
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(SO) . YbY . . mwa omslsa 

We need once again to invoke the process of high coalescence so that left-delinking can 

occur. So (SO) will become 

(SI) niwabonlsisa 

As in (9) niwashhkUmisa, the left-delinking rule applies obligatorily to the ~C. 

We now take the corresponding form with a high-toned SC as in 

(S2) Iiwaoonisisa 

Here we have an underlying form 

(S3) llbtisisa 

After the antepenultimate rule and high coalescence have applied we get 

(54) ~iSisa 
The left-delinking rule can optionally apply to (S4) and if it applies to the SC then it must 

apply to the OC because the OC will then be preceded by a L-tone. However, because the 

DC is not necessarily preceded by a L-tone as it is in (49) niwabon(sisa, the left-delinking 

rule does not obligatorily have to apply to the OC and it may surface with a H-tone. 

5.5 Long fonn of the present tense with -ya-

Let us now look at the long form of the present tense, that with the formative -ya-, which 

we looked briefly at earlier (S.l). 
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We saw that in a form like 

(17) ruliyashukumisa '1 shake' 

because all the surface tones are low, it is reasonable to assume that the underlying tones of 

all the formatives are low. 

If we replace -ruli- with a third person subject concord we get a form like 

(55) ~ashukumisa 
The H-tone on the -li- is affected by the antepenultimate rule which gives us 

(56)I~misa 
(56) is then optionally subject to the left-delinking rule to give us the surface form: 

(57) Ii yashukUmisa. 

If we take corresponding forms with a H-toned stem, 

(58) ruliyabeth[sisa 'I cause to hit thoroughly' and 

(59) lfyabethfsisa 'he causes to hit thoroughly' 

In (58) there are no tones before the stem to spread. In (59) the H-tone on the SC is not 

subject to the antepenultimate rule because of the H-tone on the stem and so remains on the 

SC. 

Let us now consider the corresponding forms with the OC as in 

(60) ruliyawabethfsisa 'I cause them to hit thoroughly' 

(61) [fyawabethfsisa 'he causes them to hit thoroughly' 
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In both forms the underlying H-tone on the OC will be subject to high coalescence and to 

the left-delinking rule. In (61) the H-tone on the SC will not be subject to the 

antepenultimate rule because of the H-tones on the OC and the stem. 

If we look at the corresponding forms with L-toned stems 

(62) ndiyawashQlaimisa 'I shake them' 

(63) IfyawashUkUmisa 'he shakes them' 

we see that they have the same surface tones as those with H-toned stems. Let us look more 

closely at (63) to see how this has come about. The underlying structure will be 

(64) Itawlhukumisa 

The antepenultimate rule will be blocked from applying to the first H-tone but will apply to 

the H-tone on the OC. The left-delinking rule will apply in the same way as it did in (61) 

!(yawabeth(sisa. The effect of the rules has been to remove the differences between the two 

stems. In effect, high coalescence has removed the difference between a L-toned stem 

preceded by an OC and a high-toned stem preceded by an OC. Analogy has not played any 

part. 

We close off this section with a look at the full forms of the infinitive. 

5.6 Infmitive forms 

The infinitive in Xhosa is a verbal noun belonging to class 15 as in 

(65) aknshakUmisa 'to shake' 

or 

(66) Ukubon(sisa 'to show thoroughly' 

with a noun-prefix Uku-, with initial vowel u- and basic prefix -ku-. As we saw in the 

previous chapter, the initial vowel has a H-tone and the basic prefix a L-tone. 

In (65), the only underlying H-tone is that on the initial vowel and the surface tones could 

be explained by the operation of the antepenultimate rule and the left-delinking rule. The 
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initial vowel is also subject to the prefix -spread rule. Whether the prefix -spread rule applies 

first and then the antepenultimate rule or whether just the antepenultimate rule will depend 

on how we order the two rules. See Chapter 4 fn 9. 

In (66), the high tone on the stem blocks the operation of the antepenultimate rule on the 

initial vowel. The initial vowel is subject to the prefix-spread rule. If the left-delinking rule 

is ordered prior to the prefix -spread rule then at the time prefix -spread rule applies, the first 

syllable of the stem would be L, and the H-tone would spread onto the -leu-, which would 

give us a surface form ·akUbon(sisa. So we have some evidence for ordering of rules.' 

Similar considerations will apply to the forms of the infinitive with OCs as in 

(67) UkuwashakUmisa 'to shake them' (68) Ukuwabon(sisa 'to show them thoroughly' 

The derivations will be similar to that for (63) [(yawashakUmisa and (61) [(yawaberh(sisa. 

Once again the distinction between high and low stems has been eliminated. 

5.7 The ("mal SUff'1X 

SO far we have been discussing the tonology of prefixal morphemes in the verb. We see that 

once the underlying tones of such morphemes have been determined the main change is the 

rightward spread of tones followed by possible left-delinking. This can result in H-tones 

spreading 'onto the stem. These patterns of rightward spreading we have been considering 

seem to be widespread in African languages (Hyman and Schuh 1974:87). The tonal 

phenomena we shall be considering now where tones seem to spread to the left seem less 

typical. 

9. On grounds of simplicity it would seem better to order all spreading rules (antepen
ultimate rule, penultimate rule, prefix-spread rule) before the left-delinking rule so that rule 
can then apply to any X-sequence produced by any of the above rules at once rather than 
have to apply at separate times. 
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Xhosa verbs not only have prefixal inflectional morphemes but also suffixal inflectional 

morphemes as is shown by the following forms of the verb shukumisa 'shake'." It would 

seem that with the exception of passive forms there is only one inflectional suffix allowed 

after the stem." We shall refer to this form as the final suffix. 

Consider the following forms: 

(69) ndiyashukumisa 'I shake' (present indicative) 

(70) ndishukumisile 'I shook' (perfect indicative long form) 

(71) ndfshukumisfle 'I having shaken' (perfect participial long form) 

(72) ndishukumise 'I shook' (perfect indicative short form) 

(73) ndishakUmise 'that 1 shake' (present subjunctive) 

(74) andfshukumfsi 'I do not shake'(present indicative negative) 

(75) andfshukumisanga 'I did not shake' (past indicative negative) 

(76) ndiishukumfsa 'and 1 shook' (past subjunctive) 

(77) elfngashukumisf 'who does not shake' (present relative negative) 

(78) akUngashukumfsi 'not to shake' (infinitive negative) 

We see that the suffixes are characterized not only by segmental material but also by 

suprasegmental material. Moreover in some cases tones introduced by the final suffix 

become linked to the stem as in (74) and (78)." 

Let us consider (78) akUngashukumfsi, with its non-final form akUngashukumfsf as an 

example of how the tone of the final suffix become linked to the stem. 

10. The underlying tones of shukumisa are all low. 

II. This is assuming that verbal extensions like -el-, -is-, and -an- are derivational. The 
passive morpheme, -W-, is followed by the normal final suffixes but in at least one case the 
passive has a different form from the active (cf ndiyab6na 'I see' and ndiyabOnwa 'I am 
seen') 

12. The parallel phenomenon in Zulu has been discussed by Khumalo (1989). 
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Since the underlying tones of shukwnisa are all L, any H-tone or F-tone that occurs on the 

surface of a form derived from this must corne from the final suffix. 

The underlying representation must be something like 

H H 

(79) !-ku-nga-ShukumisJ 

with the final suffix having at least one H -tone, possibly linked to the -i. 

The surface representation before the application of the HH-to-FL rule must be something 

like 

The H-tone of the final suffix has become linked to the final vowel of the stern. In other 

words, the H-tone has become linked to the left rather than to the right unlike the previous 

cases of tone-spreading that we have considered. IJ 

5.8 High-stem adjustment rule 

We have suggested that high sterns of four syllables have a H-tone linked to the first syllable 

and that low sterns lack this tone. If the form being considered has no H-tones in the final 

suffix, the antepenultimate rule will act to link the H-tone to the third syllable from the end 

and any syllables in between. So as we saw earlier 

(23) kub!nisisa 

will become 

(81) kub~sisa 

13. There will be an alternative form where the left-delinking rule deletes the association 
line linking the first vowel to the first H -tone. 
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In general for high stems of four or more syllables the H-tone becomes linked to all but the 

last two syllables. In the low stems there are of course no H-tones on the stem to spread. 

In the cases of L-toned final suffix where there is a H-toned formative preceding the stem, 

the H-tone will be affected by the antepenultimate rule and spread to the third syllable from 

the end, and then may be subsequently delinked as seen in items (5) to (8). 

With H-toned stems if a H-toned formative immediately precedes the stem as in (26) 

bhjhndfsisa then, as we saw before, high coalescence will occur with the consequent 

applicability of the left-delinking rule to give us an X-sequence similar to that of low stems. 

See table [2] . The same will apply if more than one H-toned formative precedes the stem. 

Compare ftwashakitmisa and ftwhjhndfsisa. 

If the H-toned prefixal formative is separated from the stem by one or more L's, then the 

H-tone of the stem blocks the tone of the prefixal formative from spreading, thus giving rise 

to contrasts such as 

(82) ftyagtbfseia 'he throws' from 

(83) ltagibisela 

as compared with 

(84) lfyajhndfsisa 'he teaches thoroughly' 

from 

(85) lJndiSiSa 

When there is a H-tone in the final suffix, then the antepenultimate rule is blocked. We can 

compare forms 

(86) ftg'lbfseia 'he throws' 
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where the original H -tone on the SC spreads, and 

(87) /(gibise[e 'he has thrown' 
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where the H-tone on the SC is prevented from spreading by the final F-tone on the final 

suffix and as a result the stem remains L. 

We saw above that in a high stem before a L-toned final suffix, the antepenultimate rule 

operates to make all but the last two syllables H. Before a H-toned final suffix, the 

antepenultimate rule cannot apply but in fact in a form from a H-toned stem all the syllables 

of the stem have the possibility of being H. For instance, a corresponding form to 

(87) lfgibisele with a H-toned stem is 

(88) [(b(mts'lse 'he showed thoroughly' 

We can describe this by postulating the following rule: 

High-stem Adjustment Rule: a H-tone underlyingly linked to a vowel in the verb stem 

becomes linked to each vowel in the stem when the stem occurs before a H-toned final 

suffix. 

This will operate to link the H-tone on the first syllable of the stem to the remaining syllables 

of the stem before a final-suffix containing a H-tone." 

So that in the perfect participial from an underlying 

(89) lr:tndisisi~ 'he taught thoroughly' 

we get a surface 

(90) lifimdisisile. 

14. It may of course subsequently be affected by the left-delinking rule. 
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It is true that in most of these cases when the H -stem adjustment rule applies, the resultant 

sequence is an X-sequence and is today pronounced by most speakers as a series of L's. My 

principal informant does, however, recognize a clear possibility of H-tones unlike the parallel 

sequences with L-stems, which he gives as L only. 

There are, moreover, a few cases where the resultant sequence is not subject to the left

delinking rule, that is, is resistant, as in the remote past indicative with an OC, for example, 

(91) nlllfjINul(s(sa 'you taught him thoroughly' 

and the negative of the past subjunctive with an OC as in 

(92) alayfjU'nd(s(sa 'and he did not teach him' 

In these cases, the H-stem adjustment rule operates and there is no possibility of the left

delinking rule operating and so for all speakers there will be clear evidence of the operation 

of this rule. 

We have the somewhat paradoxical fact that the presence of H-tones at the end of the form 

on the one hand prevents H-tones before a L-toned stem from spreading and therefore 

produces more syllables with L-tones, on the other hand also triggers the H-stem adjustment 

rule and thus also produces more H -tones with high stems. 

Compare 

(93) alayfshukwn(sa 'and he did not shake it' with 

(94) alayfb6n(s(sa 'and he did not show it thoroughly' and 

(95) nlll(shukwnfsa 'you shook him' with 

(96) nlllfjU' nd(sfsa 'you taught him thoroughly' . 



CHAPfER SIX 

VERBS: TYPES OF STEMS AND THEIR 

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

6 Introduction 

In the previous chapter I endeavoured to explain the main principles of the tonology of the 

verb as far as these could be seen from stems of four syllables, where we saw there were two 

main types of stems: high and low. I now want to cover this to shorter stems, where we 

find several subgroups and several irregularities. This account will also help the reader to 

make use of the paradigms in Appendix 3. 

6.1 L-toned stems 

In Appendix 3 I have given examples of stems from one to five syllables though longer stems 

are possible. From three syllables up the stems are regular. Disyllabic and monosyllabic 

stems have a number of irregularities and disyllabic stems divide into two groups: 

a. LL stems with infinitive LLL and imperative LH as for instance kubala 'to count' and 

balO 'count.' 

b. LL stems with infinitive LLL but imperative HL as, for instance, kuwisa 'to drop' 

and w(sa 'drop'. These will be distinguished from the former type by being referred 

to as LL+ stems. There are only a very small number of LL+ stems in the 

language. 

91 
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6.2 H-toned stems 

As with L-toned stems, I have given examples of stems of from one to five syllables and 

longer stems are possible. As with L-toned stems, monosyllabic stems have a number of 

peculiarities. Disyllabic stems divide into two groups, those whose underlying tone pattern 

is HL like betha 'hit' and those whose underlying tone pattern is HH like bOna 'see'. 

Unlike L-toned stems, trisyllabic stems are also divided into two groups, those whose 

underlying tone pattern is HLL like bethisa 'cause to strike' and those whose underlying tone 

pattern is HHL like Mn(sa 'cause to see'. 

Among H-toned stems of five syllables there are a small group of reduplicated stems like 

nchmhnchmeza 'to smile continuously' . These have the same tones as HL stems with the 

preceding extra syllables being X. 

6.3 Vowel-commencing stems 

Stems beginning with a vowel have a number of different forms and are given separately. 

Generally, vowel-commencing stems have the tone patterns of a consonant stem with one less 

syllable but vowel stems of three syllables have the tone pattern of LL+ stems and not LL 

stems. 

6.4 Ri~tward-spreading rules in short stems 

Before dealing with some of these groups of verbs further I will deal with a general 

rightward-spreading rule that applies to shorter verb stems. 

We have seen (4.1.4) how the antepenultimate rule spreads a H-tone to the right up to the 

third syllable from the end provided none of the syllables to the right is linked to a H-tone, 

so that, for example, 

(1) lLshukumisa 
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becomes 

(2) l~misa 
Subsequently the left-delinking rule may operate to produce 

(3) li-shuJmisa 

If we take the LL stem bala, underlying 

V 
(4) Ji-bala 

becomes 

(5) l~a 
even though the antepenultimate rule is not applicable here. 
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Likewise, just as underlying lfyashukumisa becomes nyashakUmisa so while underlying 

lfyabala becomes nyabala by the antepenultimate rule so lfyalwa 'he fights' becomes 

nyalwa even though once again the antepenultimate rule is not applicable. 

We therefore need an additional rule, which I shall call the penultimate rule, which links up 

the tone on the antepenultimate syllable to the vowel of the penultimate syllable in certain 

circumstances. This rule can be stated in the following terms: 

Penultimate Rule: A H-tone on a SC or OC three syllables from the end of the word 

spreads onto the following syllable provided that the stem is a verb but not a verb which is 

a LL+ stem. 
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This rule is far more restricted than the antepenultimate rule since it applies 

1. only to verbs and not to other parts of speech 

2. only if the H-tone is on the SC or OC and not on an infix like -sa- 'still' 

3. only if the verb is not a LL+ verb 

So for instance it does not apply to flanga 'sun', where (- is an initial vowel and -langa a 

noun stem nor to (nzima 'it is heavy ' , where (- is a SC, but nzima a relative stem. 

It will apply to ndiwtibala 'I count them', where -wa- is an OC to produce ndiwaMla, but 

not to ndistibala 'I still count' where sa is a verbal infix and not a SC or OC. 

It will apply to 

(6) bhbala 'they count' from bala a normal LL verb but not to 

(7) bahlala 'they sit' from hlala a LL+ verb. 

The antepenultimate rule is a rule which applies generally in the language and is only barred 

from applying in a few specific contexts and will apply to itfkiti 'ticket' to give 'tfkiti, to 

{-dikidiki 'it is lukewarm' to give idikfdiki after the left-delinking rule has applied, to both 

ndiwabalisa 'I cause them to count' and ndisdbalisa ' I still cause to count' to give 

ndiwabalisa and ndishMlisa.' 

-
Nevertheless there is some sense in which one feels that the penultimate rule ought to be an 

extension of the antepenultimate rule applying to disyllabic and monosyllabic verb stems in 

certain circumstances. In Chapter 10 1 will discuss attempts by Khumalo and Goldsmith, 

Peterson and Drogo to unify these rules. We will see that this feeling is probably illusory 

and that the penultimate rule is best regarded as a separate rule from the antepenultimate rule 

and that both are rightward spreading rules. 

I. For the difference in the last two tone patterns where the OC is L but the infix X, see 
Chapter 5 page 72. 
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6.5 LL+ Stems 

As we saw above there is this small group of disyllabic verbs whose stems appear to be LL 

and whose infinitive is XHLL but whose imperative is HL rather than LH as is the case with 

the vast majority of LL verbs. Although the underlying tone pattern of these roots would 

appear to be LL, they have remarkably different tone patterns in their inflections from other 

LL verbs. 

I have discovered seven LL+ stems. These are: 

hlala 'sit' 

hlika 'descend' luka 'plait, weave' 

suka 'go away' 

susa 'remove' 

wisa 'drop' 

zisa 'bring' 

In a corpus of about 720 disyllabic verbs, about 430 were normal LL verbs and six were 

LL+ stems. So these are very few in number although hlala, suka, and susa have a very 

high frequency of occurrence. 

wisa and zisa are clearly causatives from the L-toned verbs, wa 'fall' and za 'come'. hlika 

seems to involve the addition of a less regular suffix -ka to hla 'descend'. suka seems to 

involve the same suffix added to a monosyllabic stem that is no longer extant. susa seems 

to be a causative from the same stem. Historically hlala may be derived from a 

monosyllabic stem. 

luka has a variant aluka (not given in Kropf or McLaren) and is said by Pahl (1978b:258) 

to have a variant oluka in other dialects and since LL+ and L-toned trisyllabic vowel verbs 

share the same tone patterns, if luka is derived from aluka this might explain the variant 

pattern. 
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It would seem that all LL+ stems with the exception of luka are derived either 

synchronically or historically from monosyllabic L-toned stems by the addition of an 

extension. H-toned stems which are derived from H-toned monosyllabic stems do not show 

similar peculiarities and behave exactly like underived HL stems, for instance, ty(sa 'feed' 

from tya 'eat' has exactly the same tone patterns as Mlha 'strike'. 

6.6 Chief characteristics of LL+ stems 

There seem to be two characteristics of the tonal patterns of LL+ verbs: 

1. In those forms where there is no H-toned suffix, no H-tone can spread onto the 

penultimate syllable (i.e. LL+ verbs must be marked as exceptions to the penultimate rule). 

Compare 

(8) lfyawaMla 'he counts them' but 

(9) l(yawawisa 'he drops them' 

This may possibly be related to the fact that in Xhosa tones are never spread to the right onto 

the last syllable of a word and for instance in a form like 

(10) [(yawalwa 'he fights them' 

the H-tone on the OC remains and one does not get ·l(yawalwa. cf (8) lfyawaMla. 

We might assume that in wisa the underlying wa is still felt as being a monosyllabic stem 

(Davey, 1973). There does not seem to be any rule in Xhosa which spreads a H-tone onto 

the final syllable of a word and we might possibly consider that there is a general prohibition 
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on spreading a H-tone onto the final syllable. 2 Apparent exceptions like lQ mfuioda 'these 

men' result from faulty orthographic word division. See Chapter I, page 7fn. 

If so, then the H-tone would be prevented from spreading onto the first syllable of -wisa by 

virtue of the fact that wisa is derived from a monosyllabic root. But, this would not explain 

the peculiarities mentioned in the next paragraph. 

2. Where there is a final suffix with a H-tone then a LL+ verb behaves like a H-toned 

stem and not like a L-stem. 

Compare hkUngaba[( 'not to count' with UkUngawfsi 'not to fall' and hkUngabethi 'not to 

hit' and aniibala 'and you did not count' with anawfsa and aniibetM 'and you did not hit' , 

where bala is a LL stem, wisa a LL+ stem and berha a HL stem. 

The problem is to explain why these forms behave as if they had a H-tone in them since in 

other respects they seem to behave like L-stems and there seems to be no evidence for 

associating a H-tone with them. 

I do not have any possible solution to offer but would remark that the derivation from 

monosyllabic verbs put forward above to explain why these stems are exceptions to the 

penultimate rule does not appear to offer any explanation here. 

HH and HL stems normally have the same tone patterns when a H-toned final suffix occurs

so it is difficult to say whether a LL+ stem is behaving like a HL or a HH stem. If the 

imperative is regarded as having a H -toned final suffix cf 

(11) limO. 'plough' from lima and 

(12) shukumisani 'shake' from shukumisa 

2. One might like to speculate whether this prohibition is related to the fact that, unlike the 
situation in many Bantu languages, a H-tone is never shifted or spread from one word to 
another. For instance, in Northern Sotho, ditaba 'mountains' is LLL but in the phrase 
btlb6nd dftaba 'they see mountains' the first syllable has acquired a H-tone from the 
preceding MbOna . (lowe this example to Professor E.B. van Wyk.) 
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then the imperative of a HH stem is HH and a HL stem is HL, cf 

(13) thetha 'speak' from thetM and 

(14) betha 'hit' from betha 

and the LL+ stems behave like HL rather than HH stems as in 

(15) w(sa 'drop' 

But while (12) shukwnis(mi definitely seems to have a HL final suffix, 

(16) thetha and 
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(17) betha might well have the simple form of the verb stem. In this case the 

argument in the previous paragraph would not hold. 

6.7 HL vs IllI verbs 

We assume that the underlying representations of the stems of betha and bona are 

H 

(18) JthV and 

(19) b~3 
Note how the distinction between (12) and (19) lies not in the number of tones but in the 

association lines. 

Historically, HL stems are derived from Proto-Bantu stems with long vowels, while HH 

stems are derived from Proto-Bantu stems with short vowels. Meeussen (1955) has proposed 

the following derivation: 

beetha b6na 

3. Where V represents an unspecified final vowel. 
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The high tone on the first mora of the word then spreads one mora to the right. In the case 

of long vowels the H-tone then spreads onto the second mora of the vowel (presumably 

changing a falling tone into a high level tone). In the case of short vowels, the next mora 

is the second syllable. The resultant forms will be: 

b6etha b6na 

At a later stage, long vowels lose their second mora, resulting in: 

betha b6na 

It is somewhat paradoxical that in modern Xhosa, the vowel which is historically derived 

from a short vowel, is normally pronounced with a longer vowel after the application of the 

HH-to-FL rule than the vowel which is derived from a long vowel. cf betha and bOna 

The distinction between the two types of stems manifests itself when there is a L-toned final 

suffix, as in the following examples. 

Table [I] 

Infinitive ukubetha ukubOna 

'to hit' 'to see' 

Present participial ndibetha ndibOna 

'I hitting' 'I seeing' 

Perfect indicative ndibethile ndib6nile 

'I hit' 'I saw' 

In all cases, the final syllable of a HL stem seems to have a L-tone while the final stem of 

a HH stem has a H-tone and in autosegmental terms I would follow Khumalo (1989) in 

postulating that the final syllable of a HH verb is linked to the same H-tone that is linked to 

the first syllable of the stem while in HL stems the final syllable is not so linked. 
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When there is a H-toned final suffix, the H-tone is normally mapped onto the second syllable 

of the stem and thus the distinction between the two types is eliminated. 

Table [2] 

Present indicative negative andibethi andib6ni 

'I do not hit' 'I do not see' 

Perfect participial ndibethile ndibOnile 

'I hit' 'I saw' 

Past indicative negative andibethanga andibOnanga 

'I did not hit' 'I did not 

see' 

Imperative plural betMni bonani 

'hit' 'see' 

In the following forms, even though there is a L-toned final suffix, the final syllable becomes 

delinked from the final H in HH stems and so once again there is no difference in tone'. 

4. In a form like UkubOna 'to see' the underlying representation will be 

~kub~ -

The L-default rule and the HH-to-FL rule will apply to produce the surface form: 

In the case of ndiyaMna the underlying form will be 

ndiyab!na 

A rule applying only in the contexts mentioned in Table [3] delinks the H to the final vowel 
to produce 
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Table [3] 

Present indicative positive long form ndiyabetha ndiyab6na 

'I hit' 'I see' 

Present indicative positive short form ndibetha ndib6na 

'I hit' 'I see' 

Past subjunctive ndabetha ndab6na 

'and 1 hit' 'and 1 saw' 

Present potential ndingabetha ndingab6na 

'I can hit' 'I can see' 

The distinction remains in the imperative singular as in 

(20) berha and 

(21) bOna 

even though the imperative singular is said by Khumalo (1989) to have a HL tone pattern on 

the final suffix in the imperative and certainly does with longer forms as in 

(22) berhtsani 'cause to hit' 

(23) bbnfsani 'show' or 

(24) shukumisani 'shake' from the L-toned stem shukumisa. 

The L-default rule will apply to produce the surface form 
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6.8 Exceptions to the HH-to-FL rule 

As we saw in Chapter 4, one of the general rules of Xhosa is that a sequence HH becomes 

FL when phrase-final. So we have 

(25) Ukub6nfl fzint6 'to see things' but 

(26) ndifUna Ukubona 'I want to see' 

Even among nouns there are a few HH stems, which do not become FL, for example: 

(27) ('e(e( 'earring' 

(28) uThfx6 'God' 

In the verbs there are several cases where the rule fails to apply. These are the following: 

I. In the past subjunctive negative 

(29) anashukumfsa 'and you did not shake' 

The following cases all affect monosyllabic verbs. 

2. Where the final H is on an underlying L stem 

(30) anfiwf 'you do not fight' 

(31) nawalwa 'and you fought them' cf 

(32) nawiilya 'and you ate them' 

3. When the final H is an underlying H and the preceding H not an OC or si in the 

participial 

(33) ningatya 'you can eat' 

(34) nisiilya 'you still eat' 

(35) natya 'and you ate' cf 

(36) ningawiilya' you can eat it' 

(37) nisftya' you eating' 
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4. In the imperative singular of monosyllabic stems with an OC. 

(38) walwe' fight them' 
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(39) warye 'eat them'. The more usual form of this is watye, where the rule is 

inapplicable. 

Note how in the case of nouns like f'sele 'frog' it makes sense to postulate one underlying 

H-tone and in i'dd, where there is reduplication to postulate two underlying H's. In the 

cases mentioned above in 2-4, there are many cases of two underlying H's, to which the HH

to-FL rule fails to apply. 

In fact with the exception of the participial as in (37) nisftya, the only case where the HH

to-FL rule applies to monosyllabic verbs is where the monosyllabic stem is underlyingly H 

and is preceded by an OC and the OC is always underlyingly H. In other words, the HH-to

FL rule only applies to monosyllabic verbs when there are two underlying H's (apart from 

a H-tone contributed by the final suffix). 

Kisseberth (personal communication) in connection with another point has pointed out to me 

the close connection between the OC and the verb stem (for instance nothing can be inserted 

between them) and it might be that some form of Meeussen's law applies here. 

If this were the case it would be possible to maintain that the HH-to-FL rule applied to those 

cases where after the application of this version of Meeussen's law there was one underlying 

tone left but did not apply to those where there were two underlying H-tones. f'dd clearly 

has two underlying H-tones. The borrowed word uThfx6 could be assumed to have two 

underlying tones. We would have to postulate a rule that deleted one of the tones in the 

sequence OC+H-toned monosyllabic stem. 

The difference in the status of formatives like -sa-, and OCs could be explained in lexical 

phonology by assuming that the former were added at a later cycle than the OCs (See 

Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo 1989). 



CHAPfER SEVEN 

ADJECTIVES AND RELATIVES 

In this chapter I will be exploring some of the tone patterns shown by what are known in 

Dokean grammar as adjective and relative stems. 

We will not be discussing any new general tonological principles or rules as we did with the 

antepenultimate rule in Chapter 4 or with variation as we did in Chapter 5 but we will be 

demonstrating another set of interesting and intricate patterns and more importantly we will 

see how tonal evidence is sometimes relevant for syntactic analysis. 

7.1 Classification and tenninology 

Doke classified parts of speech in functional terms. The adjective as exemplified by 

dmokhalu in 

(1) dmaMshe tunakhUlu 'big horses' 

and the relative as exemplified by tunhlophe in 

(2) dmaMshe tuhhlophe 'white horses' 

are regarded together with the possessive and the enumerative as subdivisions of the 

qualificative. 

104 
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Doke' defines an adjective as 'a word which qualifies a substantive, and is brought into 

concordial agreement therewith by the adjectival concord.' (1961 : 100) and a relative as 'a 

word which qualifies a substantive, and is brought into concordial agreement therewith by 

the relative concord. '(1961:105) In other words, adjectives and relatives are only regarded 

as such when they occur in attributive position. 

He states that 'when adjectives, for instance, are used " predicatively " , they become 

copulatives in Zulu. '(1961 :215) and defines a copulative as a word 'which is formed directly 

from some other part of speech by a modification of the prefix or concord. '(1961:215) 

So in each of the following sentences the second word would be regarded as a copulative 

formed from an adjectival or relative stem rather than as an adjective or relative. 

(3) tunaMshe mflkhulu 'the horses are big' 

(4) tunaMshe amJzl6phe 'the horses are white' 

I would prefer to follow other authors and regard mflkhulu as an adjective and amJzl6phe as 

a relative and say that adjectives and relatives can be used attributively and predicatively. 

Doke's treatment of adjectives and relatives as separate parts of speech has the defect of not 

recognizing that adjectives and relatives are much closer in their syntactic behaviour than the 

other qualificatives (possessives and enumeratives). For instance, both can be made directly 

into copulatives, whereas possessives have to become pronouns before they can become 

copulatives. 

In many ways it would be better to regard them as variations of a single word class. Jordan 

(1966) refers to adjectives as strong adjectives and relatives as weak adjectives. 

J.C. Oosthuysen (1967:64) refers to adjectives as variable-prefix adjectives 

1. I will be referring to Doke's Textbook a/Zulu grammar, (1961) as this provides a clear 
statement of Doke's model of grammar. Zulu and Xhosa are sufficiently similar for most 
of his statements to apply to Xhosa. 
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(wisselvoorvoegsel byvoeglike naamwoorde) and relatives as adjectives with fixed prefixes 

(vaste voorvoegsels). 

I will, however, still continue to use the generally accepted terms, adjective and relative 

rather than adopt the terminology of Jordan or Oosthuysen in this respect. 

Although Doke would regard 

(5) hMntwana tibakhUlu 'the big children' 

as an adjective construction but 

(6) hMntwana tibtunhlophe 'the white children' 

and 

(7) hMntwana tibaculay6 'the children who are singing' 

as relative constructions, I will refer to all three as relative constructions. 

I will, however, use the term adjective concord and relative concord in their Dokean sense, 

and say that in (5) we have an adjective concord and in (6) and (7) we have relative 

concords. 

7.2 Derivation of adjectives and relatives in generative grammar. 

In Syntactic Structures (1957), Chomsky generated prenominal adjectives in English by 

transformations from predicate formations. For instance, The tall boy was derived from the 

boy is tall. In effect, the preposed adjective is derived from the boy is tall via the 

intermediate stage of a relative clause, who is tall. In English such preposing is only 

possible when the tense of the copula be is present tense or has the same tense as the main 

clause, is positive and has no modals. I saw the boy who is tall can become I saw the tall 

boy, but I saw the boy who was not tall cannot become I saw the not-tall boy, neither can 

I saw a boy who will be tall become I saw the will-be-tall boy. 
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In later transformational work,' however, adjectives occurring before the noun are 

introduced by phrase structure rules of the form: 

(8) NP -+ Det+ Adj + Noun 
,-

The other cases mentioned in the preceding paragraph will still be derived from relative 

clauses. 

Lanham (1971) derives relative constructions based on adjective and relative stems from 

relative clauses. In this chapter I will accept his analysis as a basis and consider how far 

tonal evidence offers evidence for or against this hypothesis. I will in fact suggest in 7.7.1 

that in Xhosa simple adjective and relative constructions as in (1) and (2) are also introduced 

by phrase-structure rules though forms like 

(9) aMntwana aMbebakhulu 'children who were big' or 

(10) aMntwana aMngebakhulu 'children who are not big' 

are derived from relative clauses. 

7.3 Morphological structure of adjective and relative stems 

The number of adjective and relative stems in Xhosa is restricted. Adjectives form a closed 

set of about eighteen items (Du Plessis 1978: 186). The number of relative stems is limited. 

Du Plessis (1978: 189) gives a list of about sixt),. This is not quite complete. For the most 

part the equivalent of a English adjective is expressed by means of a verb in Xhosa, very 

often in the perfect tense, for instance, 

(11) {ndoda flWflkile 'the man is wise' where flWflkile is the perfect of IWflka 'be 

wise'. 

Adjective stems consist of from one to three syllables and appear to be mono morphemic. 

An exception is the reduplicated ndnd 'small'(compare (nc{ 'little one' and possibly also 

2. For some discussion of the merits of the two analyses, see Baker 1978:308-323. 
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nc(oone (compare (ne( ' little' and -ana 'diminutive suffix') and fUtsMne 'short'(compare 

fophi 'short' and -alUl 'diminutive suffix'). 

Relative stems can consist of from one to four syllables. Those of one or two syllables are 

monomorphemic; possible exceptions are shushU 'hot' and krakra 'bitter' which look like 

reduplications. 

Relative stems of three syllables are usually analysable into a fixed basic prefix (FBP) and 

a disyllabic stem,' for instance: 

(12) m-daka 'dirty' cf Udaka 'mud' 

(13) lu-hliiza 'green, blue' cf u'hliiza 'green grass' 

(14) bu-hlungu 'painful' cf ubuhlungu 'pain' 

The basic prefix may be identified with that of classes 2, 11 and 14. There are difficulties 

with class 7, that we will come to later. It may also be identified with class 9 as in n-zima 

'heavy' but here it is not a separate syllable and does not have a tone. About half of the 

relative stems given by Du Plessis have a FBP. 

Stems of four syllables are all reduplications' of two syllable stems all of which are L-toned, 

for instance: 

(15) dikidiki 'lukewarm' 

(16) tofotofo 'soft' 

(17) bhetyebhetye 'pliable' 

3. One exception is neangathi 'sticky'. There are a few other exceptions. 

4. With the exception of ukuthi bhetye 'bend as from weakness' the non-reduplicated forms 
do not appear to occur in the language. 
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7.4. Tone patterns of adjective and relative concords 

7.4.1 Tone patterns of concords with the initial vowel 
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We begin by considering the tonal shape of the disyllabic concord which occurs with relative 

or attributive constructions with adjective and relative stems, the so-called adjective and 

relative concords. 

Let us begin by looking at the following phrases: 

(18) flbantu flbane 'four persons' 

(19) flbantu flbahlanu 'five persons' 

(20) fsicakti esidala 'an old servant' 

(21) t'llilshe elincfnc( 'a small horse' 

(22) fzint6 ezimbinf 'two things' cf the noun 'sfbinf ' two' 

The second word in each case consists of an adjective concord and an adjective stem. We 

see that regardless of the tones of the stem or the tones of the word being modified the tone 

pattern of the adjective concord is always HL. This is different from the case of nouns, 

where the prefix rule operates as can be seen by comparing ezimbinf and tsfbinf. 

Let us assume that the adjective concord consists of the initial vowel' and the basic prefix. 

This is reasonable as the first vowel is dropped when the initial vowel of the noun is 

dropped, and the next syllable has the same shape as the full form of the basic prefix with 

nouns. We saw in Chapter 4 that the initial vowel has a H-tone and the basic prefix a L-

tone. 

We would therefore expect the underlying tone pattern for the adjective concord to be HL. 

So in (19), a form like flbahlanu is what we would expect. But when we look at the form 

5. In origin this probably has a different origin from the initial vowel of the noun and would 
actually be derived from something like ' /a-, which is related to the demonstrative 16, 
if, la . 
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tlbane in (18), we have the question of why the prefix-spread rule does not operate to give 

us "aMne, as in the noun h(ne. Since in both cases we have an initial vowel and a basic 

prefix. Compare also the adjective ezimbin( and the noun isfbin( in (22). 

We will see later (7.7.3) that the antepenultimate rule does not apply to relatives and 

adjectives used attributively though it does apply to relatives when used predicatively.' This 

would seem to imply that there may be something about the relative construction which 

prevents spreading rules from applying. 

Let us now look at the following phrases which contain relative stems: 

(23) aMnru tibMulaka 'dirty persons' 

(24) tibantu tiba'ngcwele 'holy persons' 

(25) (sicaM es(thfle 'a certain servant' 

(26) t'Mshe elfrhfosa 'a dark-brown horse' 

(27) (zinro e'zfkrakra 'bitter things' 

(28) (zinro e'z(nzima 'heavy things' 

The second word consists of a relative concord and a relative stem. Although the segmental 

forms for non-nasal classes are the same for relative concords and adjective concords, the 

tone patterns are different and we see that the tone pattern for relative concords is HH 

regardless of the tone pattern of the noun preceding or the tone pattern of the stem following. 

Informants do not accept an alternative of L-tone for the first syllable of the relative concord. 

This implies that the concord is HH rather than XH, which, as we saw in our discussion in 

the first part of Chapter 5, in tum implies two underlying H's rather than one H which has 

spread. 

If we look at e'zfkrakra in (28), we see that the depressor has given rise to down step, which 

again implies two underlying H's rather than one. 

6. There are no cases where an adjective stem is used predicatively to which the antepen
ultimate rule could apply. 
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This leads us to be fairly confident that the autosegmental structure of the relative concord 

prior to the application of the L-default rule is 

(29) 
yy 
eZI 

and not 

(30) 
.X 
eZI 

The autosegmental structure for the adjective concord, on the other hand, would seem to be 

H 

(31) !zi 

I will assume that the relative concord consists of an initial vowel plus subject concord. 

The initial-vowel has a H-tone and the subject concord for the third person has an underlying 

H-tone.7 This would account for the underlying HH tone pattern of the relative concord. 

These reasons will only be applicable if the relative construction is derived from a predicate 

structure. If it is introduced directly via the phrase structure rules there seems no reason to 

assume that the structure contains a subject concord. 

7.4.2 Tone patterns of concords without the initial vowel 

In Chapter 4 we saw that the noun drops its initial vowel in certain syntactic environments, 

for instance, after a negative verb or after a demonstrative. When a noun drops its initial 

vowel, a relative construction in agreement with it also drops its initial vowel. 

7. The subject concord for first and second person becomes H at an early stage in the 
derivation in non-indicative moods. See 8.1. 
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Consider the following examples: 

(18) dMntu dbane 'four persons' and 

(32) dba bantu bane 'these four persons' 

(23) dbdntu dbMutaka 'dirty persons' and 

(33) dba bantu bariuUJka 'these dirty persons' 

(34) f'sela elflima kakhulu 'the thief who ploughs a lot' and 
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(35) eli sela lflima kakhUlu 'this thief who ploughs a lot' or eli se/a lilima 

kakhUlti 

We see that in such circumstances the second syllable is low when the relative construction 

contains an adjective or relative;' while, when it contains a verb, the second syllable is H 

or L. 

Since the underlying tonal structure for the adjective concord is that given in (31) one would 

expect the second syllable to be L. This is what occurs. Since, however, the underlying 

tonal structure for the relative concord is that given in (29) with two underlying H's, we 

would expect that if we drop the first syllable, the second syllable should still surface with 

a H-tone. This may happen with relative constructions based on verbs as in (35) but in the 

case of constructions based on relative stems, in place of the expected H, we get a L-tone 

on the surface as in (33). This requires explanation, but before discussing a possible 

explanation I will turn to the predicative forms. 

8. In all these sentences there is a variant form with a H on the last syllable of the relative 
form of -lima. 

9. One informant has occasional relative forms with a H-tone when the initial vowel is 
dropped, for instance, ld md'm{ and {ufikidiki 'this lukewarm water' 
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7.5 Predicative or copulative forms 

In the present tense indicative the copulative forms of relative stems are quite straight 

forward and consist of the SC plus the stem. The SC is L-toned for the first and second 

person and H-toned for the third person: 

(36) si-manzi 'we are wet' 

(37) ndi-m-sulwa 'I am innocent' 

(38) bamanzi 'they are wet' 

(39) UshushU 'it is hot' 

Adjective stems have a basic prefix of class 1 or 2 in the first or second person following the 

SC. The SC is L, as we would expect for SCs of the first or second person. The basic 

prefix has its underlying L-tone. 

(40) sibakhulu 'we are big' 

(41) ndirhfUtsMne' I am short' 

(42) niban(nzi 'you are many' 

In the third person the copulative consists of the basic prefix plus stem except that the basic 

prefix has a H-tone. 

(43) rhkhulu 'he is big' 

(44) Mkhulu 'they are big' 

(45) M'dIlla 'they are old' 

We need to explain the H-tone on the basic prefix instead of the expected L-tone. 

7.6 Derivation of attributive and predicative forms 

Here we will start by examining the explanation put forward by Lanham (1971). As we saw 

earlier Lanham sees attributive adjectives and relatives as being embedded clauses. 

He assumes that in the deep-structure of a sentence with a copulative there is either the 

copula verb -/i- implying the feature [+stative] or the copula verb -ba- implying the feature 
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[-stative]. In their simple forms adjective and relative stems will be stative and therefore 

have the copula -li- . This -li- is normally deleted without trace but, when it is preceded by 

-nga- and -sa-, its presence is seen because the i of the -li- coalesces with the preceding a 

to change -nga- and -sa- to -nge- and -se-. This change takes place in adjectives and 

relatives, but not in verbs where no -li- is postulated by Lanham. Compare 

(46) (sebomvu 'it is still red' and 

(47) (stikMla 'he still cries' 

7.6.1 Predicative forms 

We can illustrate Lanham's derivation with the following examples from Xhosa. 

(48) Mkhulu 'they are big' formed from an adjective stem and 

(49) Mbomvu 'they are red ' formed from a relative stem 

will have the following deep structures: 

(50) Adjective stems Relative stems 

SC+li+BP+stem SC+li+ 

bHli+ba+khiliu bHli+ 

What Lanham calls 'Ii deletion' will then apply. 

"Ii deletion" seems to occur in two stages: 

stem 

bomvu 

(a) Delete Ii except when a tense or aspect morpheme, or negative prefix nga, 

immediately precedes it. 

(b) Delete the first of two agreement morphemes identical in gender except when negative 

prefix a immediately precedes it.' (Lanham 1971 :308) 
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We will therefore delete the -/i- in both cases and the first agreement morpheme'· in the 

adjective construction. This will give us 

(51) 'bakhulu" 

In the case of the relative we get the correct tones. In the case of the adjective, if we 

interpret the phrase 'delete the first of two agreement morphemes' to mean deleting both the 

consonants on the segmental tier and the tones on the tonal tier, we end up with 'bakhu[u 

rather than the actually occurring MkhUlu. 

There are two ways to get the actually occurring forms. The one is to adopt a principle of 

interpretation of rules that allows us to interpret 'deleting a morpheme' as meaning deleting 

the material on the segmental tier only. The other is to postulate a rule that links the H of 

the SC to the BP before the SC is deleted. 

7.6.2 Attributive forms 

In the case of the attributive forms, Lanham sets up the following underlying forms. 

(52) Adjective stems Relative stems 

A +SC+ Ii + BP+stem 

,Hba + Ii+ba+ kht1lu 

A+SC+li+ stem 

HbHli+ bomvu 

H 

bomvb 

10. Note that the two agreement morphemes, although identical in gender, are not identical 
in phonological shape since they differ in the presence or absence of tone. 

11. The change of -khCtlu to khUlu will be dealt with in section 7.7.1 
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We delete the -/i- and the first of the two agreement morphemes. But here the principle of 

interpreting deletion of a morpheme as meaning deleting the material on the segmental tier 

and not that on the tonal tier will give us 

which we would expect to produce: 

(54) "abtikhCtlu and aMbomvu 

which is the wrong result for adjectives. If we allow the rule to apply so that it deletes not 

only the segmental phonemes but also the associated H-tones then we get the correct surface 

tones: 

(55) l+ba+kh£: 
(56) tibakhCtlu and 

H 

bomvi 

tibtibomvu 

So we see that if we adopt the principle of interpretation that deleting a morpheme means 

deleting the material on the segmental tier but not the material on the tonal tier then we get 

the correct forms for the predicative forms but incorrect forms for the attributive forms. If 

we interpret the rule as deleting the material on both tiers, which would seem a priori to be 

the more plausible interpretation, then we get the correct forms for the attributive forms but 

the incorrect forms for the predicative forms. 

It seems therefore that the best move to get the correct forms is to adopt the second principle 

of interpretation and get the correct forms for the predicative forms by means of the rule 

proposed in the final paragraph of the previous section, which will link the H of the SC to 

the BP before the SC is deleted. 

Such a rule might seem ad hoc, especially as it would apply in the predicative forms and not 

in the attributive forms. It also involves linking a tone to a vowel immediately preceding 
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another H-tone, whereas in many rules the presence of a H-tone immediately following or 

later in the word actually inhibits such a move. 

We will see later that, with the exception of the prefix-spread rule spreading the H onto the 

FBP of relative stems, no spreading rule appears to operate in an attributive construction -

neither the antepenultimate rule nor the prefix-spread rule(except in the case just mentioned), 

while there seems to be no bar to spreading rules operating in the predicative. 

I therefore propose a rule that spreads a H-tone on the SC onto a following BP before 

adjective stems. This rule would then apply in predicative constructions like that mentioned 

above, but would be blocked by a general prohibition of spreading rules operating in 

attributive constructions. The worth of this proposal is somewhat diminished by the fact that 

the prefix -spread rule does operate in attributive constructions when it spreads a tone onto 

the FBP. 

7.6.3 Attributive forms without the initial vowel 

Let us now consider the forms without the initial vowel. These will be derived in the 

following way: 

(57) Adjective stems 

SC+li+BP+stem 

ba+li+ba+khfilu 

J+li+ba+kh! 

The deletion rule will apply to give us 

X (58) ba + khulu 

Relative stems 

SC+li+ 

bHli+ 

H 

b!+li+ 

stem 

bomvu 
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These will become 

(59) bakhalu "Mbomvu 

In fact the last form will normally be babomvU 
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Here, once again, the deletion of the first agreement morpheme gives us the desired result 

with adjective stems but the wrong one with relative stems. Note how attributive 

constructions with verb stems may have a H-tone and one informant gives (uJikidiki as the 

form after a noun preceded by a demonstrative as in: 

(60) za rna'nz( (uJikidiki 'this warm water' 

My principal informant gives this as the more expected 

(61) la rna' nz( adikidiki 

The difficulty seems to be how to explain the form with the L-tone which is the general case 

for relatives with my informants. We could achieve observational adequacy by writing a rule 

deleting the unwanted H-tone. For my principal informant the rule would be obligatory with 

relative but optional in the case of verb stems. For another informant the rule would be 

obligatory for most relative stems, optional for some, and not applicable to verb stems. This 

rule seems in itself to be unmotivated. 

A better explanation would seem to me to be analogy. I am aware that currently analogy is 

not considered a satisfactory explanation. But consider: Adjectives are very similar to 

relative stems in their morphological and syntactic behaviour and in the type of meanings 

they express. Morphologically and semantically verbs are distinct. Generally they end in -

a, adjectives and relatives very often do not. Adjectives and relatives do not inflect for 

tense, verbs do. Negatives of adjectives and relatives are similar. Many grammarians would 

regard adjective stems as distinct from relative stems mainly in that relative stems have a 

FBP while adjectives have a basic prefix that agrees with the noun with which it is in 
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agreement. Semantically adjectives and relative stems both express qualities while verbs 

more frequently express actions or occurrences. 

It seems therefore that, since in the noun the dropping of the initial vowel leads to a L-tone 

in the basic prefix and this is true of adjectives, relative stems should behave likewise and 

the SC in relative constructions be reinterpreted as a BP and therefore as having a L-tone 

when the initial vowel is dropped. 

A possible objection to this might be that there are more relative stems than adjective stems, 

but since adjective stems express more basic qualities than relative stems it might well be that 

adjective stems are more frequent in texts than relatives. Unfortunately I do not have 

statistics of the relative frequency of the two parts of speech. 

7.7 Topics affecting attributive and predicative use of adjectives and relatives 

There are three topics that affect both the attributive and predicative use of adjectives and 

relatives. 

These are: 

1. The alternation in certain adjectives and relative stems between HH when they occur 

attributively and HL when they occur predicatively 

2. The tonal behaviour of FBPs 

3. The non-applicability of certain spreading rules or rightward linking rules in the 

attributive use of both types of stem 

7.7.1 Alternation between HH and HL 

Let us consider the following eight sentences, the first four with the adjective stem -khulu 

'big' and the second four with the adjective stem -dilia 'old' 

(62) hMntu flbakhUlu 'big people' 

(63) flba bantu bakhUlu 'these big people' 
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(64) aba bantu Mkhlilu 'these people are big' 

(65) aMntu Mkhlilu 'the people are big' 

(66) aMntu tibadflla 'old people' 

(67) aba bantu badflla 'these old people' 

(68) iiba bantu bli'liflla 'these people are old' 

(69) aMntu M'dala 'the people are old' 
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We see that when the adjective stem khillu occurs predicatively the tone pattern is FL but 

when it is used attributively the tone pattern is HL. On the other hand the adjective stem 

oola has the tone pattern HL in both contexts. 

Similarly (70) f'laphu el(mfInzi ' the wet cloth' 

(71) eli lflphu limfInzi 'this wet cloth' 

(72) eli lflphu I(manzi 'this cloth is wet' 

(73) f'laphu [(manti 'the cloth is wet' 

(74) f'laphu e[(tyheli 'the yellow cloth' 

(75) eli lflphu lityheli 'this yellow cloth' 

(76) eli lflphu I(tyheli 'this cloth is yellow' 

(77) f'laphu [(tyheli 'the cloth is yellow' 

We see that when the relative stem mfInzi occurs predicatively, the tone pattern is FL but 

when it is used attributively the tone pattern is HL. On the other hand the relative stem llila 

has the tone pattern HL in both contexts. 

A similar variation occurs with relative stems with a fixed prefix e.g. lu-hliiza 'blue, green' 

alternates between FL in attributive use and HL in predicative use, while m-nyama 'black' 

has HL in both cases. 

In fact, the FL forms we have been citing are the prepausal or phrase final forms. In non

final position we would have HH and this is in fact the underlying form and the FL forms 
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are due to the application of the HH-to-FL rule. I will cite forms when in isolation or final 

as FL, but will regard them as being underlyingly HH.12 

If we choose as the underlying form that form which will enable us to predict the other 

forms, then we must set up the form in the relative construction as the underlying form 

rather than the copulative form. 

Further confirmation that the underlying tone pattern is HH is shown if we compare the 

corresponding nouns: 

(7S) UbukhUlu 'size' and 

(79) Ubudala 'age' 

If the attributive form is derived from a relative clause which has a predicative form, it is 

strange that the underlying form occurs in the attributive form which has undergone an extra 

transformation. If the attributive form is provided directly by the phrase-structure rules, then 

it is not surprising that it should show the underlying form. This then provides some small 

evidence for suggesting that simple attributive adjectives and relatives are produced by the 

phrase-structure rules. 

In disyllabic verbs a similar variation occurs affecting FL stems. The underlying tones of 

(SO) UkubOna 'to see' 

are HH, while the underlying tones of 

(SI) Ukubetlul 'to hit' 

are HL. 

In the long and short forms of the present indicative, the HH stems become HL and the 

difference disappears. Compare 

12. In auto segmental terms lv. Notice how nc(nc( 'small', which is presumably 

nef nJ underlyingly, is an exception to the HH-to-FL rule. 
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(82) ndiyabOfUl '1 see' 

(83) ndiyaberlul '1 strike' 

(84) bObOfUl ' they see' 

(85) babetha 'they strike' 

We see therefore that both verbs and adjectives and relatives are subject to a rule whereby 

HH becomes HL in the present indicative positive. 

It would be nice if we could generalize and assume for verbs and adjective and relative stems 

with an underlying HR, relative constructions were characterized by HH and predicative 

constructions by HL, but unfortunately this is not true. We get forms for verbs like 

(86) wayebiJfUl 'he was seeing' and 

(87) 6wayebiJfUl 'who was seeing' 

and for adjectives forms like 

(88) waye,nkhu[u 'he was big' 

(89) 6waye,nkhu[u 'who was big 

and for relatives like 

(90) waybnanzi 'he was wet 

(91) 6way~manzi 'who was wet' 

It is true that adjective and relative stems with underlying HH only surface with these tones 

in simple attributive constructions. Where in attributive constructions they show other tone 

patterns there always seems to be evidence for the copula ba or Ii postulated by Lanham. 

Compare: 

(92) amModa timakhU/u 'big men' or 'men who are big' 

(93) amModa abemakhulu 'men who were big' 

(94) amModa as~makhulu 'men who are still big' 

(95) amModa angemakhulu 'men who are not big' 

(96) amModa a'za kuba makhulu 'men who will be big ' 
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In the latter four sentences the English equivalent has a relative clause and in (96) there is 

a clear copula ba, whereas in (94) and (95) the change from -sa- to -se- and of -nga- to 

-nge- is cited by Lanham as evidence for the presence of Ii (see 7.6). In (93) and (94) the 

falling tone as against the high tone in the corresponding forms with verbs (for instance, 

abecula 'who were singing' and asacula 'who are still singing') may be evidence for a L

toned Ii, which has been deleted. 

In Xhosa no distinction is made between 'big men' and 'men who are big' . It is interesting 

that those cases where the noun cannot be preposed but a relative clause has to be used in 

English correspond very closely to those cases in Xhosa where adjective or relative stems 

with underlying HH surface with HH. One divergence is the case where the stem is followed 

by an adverb as in 

(97) f'iaphu e[(mfl'nzf ng6ku 'the cloth which is wet now' 

It should be noted that while the participial of HH verbs retains the HH, HH relative and 

adjective stems become HL in the participial: 

(98) eMna 'seeing' 

(99) bhkhulu 'he being big' 

(100) bhhl6phe 'he being white' 

The falling tone may possibly be a remnant of Ii. 

This tonal evidence about the variation between HH and HL offers further support for simple 

adjectives and relatives being introduced by means of phrase structure rules rather than 

transformationally. 

7.7.2 Fixed basic prefix (FBP) 

We saw that J.C. Oosthuysen (1967:64) refers to adjectives as variable-prefix adjectives 

(wisselvoorvoegsel byvoeglike naamwoorde) and relatives as adjectives with fixed prefixes 
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(vaste voorvoegsels). Not all relative stems have a FBP but in those that do the fixed prefix 

often parallels the variable prefix of the adjective. Compare, for instance, 

(101) furulMshe a-ka-rna-khulu 'the horses are not big' with 

(102) furulMshe a-ka-Iu-bhelu 'the horses are not yellow'. 

The only difference is that in (101) the -rna- agrees in class with the noun furulMshe while 

in (102) the -Iu- remains the same whatever the noun with which it is in agreement. Compare 

(103) aMntwana a-ba-ba-khulu 'the children are not big' and 

(104) aMntwana a-ba-Iu-bhelu 'the children are not yellow'. 

In other cases the parallel is closer if the FBP is not regarded as a separate element. 

(105) aMntwana M-khulu 'the children are big' 

(106) aMntwana M-IUbhelu 'the children are yellow' 

In this case, if the FBP is regarded as being a separate element, the relative copulative has 

one more element than the adjectival copulative 

7.7.2.1 Application of the prefIx-spread rule to the FBP 
-

This syllable is low-toned underJyingly but if the first syllable of the stem is L and the FBP 

is preceded by a H-tone, then both predicatively and attributively the H-tone spreads onto the 

FBP. This is in fact the prefix -spread rule we encountered in Chapter 4. Consider 

(107) si-m-daka 'we are dirty' but 

(108) M-m-daka' they are dirty' and 

(109) aMntwana liM-m-daka 'dirty children' but 

(110) aba bantwana ba-m-daka 'these dirty children' 
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Similarly 

(111) ni-lu-bhelu 'you are yellow' 

(112) M-lu-bhelu 'they are yellow' 

(113) (siMlo es(-lu-bhelu 'the yellow school' 

(114) esi siMla si-lu-bhelu 'this yellow school' 

Compare 

(115) ni-rh-hlOphe 'you are white' 

(116) M-rh-hI6phe 'they are white' 

(117) (siMlo s(-rh-h16phe 'the school is white' 

118) (siMlo es(-rh-hlOphe 'the white school' 

(119) esi siMlo si-rh-hlOphe 'this white school' 

Here the FBP remains L because the next syllable has a non-low tone. 

7.7.2.2 Evidence that the FBP is still a separate morpheme 
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I would now like to show that this rule applies to a stem, whose structure is FBP+root 

beginning with a L-tone and not simply to any stem of three syllables, all of which are low. 

rh-daka 'muddy' has a FBP plus a root of two L-toned syllables. There is also the stem 

ncangathi 'sticky' which is a root of three low-toned syllables. 

Compare now 

(120) (qanda nncangathi 'the egg is sticky' with 

(121) fqanda elfncangathi 'the sticky egg' and 

(122) (qanda nrfulaka 'the egg is dirty' with 

(123) (qanda elfrfulaka 'the dirty egg' 

In (120) and (122) the high tone on the -/i- spreads onto the following syllable through the 

antepenultimate rule. In (121) it does not spread because the antepenultimate rule does not 

operate in attributive constructions. In (123) the prefix-spread rule operates to spreads the 
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H-tone of the -/i- onto the basic prefix. This shows that in order to get the correct tones in 

the surface it is necessary to mark m-daka as containing a FBP as its initial syllable and not 

simply to enter it in the lexicon as a stem with three L tones. In other words, tonal 

behaviour shows that the FBP is synchronically functioning as a separate morpheme. 

7.7.2.3 Apparent FBP with an underlying H-tone 

With sf-xhenxe 'seven', sf-bhoz6 'eight', /{-tlwM ' nine', there is a complication. For my 

principal informant and others the FBP has a H-tone. As a result even when a low tone 

precedes they pronounce: 

(124) aba bantu basfxhenxe 'these seven people' and 

(125) aba bantu basfxhenxe 'these people are seven' and also 

(126) nisfxhenxe 'you are seven' 

There are other speakers who treat these three numerals as parallel to other relative stems 

with a fixed prefix and will treat sf-xhenxe exactly as they would treat Thdaka and will 

pronounce (125) and (126) as 

(127) aba bantu basixhenxe 'these seven people' and 

(128) nisixhenxe 'you are seven' 

but (124) will be pronounced the same by both groups of speakers. 

The reason for these three words having different forms seems difficult to explain. If we 

assume that the older form is that used by my principal informant, then the variant forms in 

(127) and (128) would represent a process of regularization, whereby these three forms are 

made identical with the other forms with FBP's. 

Synchronically forms like sfxhenxe could be treated as being entered in the lexicon as 

trisyllablic stems with a tone pattern HLL, whatever their historical origin. The variant form 

would represent a reinterpretation of the first syllable as a FBP and then its being treated like 

a normal FBP with a L-tone. This would achieve observational adequacy but does not seem 

to be a very motivated analysis. 
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A slightly better analysis would be to assume that these numeral stems are derived from 

nouns. For example, -sfxhenxe could be derived from fsixhenxe which is underlyingly 

(129) LSi-xhenxe 

We need to assume that the prefix-spread rule applies before the initial vowel is deleted. 

7.7.3 Operation of spreading rules 

We saw in Chapters 4 and 5 that the rules that spread tones to the right, in particular the 

antepenultimate rule, produced some of the most striking features of Xhosa tonology. One 

of the features of relative constructions is the non-applicability of these rules, with one 

exception, in these constructions. 

The antepenultimate rule does not operate in the attributive form unlike the predicative form. 

(130) ama'nz( tidikidiki 'warm water' Compare 

(131) tuna' nz( adikfdiki 'the water is warm >13 

Similarly the prefix-spread rule does not apply to the high tones of the relative concord or 

adjective concord. e.g. 

(132) (polfsa elfbalisa fbalf 'the policeman who is telling a story' 

(18) aMntu abane 'four persons' 

The only case of right-ward linking is that which spreads a preceding H-tone onto the FBP, 

as in 7.7.2.1. 

13 . adikfdiki is XXHLL in (131) but because of the depressors normally is realised as 
LLHLL. See 4.3.2. 
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7.8 Conclusion 

We have explored some of the tone patterns of adjectives and relatives. We have seen that 

in many cases the effect of considering tone is to make the grammatical patterns more 

complicated. For instance, if tonal data is ignored, adjective and relative concords of strong 

classes seem identical; if tonal data is considered they are always different. 

We provided two cases where tonal data provided evidence for one analysis over another. 

One was the alternation of HH with HL in adjective and relative stems, which provided some 

evidence for suggesting that attributive constructions are generated by the phrase structure 

rules rather than derived from predicative structures through transformations. The other was 

the tonal behaviour of the FBP, which showed that it had to be recognized synchronically as 

a separate morpheme. 

In the case of the derivation of the predicative and attributive forms considered in section 

7.6, taking tonal data into account made the derivation more complex, though it did not offer 

crucial evidence for or against the analysis. 



CHAPfER EIGIIT 

SOME INTERESTING TONE PATTERNS 

In Chapter 2 we considered pitch-realisation rules of the surface tones of Xhosa, and in 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 the main tonal features of the noun and verb and at the same time looked 

at some of the more salient features of Xhosa tonology and the major tonological rules. In 

Chapter 7 we considered the main features of the tonology of adjectives and relatives and saw 

how tonal data could be relevant to syntactic analysis. The detailed presentation of the tonal 

morphology of Xhosa will be put forward in Appendix 3. In this chapter I wish to describe 

certain tonal phenomena which are of interest, and deserve explanation even if at present I 

cannot put forward such an explanation. 

The first section explores how underlying tonal distinctions between 1st and 2nd person 

subject concords on the one hand, and 3rd person subject concords only sometimes show up 

on the subject concords on the surface and sometimes are manifested elsewhere in the verbal 

form. 

The second section shows how these underlying tonal distinctions between subject concords 

are actually present in the surface in another part of speech. 

The third section discusses a process that leads to wide-spread tonal neutralization and the 

imposition of a tonal melody on certain negative forms. 

The final section discusses a striking difference in reduplication between nouns and verbs. 

129 
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8.1 Surface manifestation of differences in underlying tones of subject concords 

One of the first contrasts anyone studying the tone of Xhosa is likely to be told is that the 

subject concord for the second person singUlar 'you' is u- with a L-tone while the subject 

concord for class 1 nouns is u- with a H-tone and that, for instance, ubetha means 'you hit' 

but ubetha 'he or she hits' and more generally that the SCs for first and second person have 

a L-tone but that SCs for the third person have a H-tone. 

For forms from LL+ verbs, this is clearly the case as we see from 

(1) wena uhlala kude 'you live far away' and 

(2) yena Uhlala kude 'he lives far away' 

It is also certainly true that the underlying tone for first and second person SCs is L or no 

tone and that the underlying tone for third person is H-tone, but even at a fairly deep level 

in all cases other than the present and perfect positive indicative, the distinction is eliminated, 

the two classes of SC both becoming H except in the potential where both become L. 

Compare: 

(3) Ubethe 'that you hit' and abethe 'that he hit' and 

(4) ungabetha 'you may hit' and angabetha 'he may hit' 

In such situations no speaker of Xhosa will make a distinction between second and third 

person by means of tone. 

On the other hand, even in the present and perfect positive indicative the distinction will not 

always be made. 

Even the distinction between 'you hit' and 'he hits' will not always be distinct in my 

principal informant's speech. 'You hit' will always be ubetha. But 'he hits' can either be 

uMtha, or ubetha. In other words, 'you hit' is LHL but 'he hits' is XHL. 
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This is because of the operation of the left-delinking rule which can optionally apply to 

(5) ~tha 
which is derived from an underlying 

yy 
(6) ubetha 

by high coalescence. 

For speakers from the Transkei the left-delinking rule is obligatory and the distinction will 

never be made. For Rharhabe speakers like my principal informant, the third-person form 

can either be LHL or HHL. For such speakers, however, the left-delinking rule is obligatory 

or all but obligatory before a depressor, so the second and third person present indicative 

forms formed from the HL stem vUka will both be uvUka; that is uvUka can mean both 'you 

wake up' or 'he wakes up' and for these forms, no speaker will make a distinction between 

second and third person unlike the parallel forms from the HL stem berM, which begins 

with a non-depressor. 

But in the corresponding forms from a LL verb like vula 'open' for which the underlying 

forms are uvula 'you open' and uvula 'he opens' the operation of the penultimate rule will 

produce-tlie surface forms, uvula and uvula, respectively. In the latter case the left-delinking 

rule, which will again be obligatory before the depressor, must apply. In this case all 

speakers will make a distinction between second and third person even though the tone on 

the SC will always be pronounced with a L-tone, the difference between the two subject 

concords showing up on the tone of the first syllable of the stem. 

In other words, although underlyingly the second person singular SC and the third person 

singular SCs are tonally distinct the distinction is not always present on the surface and when 

it is, the difference may be manifested elsewhere in the word than on the SC itself. 
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To an English speaker there is the feeling that a second person and third person should be 

distinct and that, if a language does not regularly use personal pronouns to mark the 

difference when there is no other subject present, then the verbal forms should be distinct. 

In many languages this is not the case. In Japanese, for instance, hanashimasu can mean 'I 

speak', 'you speak', 'he speaks', 'they speak' and so on and normally no pronoun or other 

word is used to mark the difference in person or number. So there is no reason why the 

distinction between second and third person should always be made in Xhosa. 

Similar considerations will apply to the distinction between the first person plural subject 

concord si- and the third person class 7 subject concord sf-. 

It is worth noting that in Xhosa object concords are always underlyingly H-toned regardless 

of the person or class, and consequently, although often having a L-tone on the surface, 

never show a distinction between first and second person on the one hand and third person 

on the other. 

8.2 Tones of subject concords and pronominal fonnatives 

Pronominal formatives can occur with the suffix -00 to form absolute pronouns as in 

(7) bona MjUnda kGkuhIe 'THEY are studying well' or 

(8) bona andibathflndi 'those people I don't like' 

They can also occur in locatives as in 

(9) kuwe 'to you ' 

or other adverbs as in 

(10) nawe 'and you' 

or the copUlative 

(11) nguwe 'it is you' 
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Consider the following table 

Table [1] 

dma kUm ngam ndfm nam 

'me' 'to me' 'by me' 'it is me' 'and me' 

wena kUwe ngawe nguwe nawe 

'you' 'to you' 'by you' 'it is you' 'and you' 

yena kUye ngaye nguye naye 

'him' 'to him' 'by him' 'it is him' 'and him' 

bona kUbo ngabo ngabo nab6 

'them' 'to them' 'by them' 'it is them' 'and them' 

For the form with -na the tone-pattern is LH whatever the class or person. For kU-, nga- , 

and the copulative, the tone-pattern is HL whatever the class or person. For na- on the other 

hand there is an interesting variation in tone. If the pronoun is first or second person then 

the tone-pattern is HL. If the pronoun is third person then the tone pattern is LH. In 

Transkeian Xhosa this alternation does not occur and the HL pattern has been generalized. 

In the previous section we saw that the underlying tone of the subject concord was L-tone 

for first and second person but H-tone for third person. 

We now see that the tone on the pronominal part of the associative pronoun is the same as 

the tone of the related SC. In other words, a tonal difference in the SC which does not 

always manifest itself on the surface in the SC and which does not occur in the 

morphologically more closely related OC (which is always underlyingly H-toned, regardless 

of the person to which it refers) occurs in certain forms of the pronominal formatives. 
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The underlying tone of 00- would seem to be L as is seen in forms like 

(12) ooze ruWda 'and this man' 

(13) andfooruWda 'I don't have a husband' 

(14) andfnapetroli 'I don't have petrol' 
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If the underlying tone of na- is L then we seem to have a principal of polarity operating. 

If the pronominal formative is L, then the 00- is H, but if the pronominal formative is H, 

then the pronominal formative is L. 

Elsewhere we do not seem to have a polarity principle operating with SCs, for instance: 

nilwa 'you fight' 

Mlwa 'they fight' 

nitya or nitya 'you eat' 

Mtya 'they eat' 

Here the rule seems to be that the SCs retain their tone and the H -tone of the stem has a 

strong tendency to be lowered. These verbal forms are of course not completely parallel to 

the associative forms since here the SCs are prefixes to stems, whereas in the associative 

forms the 00- seems peripheral relative to the pronominal formative. 

There is at least one other clear case of polarity in Xhosa and that is the tone of the final -yo 

that occurs with verbs in relative clauses. This seems to have the opposite tone to that of the 

preceding syllable as in 

(15) elfbalisay6 'who recounts' and 

(16) elfbattslleyo 'who recounted' 

8.3 Tones of negatives of copulatives 

Negatives of copulatives are interesting as there is the widespread replacement of the inherent 

tones of the stem by a standard negative tone pattern . The rule for this negative tone pattern 

is: Make all the syllables L, except for the last syllable, which will be H. Optionally the 

penultimate syllable may also be H. In this case the HH-to-FL rule does not normally apply. 
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In the case of adjectives and relatives from stems like nzirruJ 'heavy', bomvu 'red', lula 

'easy', manzi 'wet' we get 

(17) ayinzima 'it is not heavy' 

(18) ayibomvu 'it is not red' 

(19) ayilultt 'it is not easy' 

(20) ayirruJnz( 'it is not wet' 

Similarly for adjectives like bi 'ugly', de 'long', dola 'long', ninzi 'many' we get 

(21) akmnab( 'they are not ugly' 

(22) akama(ie 'they are not long' 

(23) akamadaltt 'they are not old' 

(24) akamaninz( 'they are not many' 

For both adjectives and relatives there is an alternative form in -anga, which is the normal 

form in the spoken language but has only recently become accepted in the written language 

and is not generally referred to in grammars. I This likewise has the last tone high or the 

last two tones high. The commonest form in the spoken language appears to be that where 

the HH-to-FL rule has applied. 

(25) akamaninzanga 'they are not many' 

(26) akamaninzo' ngo 

(27) akamaninz/inga 

This negative form also occurs in relative constructions. 

(28) (thanga el(ngenzima 'a pumpkin which is not heavy' 

Here the relative concord has its normal tones and the special negative pattern occurs on the 

rest of the word. 

I. The only reference I have come across is by Pahl (1978b:47), who mentions such forms 
for adjective stems but not relative stems but says that they are not accepted. Such forms 
are ignored by Sat yo (1983). 
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Similarly with copulatives of nouns, there is a possible form with 'all the low tones except 

the last which is high. For example the negative of 

(29) ngumfozi 'it is a woman' can be 

(30) asimfazf 'that is no woman' 

This form has an axiomatic meaning and is infrequent. The more normal form is 

as{ + normal copulative of the noun 

except that the first vowel is replaced by an -0- with a L-tone. This means that the tone of 

the initial vowel falls away and thus can no longer spread. 

(31) asfngorhjazi 'it is not a woman' 

(32) asfngobafozi 'they are not women' 

(33) asfngonuutodana 'they are not little men" 

Note how the last example shows that in this form of the copUlative the H-tone on the second 

syllable is not subject to the antepenultimate rule. 

One of the features of this axiomatic negative is that the original tones are lost. If lexical 

tone carries any functional load, negative forms must be less distinctive than their positive 

forms. We saw in (2. 1) that tonal minimal pairs are rare in Xhosa. Nevertheless, fthanga 

'pumpkin', f thanga 'thigh' and rthiinga 'cattle-post' for instance become identical in the 

axiomatic negative: 

(34) asfthanga 'that is no pumpkin, thigh, cattle-post' 

The preference for (31) asfngoihjazi over (30) asimfazf may in part be due to the loss of 

tones in the latter form. 

2. Compare ngamGdOdana 'they are little men '. 
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A similar form is possible with locatives. A possible negative of 

(35) UseKapa 'he is in Cape Town' is 

(36) akaseKapa 'he is not in Cape Town' 
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Speakers, however, tend to prefer periphrastic constructions in the negative, again possibly 

because it avoids the removal of tonal distinctions. 

(37) akaJdw eKapa 'he is not in Cape Town' rather than (36). 

This form occurs with other copulatives. The negative of 

(38) ngUye 'it is him' is 

(39) as(nguye 'it is not him' 

and the negative of 

(40) nim5nke 'you are all' is 

(41) an(nonke 'you are not all' 

In the case of a form like (17) ayinzima, (30) asimtaz( or (36) akaseKapa, the whole word 

has this negative tone pattern, whereas in (28) (thanga el(ngenzima or (39) as(nguye or 

(41) an(nonke only the latter part of the word does. 

-
There are two points of theoretical interest here. The first is the functional load of tones. 

If lexical tones have some functional load then the loss of tones should cause problems in 

understanding and the loss of tones in the negative should potentially make communication 

less efficient. 

The second is that there seems to be a tonal melody imposed on negative forms, a sequence 

of L's followed by a final H.' 

3. From now on I shall for the most part for the sake of simplicity in discussion ignore the 
possibility of the penultimate syllable also being H. 
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In autosegmentaJ theory there has been a great deal of discussion about the interpretation of 

tone languages as accentual languages with each accent introducing a tonal melody (for 

instance, Goldsmith 1984). Most of these cases seem to me to be unconvincing but here we 

seem to have a case where in a portion of the language we have a definite tonal melody: a 

succession of L's followed by a H. We probably do not need to postulate accents since the 

tonal melody is always added with the H linking to the last vowel in the word. 

8.4 Tones of reduplications 

There are a large number of quadrisyllabic stems which appear to be reduplications of 

disyllabic stems although in most cases the simplex form does not occur in the present-day 

language. For instance there is the form fsfbhokabhGka ' heaven' but no root "bhaka from 

which it is derived. There is an active process whereby virtually any verb stem can be 

reduplicated to show intensification etc. but there are very many quadrisyllabic verb stems 

where the simple form does not appear to exist. 

As we saw in Chapter 5, verb stems of four syllables fall into two tonal classes, L-toned and 

H-toned. Both classes contain reduplications, for instance: 

(42) h1dt}1ktljika 'to twist and turn' from akUjika 'to turn' 

(43) Ukuhambahamba 'to go around' from UkuhIlmba 'to go' 

There are -a large number of different tone patterns with nouns of four syllables but in a 

corpus of about 200 quadrisyllabic stems about half were L-toned, about 15 per cent HLHL, 

about 10 per cent HHLL and the remaining 25 per cent other patterns. In my corpus of 

reduplicated noun stems from dictionaries, there were many reduplications with the pattern 

HLHL but none with the pattern HHLL, although there were many non-reduplicated stems 

with this latter pattern.' 

4. The majority of quadrisyllabic noun stems are either L-toned or HLHL. There are a few 
other tone patterns: LLHL, LHLH, HLHH, HHHH. Except for the deverbatives dealt with 
below, there are no HHLL noun stems. 
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In other words, there is a significant difference between nouns and verbs. H-toned verb 

stems when reduplicated have a HHLL tone pattern while H-toned noun stems generally have 

HLHL. 

There is one exception. There is as said above a regular process of reduplication of 

disyllabic verbs to form quadrisyllabic stems. It is possible to form agentive nouns from 

these reduplications. These agentive nouns in -i keep their verbal tone pattern. For instance 

from Ukuthetha 'to talk can be formed UkuthktMthetha 'keep on talking', and from this can 

be formed (unthkthlJthethi 'one who keeps on talking' . From UkuMmba 'travel' can be 

formed UkuhambOhamba ' roam about' and from this can be formed WMambOuunbi 'one 

who roams about' . 

L-toned stems simply reduplicate to form L-toned stems. For instance, from akujika 'tum' 

can be formed ukujikajika 'tum constantly' and from this can be formed umjikajiki 'one who 

keeps on turning' . 

Apart from these regular productive cases of reduplication of verb stems and the formation 

of agentive nouns from the reduplication, I only have one clear example of a quadrisyllabic 

reduplication formed from an independently existing H-toned root. Kropf (1915) cites the 

noun, (siIenga 'curtain'. This form does not seem to be current today. It is significant that 

the entry reads: 

isi-LENGA,n. 4 . =isi-Lengalenga 

implying that even in his time the non-reduplicated form was less frequent. From this comes 

the verb UkuIe'ngalenga 'to hang; to dangle in the air' with the tone pattern HHLL. There 

also exist the nouns, f'lengalenga, (siIengalenga, and umIengaIenga, all meaning 

'curtain' , with the tone pattern HLHL. It is possible to form an agentive noun, 

umlengalengi 'one who dangles' with the HHLL tone pattern.' 

5 . The LHLL pattern marked on umlengalengi and is due to the operation of the left
delinking rule. 
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One might perhaps try to explain it in the following way. The natural reduplication of a HL 

stem will be HLHL. This is seen in the majority of H-toned noun stems! 

In verbs, the number of tonal patterns is severely restricted, and in quadrisyllabic stems there 

are just two, those with a H-tone, and those without. If reduplication produced a form like 

"ukulenga!enga with a tone pattern HLHL, it would introduce an entirely new pattern into 

the language. 

There is one other case where reduplication introduces a new pattern into the language. Verb 

stems of five syllables are normally L-toned as in ncamathelisa 'make to stick' or H-toned 

as in ny(nyithekisa 'make soft'. In the latter case the underlying H-tone will spread at least 

to the second and third syllables through the application of the antepenultimate rule or the 

High-stem adjustment rule. Where there is no H-toned final suffix the last two syllables will 

be low as in Ukuny(ny(thekisa. 

There are some five syllable reduplications from two syllable stems. For instance, from 

ncClma 'smile' comes nchmhnchmeza 'smile continuously'. The tonal inflection of such 

forms is identical to HL stems with the addition of three XXX syllables before the last two 

syllables of the stem. 

6. This, however, does not explain the minority patterns occurring with quadrisyllabic 
reduplications such as LLHL as in hfbhakabMka 'heaven' or HLHH as in 
amankintenkinte 'continuous tinkling'. Forms like ungcilengcile 'hopping' and 
u'g6g6'g6g6 'rattling' can be explained as being derived from "ngcile and g6g6, with a 
simple reduplication of the underlying tonal pattern. 



CHAPTER NINE 

LOANWORDS 

In this chapter I shall be considering the rules governing the assignment of tones to words 

borrowed from English and Afrikaans. I Partly I hope this will throw some light on the 

dynamics of the Xhosa tonal system. I will precede this by an account of my principal 

informant's attempt to tonemark some passages of English. This will show how a Xhosa 

speaker responds to English and tries to interpret the English stress system in terms of the 

Xhosa tonal system. 

9.1 Tonemarking of English passages 

In Appendix 1 I have described how I set my principal informant the task of marking the 

tones of connected passages. Some of these happened to contain odd sentences in English 

and in one case some quotations of a few lines in English. Of his own accord, he marked 

these passages with the same tone marks as he applied to the Xhosa passages, namely , for 

high-tone, _A for falling tone and ' for downstep. 

In general an examination of these passages shows the following: short words that are not 

normally accented in English such as is, and, the, are normally left unmarked (i.e. are 

1. I am using Afrikaans as a cover form for Afrikaans and Dutch. By the end of the 
eighteenth century, the form of the language used at the Cape was closer to present-day 
Afrikaans than to Dutch. Some Xhosa words are clearly borrowed from forms that differ 
from present-day standard Afrikaans. For instance, f'dyokhwe 'yoke' is not derived from 
juk beginning with OJ but rather from a form beginning with a [d31. This form is not at the 
present time recognized in standard Afrikaans but does occur in the speech of many so-called 
Coloured people and was probably more wide-spread during the nineteenth century. 

141 
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assigned a L-tone) while other monosyllables are assigned a H-tone or a F-tone. The general 

rule here seems to be that if it has a long vowel or diphthong and is final or is followed by 

a voiced consonant then it is assigned a F-tone as in crown; otherwise it is assigned a H-tone 

as in st/ite or dUst. In words of more than one syllable the stressed syllable is assigned a H

tone or F-tone and the other syllables are normally assigned a L-tone, though sometimes 

there is more than one H-tone. 

These are general tendencies and the treatment of unstressed syllables has many anomalies. 

There are some cases where he has marked the downstep. These are all associated with a 

voiced consonant, for instance: 

ne'ver, Je'rUsalem . 

I give here two short passages which he tonemarked: 

The gl6ries 6f 6ur blOod and state 
Are shadows, n6t substantial things; 
There is no armour against fate; 
Death lays his fcy hand 6n kings: 

Sceptre and crown 
Must tumble down 

And fn the dust be equal mAde 
With the pOOr crooked scythe and spAde. 

James Shirley as quoted by Tamsanqa (1979: 104) 

f want to be ready, 
f want to be ready, 
f want to be ready, 
To waIk in Je'rtisalem just like J6hn. 

(Tamsanqa 1979:25) 

One thing that seems to be clear is that my principal informant perceives a clear association 

between a stressed syllable in English and a H-tone or F-tone in Xhosa. The difference 

between a H-tone and a F-tone can be ascribed to a difference in English intonation. If the 

utterance Sit is pronounced with a neutral unmarked falling intonation, the fall will be very 

slight possibly something like [-.., ] but the utterance Go, pronounced with a similar 
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intonation, will have a clearly perceptible fall, something like [,]. Of course, in English 

the same two utterances could be pronounced with other intonation patterns, for instance, 

with a rising intonation, in which case the pitch contours would be different. 

We will see that loan words derived from English or Afrikaans generally contain H-tones and 

only very occasionally F-tones. My informant on the other hand, although he most often 

identifies English stress with Xhosa H-tone, also regularly identifies it with a F-tone. So that 

his identification of stress and tone is not identical with that made by speakers of the 

language when adopting loan words into the language. Nevertheless, there is in both cases 

a clear identification of stress with a non-low tone. 

9.2 Variation in rules 

This study is based on a collection of Xhosa disyllabic nouns and on the lists of loan words 

in Kent 1948. These lists were tonemarked by my principal informant on two occasions and 

remarks on Xhosa words of more than one syllable are largely based on a study of this 

corpus. 

There are exceptions to all the rules given in this chapter. Partly this may be because I have 

failed to observe certain regularities and that further work would enable these exceptions to 

be covered by additions to the rules stated here. Partly this may be because the adaptation 

of loan words from one language to another may be subject to factors other than the original 

sound and grammar of the source language and the sound system and grammar of the 

borrowing language. Some of the variability is due to the fact that Afrikaans and English 

words have been borrowed into Xhosa for nearly two hundred years and during that time the 

rules have changed particularly as Xhosa-speakers have become more familiar with English 

and Afrikaans. 

Let us take an example from the non-tonal phonology of loan words. Originally Xhosa did 

not have the cluster [br]. The early borrowing of Afrikaans broek 'trousers' is f'bhU1Ukhwe 

and this is still the standard form in the written language. In this form [r] has been replaced 
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by [1] and the sequence [bru], which is one sequence in Afrikaans, broken up into two 

syllables to avoid the inadmissible consonant cluster [br]. In the spoken language in and 

around Grahamstown the normal form is f'brUkhwe,' showing that Xhosa has now 

developed the cluster [br] and even in the standard language the English word brush has been 

borrowed as f' brashi, and a form like of' bMlashi does not occur. 

Similar changes may have occurred in the rules assigning tone to borrowed words, except 

that here we do not have any historical written record to help us discover such changes. 

9.3 Epenthetic vowels 

I will ignore problems of segmental phonology except for one item, which affects the 

assignment of tones. 

When words are borrowed into Xhosa extra vowels are added to make them conform to the 

syllabic structure of the Xhosa language. Xhosa syllables conform to the following formula:' 

(\) «N)C(w»V 

where N represents a nasal homorganic to the following consonant, C represents a consonant 

and V a vowel. There are restrictions on the way the various elements can combine, which 

I will not ihdicate here. The important point is that all syllables in Xhosa end in a vowel and 

most of the consonant clusters of English and Afrikaans do not occur in Xhosa.' 

2. br in the current orthography represents the sequence [br] and not [Br]. 

3. There is an additional possibility not covered by this formula, and that is that the syllable 
may consist of the syllabic consonant [m] as in wam 'my' or unuhf 'tree' and in some 
borrowed names syllabic [n] occurs as in u'RUbhen 

4. It would be more accurate to say that the formula (\) represents the syllabic structure of 
Xhosa prior to contact with English and Afrikaans. While English and Afrikaans words have 
largely been adapted to conform to that formula, certain clusters have come into the language 
as we have seen with [br]. 
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These extra vowels occur in the following circumstances: 

a. When an English or Afrikaans word has a syllable ending in a consonant, a vowel is 

added after the consonant so that the syllable is broken into two open syllables: 

f'bhedi from English bed; f'bMkuva from Afrikaans bokwa 'buck-waggon' . 

b. Where an English or Afrikaans word contains a consonant cluster which does not 

occur in Xhosa, the cluster is broken up by the insertion of an extra vowel: fsitulo 

from Afrikaans stoel 'chair'. 

c. Diphthongs in the source language are often replaced by a sequence of vowel, 

semivowel and vowel: f'geyfmi from English game; f6yile from English 'oil'. 

These extra vowels naturally have tones assigned to them and I will attempt to describe the 

rules governing these tones below. 

9.4 Rules for tone-assignment to borrowed words' 

We will now proceed to discuss the general rules. We will proceed from monosyllables 

ending in a vowel in the source language and then proceed to longer forms. After that we 

will discuss the rules associated with the extra vowels. 

There is a general tendency for stressed vowels in the source language to be assigned high 

tones in Xhosa. Unstressed syllables tend to be assigned L-tones but there are exceptions. 

5. Most borrowed words are nouns both in the source language and in Xhosa. There are 
two or three relative stems, for instance, tshfphu 'cheap' and duru 'expensive' from 
Afrikaans duur, which conform to the rules to be put forward. There are very few verbs. 
Most of these conform to the same rules as nouns but some monosyllabic verbs in English 
and Afrikaans become LL in Xhosa, e.g. akUmosha ' to waste' from Afrikaans 'mors' and 
akUluza 'to lose' but compare Ukudfpha 'to dip', ukupera 'dig', Ukusersha 'search'. Most 
trisyllabic roots in Xhosa which are derived from English or Afrikaans verbs are HLL as 
Ukujrayisha 'to fry' but some are LLL as UkUbedesha ' to pray' from Afrikaans bid 'to pray', 
possibly influenced by gebed 'prayer'. 
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a. Monosyllables ending in a vowel' 

I have four examples in my corpus. In two cases the word is assigned a high tone: 

(tf'tea' 

(sityu 'stew' 

It is noteworthy that although in both English and Afrikaans a stressed monosyllable will be 

most frequently pronounced with a falling glide, and my principal informant assigns falling 

tones to equivalent English words, these examples have been assigned a H -tone. There are, 

however, no clear examples of noun stems with a final fall in Xhosa.7 

The third case f'bh(ya 'beer' is one where the diphthong has been resolved into two 

syllables and here we find the tone pattern HL which can be explained as a representation 

of this falling glide. 

In the fourth case, fBhayi 'Port Elizabeth' from Afrikaans die Baai (literally 'the Bay'), the 

anomalous LL tone pattern may possibly reflect the tendency for depressors to be associated 

with L-tones, but there are many cases like f'bhfya 'beer' and f'BhUlu 'Afrikaner' where 

a depressor is associated with a H or F. 

b. Monosyllables ending in a consonant 

These acquire an additional vowel at the end in Xhosa. For instance, cent becomes (senti; 

Afrikaaris kat 'cat' becomes fk1lti. The normal tone pattern is HL. The assignment of a H

tone to the first syllable is explained by the principle stated above that stress gets replaced 

by H-tone. One might assume that inserted vowels would be felt as less prominent and be 

assigned a L-tone. There are a few aberrant cases mainly where the Xhosa word has a FL 

tone pattern as in f'Bhfilu 'Afrikaner' from Afrikaans Boer or (siklpe 'ship' from Afrikaans 

skip. There are two examples in my corpus of stems with a LL tone pattern: fphepha 

6. In each case from a to e, the description refers to the form of the word in the source 
language, not the form of the word in Xhosa. 

7 . But see Pahl (1977:33) who cites rid6 ' nothing ' and ububhd 'great extent'. 
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'paper', and fkhitshi 'kitchen' . fpheplul is probably not a loan word but originally meant 

'anything light like the leaf of a book or a leaf of tobacco' (Kropf 1915:330). There is even 

one example, fJanf 'surname' from Afrikaans van, where the tone pattern is LH.· 

c. Disyllabic words ending in a vowel 

In my corpus all examples are stressed on the first syllable in the original language. These 

acquire the tone pattern LH. Examples are Gon 'lorry' and (donkf 'donkey'. There are 

a very few exceptions like fpeni 'penny' where the tone pattern is HL. 

These examples assign a L-tone to the stressed syllable and a H-tone to the unstressed 

syllable. This seems difficult to explain. It can perhaps be explained by contrast with the 

preceding group. In the preceding group the final vowel in the Xhosa word corresponds to 

nothing in the source language; in group c the final vowel in the Xhosa word corresponds 

to a vowel in the source language. If in group b the final vowel gets a L-tone, then one 

might wish to give the final vowel in group c something more prominent. This can only be 

a H-tone. 

But then why not assign a H-tone to the first syllable? Possibly because underlying HH 

stems normally become FL in isolation and thus lose their final prominence, and underlying 

HH stems that remain HH in isolation are very rare. If one wishes to differentiate this group 

from the preceding by giving a H-tone to the final syllable, the only pattern left is LH.' 

Tim Guile pointed out to me that it is possible to analyse the last two groups from a slightly 

different point of view and set up the following rule: 

8. So my principal informant. Other speakers pronounce with the expected HL. The LH 
form may be due to the influence of the surname Fanf, which has a LH pattern. 

9. These last two paragraphs are extremely speculative, and the arguments in them are put 
forward very tentatively. 
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Guile's Rule: A disyllabic stem in Xhosa which is borrowed from English and Afrikaans 

will have the tone pattern LH, if the final vowel exists in the source language; if the final 

vowel has been added in Xhosa then the tone pattern will be HL. 

There are very few exceptions to this rule. There seems a general tendency for final vowels 

of stems of more than two syllables to have a H-tone if they represent a vowel in the source 

language but a L-tone if they represent an additional vowel. But unlike the case of disyllabic 

stems there are many exceptions. See section e on the next page. 

d. Disyllabic words ending in a consonant with the stress on the first syllable 

These normally become HLL, with the stressed syllable becoming H: 

f'apiie 'apple' 

(pokotho 'pocket' 

ifestile 'window' from Afrikaans 'venster' 

There are a few words where the tone is LLL. 

'tfkiti 'ticket'. 

That the stem is low is shown by the form after negatives: andijUni tikiti. 

Since in most cases the noun occurs with the prefix, and the high tone of the prefix spreads 

onto the first syllable of the stem, the stem will generally be pronounced with a H-tone on 

the syllable which is stressed in the source language even if this H-tone is lacking in the 

underlying form. This seems to imply that the shape of borrowed words is more affected 

by the surface form than the underlying form. The words with LLL are few in number and 

seem to be older borrowings. New borrowings are likely to be underlyingly HLL. 

One form 'do[ophu 'town' from Afrikaans dorp is interesting in that the absence of downstep 

in the form implies a LLL stem as does the form used after negatives, which is LLL. The 

plural, however, is fido[ophu which implies a HLL stem. 

Once again there are anomalous forms like fbhaskiti 'basket' 
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e. Other forms of two or more syllables 

Normally these follow the rules with the stressed vowel becoming H and the other vowels 

are L. A final vowel in Xhosa which represents a vowel in the source word may have a high 

tone but more often than not has a L-tone.'o Sometimes when the final vowel has a H-tone 

the remaining vowels are L. 

flasfti 'receipt' 

f'AfriM or f'Afrika 'Africa' 

fAmirilal 'America' or 

(MeUM 'America' but 

f'fndiya 'India' 

fPeshiya 'Persia' 

fbhaTUina 'banana' 

fkhom{l1lda 'commando' 

fsoldati 'soldier' from Afrikaans soldaat' 

fkomitf 'committee' 

fsosayit( 'society' 

f. Forms involving epenthetic vowels 

We have seen that for Xhosa stems of two syllables, if the final vowel is epenthetic then it 

has a L-tone while if it existed in the source language it has a H-tone. We have also seen 

that for stems of more than two syllables, for some speakers the same rule holds while for 

other speakers a fmal vowel which existed in the original language may still have a L-tone. 

Nevertheless, the exceptions concern the tone to be assigned to vowels that existed in the 

original language, and for all speakers the rule is that final epenthetic vowels have a L-tone. 

For medial epenthetic vowels, the situation is far less clear. Sometimes they have a L-tone 

but very often they seem to have a H-tone taken from the syllable to the left. For instance: 

10. There is also a variation among speakers. My principal informant for instance prefers 
I~Afrika while another speaker only accepts f'AfriM. My principal informant has many 
words of more than one syllable where an original final vowel has a L-tone while for another 
speaker virtually all such vowels have a H-tone, i.e. for this second speaker Guile's rule 
applies to final vowels of words of more than two syllables. 
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(mil/ike 'market' from Afrikaans mark 

(ntlUti 'needle' from Afrikaans naald 
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Compare Umatil6she 'sailor' from Afrikaans matraas where the epenthetic i after the t 

possibly takes its L-tone from the preceding syllable. 

On the other hand, (sipeliti 'pin' from Afrikaans spe/d is HLL and not HHL. In (perfle 

from pere/ 'pearl', the accented syllable in Afrikaans acquires a L-tone in Xhosa, and the 

epenthetic vowel a H-tone. 

An interesting case is (gaUde from English 'gold'. One may hypothesize that the a acquired 

a high tone because of the stress, then this high tone spread to the epenthetic vowel and 

finally the depressor g caused the a to be lowered. 

g. Words with diphthongs in the source language 

Stressed diphthongs are often resolved into two syllables, each with a high tone. 

r bJufyfbhile 'Bible' 

(tawuni 'town' 

({zy(skrim 'ice cream' 

9.S Summary 

The behaviour of my principal informant in interpreting stress in English as tone in Xhosa 

and the assignment of a H -tone to vowels that are stressed in English and Afrikaans seems 

to imply some connection between stress in stress languages and H-tone in Xhosa. 

The assignment of a H-tone to a vowel which existed in the original language but a L-tone 

to an epenthetic vowel seems to imply an association of tone and emphasis or importance but 

the fact that this rule does not apply medially seems to imply that there are other factors . 

Nevertheless, a more careful consideration of the assignment of tones to loan words might 

provide greater insight into the dynamics of tone in Xhosa. 



10.1 Introduction 

CHAPfER TEN 

TONOLOGY 

In earlier chapters I sketched out the tonology of Xhosa. In 2.2 I sketched out the surface 

structure of the tonology and then in Chapters 4 and 5 I sketched out the autosegmental 

representation and rules necessary to explain the morphology and morphological alternations. 

In this chapter I want to discuss certain more general problems of Xhosa tonology. 

10.2 Classical phonemic or taxonomic level of representation 

In section 2.2 we sketched out a taxonomic level ofrepresentation of the tonology. The raw 

material of tonology is basically the pitch contours which occur when words or sentences are 

pronounced. We also need certain information about the segmental phonemes (mainly 

whether the consonants are depressors or nondepressors) . We also need information about 

word and possibly morpheme boundaries. 

The pit~h contour of an utterance is determined by the surface tones of the words, the 

intonation contours and to a lesser extent its segmental makeup (mainly whether the 

consonants are depressors or not) . In this account we shall be mainly working with 

individual words, pronounced in isolation. Let us assume that each word is pronounced with 

a neutral statement intonation. We can set up a taxonomic phonemic representation of the 

tones of a word, using three phonemes H, F, and L and the juncture-like phonological entity, 

downstep ' . We can describe the tone pattern of the word by means of these four entities. 

In terms of our model, two words having the same tone pattern and the same sequence of 

depressor and non-depressors will have the same pitch contour, assuming a constant 
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intonation pattern. The tone-pattern can be converted into the pitch contour by the set of 

rules set out in section 2.2. 1.1 

There is an element of simplification here. There will for instance be differences in pitch 

height between syllables beginning with different non-depressor consonants and even between 

syllables beginning with the same consonant but different vowels (Ohala 1978). 

In terms of our model a pitch contour for a word of which the consonants are known should 

be unambiguous as to the tone pattern it represents. In other words tone pattern and pitch 

contour stand in a relationship of bi-uniqueness. 

When we consider the autosegmental representation of a word (including the tone pattern) 

the relation is not so simple as the same tone pattern can have more than one autosegmental 

representation as we saw in Chapter 4 with regard to a{rye and {senti which have the 

autosegmental representations 

(I) ~! and ilJ 
Note that the relationship between tone pattern and autosegmental representation is different 

from that between surface representation and underlying representation. Both surface and 

underlying forms will have autosegmental representations, and both can be described by tone 

patterns,-e:g. afrye can have the underlying tone pattern HLL and the surface tone pattern 

HHL (see Chapter 4, examples 6 and 7). 

10.3 Underlying surface representation 

We saw in 2.3 that if we ask an informant to repeat a word several times, we will fmd that 

some words are pronounced with a constant tone pattern but in others there is a variation in 

certain syllables between H and L tone. For instance, the first vowel of nibethisa 'you cause 

1. For examples of attempts at formalizing a similar set of rules see Clements 1979 and 
Schachter and Fromkin 1968. 
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to strike' is always L; the first vowel of lfbethile 'he struck' is always H; but the first vowel 

of flbethisa 'he causes to strike' is sometimes H and sometimes L. 

Since this type of variation is systematic and occurs frequently it seems desirable to set up 

a level of representation where vowels that can be either H or L are indicated by a special 

symbol. There is also the fact that a depressor between two H's that do not alternate with 

L generally gives rise to downstep, whereas a depressor between two syllables that do so 

alternate does not give rise to down step. In citing tone patterns, I have used the symbol X 

and with actual words I have used a small x over the vowel. When this level of 

representation is used, which we can tentatively call the underlying sUrface representation, 

note that H means H only and L means L only. Secondly, a form like lfbethile if marked 

with an underlying surface representation implies that the same inflection with a similar stem 

beginning with a depressor (as lNllunbile from Mmba 'go') will have a depressor between 

the two H's, whereas a form like flbethisa implies that the same inflection with a similar 

stem beginning with a depressor (as flMmbisa also from Mmba) will not have a down step 

between the first two syllables, even when the vowel marked with the x is pronounced as a 

H-tone. 

I have used the underlying surface representation to provide a compact representation of data 

in much of the thesis particularly in the appendices, and makes it possible to present a large 

mass of data in a compact form, since in most cases parallel morphological constructions 

with different patterns of depressors reduce to one underlying surface form. There are, 

however, certain forms where one underlying form is not possible. For instance, the 

quantitative pronoun 'all five' is zozlhlfmu or zO'zfhtanu but not ·zozlhtanu. 

There are certain problems with the model of variation I have presented. My informant will 

occasionally produce forms like tuntuiodana for amlutOdana which according to my rules 

should not occur. 
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The underlying surface representation has therefore a certain practical value. The questions 

of whether it has any psychological reality and whether it should be accorded any theoretical 

status remain to be explored. 

We have also set up an autosegmental representation of both the surface and underlying 

forms. Here we see that the occurrence of X corresponds to a syllable to which the left

delinking rule can optionally apply. If we have a syllable to which the left-delinking rule 

must apply, then it will be marked L. So X notation will not occur wherever the left

delinking rule has applied but only where it is optional. 

10.4 Underlying tones 

One of the questions to be considered is what units we postulate for the tonal tier in the 

underlying representation. Conventionally one has assumed H-tone and L-tone. This is also 

assumed by Goldsmith (1976:25). Stevick (1969:330) was the first to suggest that actually 

this contrast was better thought of as one of tone vs no-tone. The reasons for this are that 

the H -tone seems to be a positive entity that can shift around, affect other tones, while the 

L-tone seems to be a negative entity, simply characterized by the absence of tone. 

This proposal was accepted by Pulleyblank (1983:41 and 1986:16), who postulated that for 

many tone languages only H occurred underlyingly and that L-tones were introduced at a 

later stage in the derivation through a L-tone default rule. In order to prevent a third value 

being surreptitiously introduced, Pulleyblank maintains that in the underlying structure only 

H-tones occur on the tonal tier and no L-tones. After the introduction of L-tones by the L

default rule all vowels must be linked to either a H-tone or a L-tone and one cannot have 

toneless syllables. This means that at one stage there is a contrast between tone and no-tone, 

at a later stage there is a contrast between H-tone and L-tone, but at no stage is there a three

way contrast between H -tone, L-tone and no-tone, as this would mean that one feature was 

being used to distinguish three values. 
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I think it is also true that if one postulates only H-tones on the tonal tier then one is ipso 

facto committed to the idea that tones are underlyingly linked to vowels. If one has tonal 

melodies like LHL it is possible to set up 

[ 

LHL 1 (HL~ [LLH] 

(2) ebengJ fundiJ and komiti 

as the underlying forms of the stems gebenga 'giant', jUndiso 'teaching' and komitf 

'committee' and set up an initial association rule and well-formedness conditions to supply 

the association lines to produce 

but if only H can occur in the tonal tier underlyingly one needs association lines underlyingly 

in order to distinguish 

H 

(4) gebenga and 

as the tone melodies in each case will simply be H. 

Part of the reasoning for setting up tone vs no-tone instead of H-tone vs L-tone will be the 

arguments advanced by Stevick. It seems to me that there may be an argument based on 

simplicity. 

If underlyingly one has 

H 

(5) 1 v V 
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it is easier for spreading to occur than if one has 

1 L~ V V 

In the first case one has simply to add two association lines whereas in the second case one 

has to delete two association lines and then add two association lines. I would suggest that 

spreading rules and delinking rules are simpler if only H-tones are present. On the other 

hand an underlying representation involving linked H-tones may be more complex than an 

underlying representation involving H-tones and L-tones but no linking. 

Compare 

H L H 1 
V versus V 

\ 
V V (6) V V 

In the first representation there are three tones and no association lines making a total of 

three elements involving tone. In the second there are two tones but also two association 

lines making a total of four elements involving tone. In this case the representation involving 

H-tones only is actually more complex. The trade-off comes when we have to talk about 

tone spreading where the absence of L-tones makes the application of the rules simpler.' 

10.4.1 A note on terminology 

In spite of the above I have often used L-toned rather than toneless or L-tone rather than no 

tone when talking about the underlying structure. I do not think this practice leads to 

misunderstanding provided it is borne in mind that in the underlying structure and at points 

2. Although I have put forward this argument and think it has some weight, I realise that 
it is questionable whether counting notational symbols is the best way of determining 
simplicity. 
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in a derivation prior to the application of L-tone default rule, L-tone and L-toned refer to 

what in autosegmental terms are 1U) tone or toneless. 

The distinction between no tone or toneless would be important if it were to emerge that 

there were two types of languages with two surface tones, H-tone and L-tone:' 

a. those for which there are strong reasons for representing them as having only H-tones 

in the underlying structure and whose underlying structure is best described in terms 

of syllables with a tone and syllables without a tone. 

b. those for which there are strong reasons for representing them as having H-tones and 

L-tones in the underlying structure and whose underlying structure is best described 

in terms of syllables with a H-tone and syllables with a L-tone. 

If this were to prove to be the case, then the difference between talking about L-tones or 

toneless syllables in the underlying structure would be very important. However, the 

existence of these two sorts of two-toned languages remains to be established. I would put 

forward the hypothesis that in fact all two-toned languages will turn out to be of type a. 

It would of course even be more important to make the distinction if one postulated in the 

underlying structure three types of tones: those that were linked to a H-tone, those that were 

linked to a L-tone and those that were not linked to any tone. In such a case there would 

in fact be L-toned syllables and toneless syllables underlyingly. Pulleyblank (1986) gives 

reasons for suggesting that postulating this type of structure is undesirable as it involves using 

one feature to make a three-way distinction. 

3. The fact that Xhosa also has a F-tone will be ignored in the present discussion. 
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10.5 Falling tones 

Xhosa and Zulu are different from other Bantu languages of which autosegmental 

descriptions have been produced. Most Bantu languages have a surface tonology of H and 

L. Languages of West Africa may have additional level tones. Xhosa and Zulu have a H

tone and a L-tone but in addition they have on the surface a falling tone. Whatever the 

underlying status of this tone, it clearly is on the surface a phonemic tone, at least in 

accordance with the generally accepted procedures of classical phonemic theory. In this it 

differs, for instance, from Southern Sotho, where fairly marked falling glides occur on 

penultimate and final syllables but these are allophonic realisations of phonemic H-tones 

(Doke and Mofokeng 1957:41). 

Most cases of F occur on penultimate syllables through the operation of the HH-to-FL rule. 

Compare b6n(sa vs bOna. In the first case the stem is non-final and so HH occurs while 

in the latter the word is final so FL occurs. If bOna occurs non-finally in a phrase then it 

will surface as HH. There has been some discussion as to whether stems with the alternation 

of HH vs FL should be regarded as HH or FL underlyingly. The choice is essentially 

between setting up HH underlyingly and deriving FL by a HH-to-FL rule which converts a 

phrase-final HH to a FL and setting up falling tones underlyingly and deriving medial HH 

by a reverse rule. The latter has been argued for on the grounds that there are cases where 

HH remains when final as in f'dd. But it can also be argued that both forms can be set 

up as HH underlyingly and forms like f'dd marked as exceptions to the HH-to-FL rule 

(Lanham personal communication). 

There are also cases where a F occurs which is not produced through the operation of the 

HH-to-FL rule. In final position there is the short form of the perfect as in ndib~the 'I hit'. 

In initial position there are the following forms: 

1. The prefix of 2a nouns: oomama 'mothers' 

2. The prefix of 10 nouns: fintaka 'birds' 

3. In the speech of some speakers but not of my main informant: The prefix of class 

5 and class 11 nouns where the stem begins with a H or F: fseta 'thief, Usana 

'child'. In these examples my informant gives f'seia and u'sana (see 4.4.2). 
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There are cases where my principal informant has forms which vary between F and H' . See, 

for instance, Appendix 3 section 7.8. 

In these cases where the F does not arise from the operation of the HH-to-FL rule one might 

wish to postulate a H and a L linked to one vowel. But if there are no L's underlyingly we 

must do something else. Some of these forms are clearly not underlying. For instance, the 

class 5 noun prefix f- clearly alternates with the full form fli- and presumably is derived 

from it. In fact most cases of F alternate with other forms with a disyllabic structure, for 

example, 16wo and lOo. The short form of the perfect e as in [(hetM could possibly be 

derived from ile but note that the indicative form of that is LL not HL as in lfbhhile, but 

could be derived from the participial from lfbethfle, which is often not final. 

We then have the question: if the underlying form is some sort of HH, do we set up the 

underlying form as 

or as 

As Pulleyblank (1986) points out in general terms, simplicity favours the latter. 

10.6 Rightward-spread rules. 

I have given a number of rules which have the effect of linking a tone to vowels to the right: 

the antepenultimate rule, the penultimate rule, the prefix spread rule and the high-stem 

adjustment rule. Scholars, like Khumalo (1987) and Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo (1989), 

who have discussed these rules or similar rules in Zulu have had two concerns. The one has 

been to give formal expression to the similarity between the rules by combining them into 

one or possibly two rules; the second has been to reinterpret them as rules involving accent. 
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Let us consider the antepenultimate rule first. In this rule a H-tone more than three syllables 

from the end becomes linked to all the syllables to the right up until the third syllable from 

the end of the word. As a tone rule this is very unusual, though Kisseberth reports a similar 

shift in Digo (1984). The unusualness is that tone rules normally apply to adjacent syllables 

and operate over short distances, i.e. they are local rules. Here the effect of the rule can be 

to spread a tone over as many as six syllables. Furthermore, a tone can have an effect over 

a large distance.4 

Take for instance: 

(8) banhmhth(sela 'they make to stick together' 

from an underlying 

Here the antepenultimate rule has applied to spread the tone to the antepenultimate syllable. 

It is possible to construct forms that spread a tone even further, for instance: 

(10) bayanhmhthhel(sana 'they are making to stick together for each other' 

On the other hand in 

(11) Mnamathiselane 'they made to stick together for each other' 

the effect of the falling tone on the final syllable is to prevent the antepenultimate rule from 

applying even once. In other words, the falling tone has an effect on a tone more than four 

syllables away. The antepenultimate rule, as I have stated it, has two features which are 

4. It is possible to state the rule in the form of an iterative rule, so that it can reapply as 
many times as necessary until the tone is linked to the antepenultimate syllable. In this case 
the rule would only apply to adjacent syllables but would still be blocked by a H-tone several 
syllables away. 
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unusual in tone languages: it requires the rule to count that there are three syllables to the 

right of the tone, it requires the rule to see that there are no H -tones to the right of the tone 

in the same word even though these may be some distance away. 

These features of counting and action at a distance are felt by some scholars to be 

unsatisfactory in tone rules. Action at a distance is held to be a feature of accent rather than 

tone and counting syllables to be the province of metrical rules. 

This has led to Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo (1989) postulating a metrical accent generally 

on the antepenultimate syllable, though sometimes on other syllables. The antepenultimate 

then becomes a rule of attraction to accent. This also has the advantage that in the case of 

the penultimate rule, if the accent is placed on the penUltimate syllable then the penultimate 

rule can also be the result of attraction to accent. 

The first difficulty about these proposals is the complexity of the rules for the establishment 

of this metrical accent. It involves postulating that in certain tenses the final syllable is 

extrametrical but not in others, and certain stems have to be marked as subject to an accent

hopping rule, which moves the accent one syllable to the right. 

In addition, there are more cogent reasons for doubting the desirability of introducing accent 

to account for tonal phenomena. 

However, before considering accent in Xhosa, I will first look at English stress-accent and 

then compare it with the accent that Goldsmith (1984) postulates for Tonga. 

English stress accent is often regarded as something abstract since it lacks a clear acoustic 

correlate (see Fry: 1960). English stress-accent can be invoked to explain vowel reduction, 

for instance: telegraphy [t:l legr a fi] vs telegraphic [tel;) grajik]. But although English 

stress-accent may lack a definite physical correlate it is not a purely abstract feature. 
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English speakers recognize that one syllable of a word is stressed and will show a high 

measure of agreement as to which syllable in a word is stressed. Furthermore, when 

presented with a member of a minimal pair distinguished only by stress, for example, sUbject 

(noun) and subject (verb) or below and bfllow, they will be able to say which word has been 

said - hence there is something in the speech signal which enables speakers of English to 

recognize stress. Stress seems to be the basis of English versification. There is a measure 

of agreement between stress in English words and stress in cognate words in other Germanic 

languages, and between the stress of words borrowed from Latin and the stress of the 

original Latin word. 

For Tonga, Goldsmith (1984) postulates an accent that places a H-tone on the preceding 

syllable, for example, fkUbona is interpreted as being derived from ikub3na (Goldsmith 

1984:28).' 

In contrast to English, there is no evidence that speakers of Tonga recognize this accent. 

There are no minimal pairs distinguished solely by accent, which speakers can tell apart 

(There will always be a corresponding difference in tone). It does not seem to have 

independent correlates (except that it does seem to correlate with tone in an earlier stage of 

the language) . 

The only evidence for its location seems to be tone and general arguments for the placement 

of accent: 

This means that accent in Tonga is something far more abstract and problematic than stress 

accent in English. This does not mean that it is illegitimate to do what Goldsmith does but 

it does mean that it needs far more justification than making use of stress accent in English, 

which is independently justified.' 

5. The H-tone will also link to preceding vowels. 

6. It seems to me, however, that in his account of Tonga, the postulation of accent is an 
attempt to encode a tone which has undergone a shift of one syllable to the left and that a 
better account would be obtained by simply postulating lexical tone where he postulates 
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If we now come back to Xhosa, we find that the only evidence for this accent is the 

behaviour of tone. Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo (1989) do not put forward any non-tonal 

evidence for this metrical accent. There is no evidence that speakers of Xhosa feel that there 

is an accent on the syllable where Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo (1989) postulate an accent. 

Speakers of the language are more aware of some sort of prominence on the penultimate 

syllable - corresponding to the extra length on that syllable. It would thus seem that this 

metrical accent is in synchronic terms completely abstract. Now while I would not want to 

exclude abstract features completely from a linguistic description, it does seem to be 

desirable to avoid them unless there are extremely powerful arguments in favour of using 

them. 

While we are dealing with the synchronic description of Xhosa, I would feel more 

comfortable with an abstract feature if it could be shown that at some earlier period in the 

language it had definite phonetic content. In fact, I would like to suggest that where a 

completely abstract feature can be justifiably postulated for some stage of a language on 

synchronic grounds it will be found to be derived from a non-abstract feature existing at an 

earlier stage of the language. 

For instance, if at some future time all phonetic correlates of stress like intensity, pitch 

variation and length were to disappear in English, one might still wish to postulate an 

abstract accent occurring in English words in order to explain variation in vowels as that 

between- telegraphy and telegraphic. In such a case, the existence of a physically realised 

stress at some earlier period in the history of English would be powerful external evidence 

for this now completely abstract accent. 7 Similarly, evidence that no such physically realised 

stress or accent had existed at any earlier period would count against the postulation of such 

an accent. 

accent and adding a rule shifting the tone one syllable to the left. 

7. One would still have to show that there were sufficient forms showing alternations in 
vowels to justify the postulation of such an accent. 
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In a similar way, if one could show that some physically realised accent had occurred in the 

prehistory of Xhosa, this would be strong support for the position of Goldsmith, Peterson and 

Drogo. There does not seem to be any evidence for such a realisation; on the contrary, there 

seem to be good reasons for doubting whether such an accent could have existed. Such an 

accent could not have been identified with H -tone since it is being postulated in many cases 

to explain the movement of H-tones to this syllable and H-tones seem to be etymologically 

inherited from similar tones in Proto-Bantu. 

Could it have been some feature of length or stress? Present day Xhosa is characterized by 

a feature of penUltimate length and this is recognized by many researchers. In most Bantu 

languages there is a phenomenon of penultimate length or stress (Doke 1935:17). This is 

attested in Southern Bantu languages and also in Swahili where penultimate length is 

interpreted as stress (Ashton:1947). 

There are a number of reports' of stem initial stress in Bantu languages. While I do not 

think these accounts are true of present-day Southern Bantu languages, phenomena such as 

the alternation of [kh] in stem initial position with [k] in non-stem initial position in Xhosa 

and Zulu seem to imply that it may well have existed in the past. If then there was some 

form of penultimate prominence and some form of stem-initial form of prominence it seems 

unlikely that there was a third form of prominence which fell on the antepenultimate syllable. 

If the above argument is correct, then it would seem that it is unlikely that there could have 

existed a prosodic feature from which Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo's accent could have 

been derived historically, and therefore that it is unlikely that an analysis to postulate such 

an accent is a correct analysis for present-day Xhosa. 

It seems to me that the strongest general argument for Goldsmith, Peterson and Drogo's 

position (and also that of Downing (1988), mentioned below) is the claim that tones cannot 

act at a distance and that tone rules cannot count. But do we have enough examples of tone 

8. For instance, Doke (1954 :43), (who disputes that it actually occurs in Southern Bantu), 
Ziervogel (1959:21) and references given by Ziervogel. 
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languages to make such a statement? Should we not accept the examples from Xhosa and 

other Nguni languages and from Digo as evidence that occasionally tone does act at a 

distance and that tone rules can sometimes count? 

Downing (1988) postulates two rules: a local rule which shifts tone one syllable to the right 

(which appears to act generally but not within stems) and an attraction to accent. 

Unfortunately there does not seem to be a general rule which spreads or shifts tones one 

syllable to the right. In verbs there are many cases like 

(12) ruiistibala 'I still count' 

where the H-tone does not spread or shift, and in nouns a H-tone on the initial vowel does 

not spread or shift onto the stem, e.g. (yeza 'medicine'. 

The fact is rather that there are a few special cases where a tone spreads or shifts one 

syllable to the right. 

If we examine the rightward-spread rules of Xhosa we find that there is on the one hand a 

very general rule, the antepenultimate rule, which spreads tones to the antepenultimate 

syllable, which applies to nouns, verbs, relative stems with a few exceptions and on the other 

hand two very specific rules which apply in very restricted circumstances and which spread 

tones one syllable to the right. 

I would -rather view the matter in the following way: 

There is a widespread tendency in African languages for tones to spread or shift to the right. 

This can be explained by the reasons put forward by Hyman and Schuh (1974). This 

tendency is manifested in Xhosa in three rules. 

The first is a very general rule, the antepenultimate rule which applies to a H-tone on any 

syllable provided there are only L-tones to the right and there are at least three syllables to 

the right of the H-tone. This rule applies to nouns, verbs and relatives. There are a very 

few forms to which it does not apply and these are mainly explainable in terms of the 
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presence of syntactic boundaries (for example, fphephandaba 'newspaper', which is a 

compound of (phepha 'paper' and fndaba ' news') . The non-application to attributive 

relative stems is a bit more problematic. 

The two other rules are very specific rules - local in application and applying in each case 

to a very restricted set of morphemes. These rules are: 

I. The penultimate rule. This rule applies only to a H-tone on a subject or object 

concord. The H-tone spreads onto the following syllable provided: 

a. the subject or object concord is the third syllable from the end of the word 

b. the next syllable is L but is not part of a LL+ stem 

c. the final syllable is L. 

In effect the rule applies to the following structures: 

H-toned SC+LL-verb, e.g. MUma 

H- or L-toned SC+ya+OC+LL-verb, e.g. Myayilima 

L-toned SC +OC + LL-verb, e.g. siyil{ma 

H-toned SC+ya+L-toned monosyllabic verb, e.g. Myalwa 

It does not apply to a verbal structure like 

SC+verbal infix+LL-verb, e.g. ndisOhala or ndingOhala 

or to a nominal structure like 

initial vowel +noun stem, e.g. fbala 

2. The prefix -spread rule. This applies to the H -tone on the initial vowel and spreads 

it onto the following syllable provided that syllable is a basic prefix (which is always 
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low) and the next syllable (which will be the first syllable of the stem)' is L, for 

example, flftye but not (bala 

It also applies to a H-tone in a relative construction immediately preceding the fixed basic 

prefix of a relative stem under similar conditions as in eUrfuUlka. See 7.7.2. 

Note how the prefix-spread rule applies to noun forms like amfiXlwsa but not to adjectival 

forms like amane. 

Many investigators, including Khumalo (1987), have claimed that the penultimate rule is an 

extension of the antepenultimate rule. Khumalo, for instance, gives one rule which combines 

the antepenultimate rule, the penultimate rule and the prefix spread rule. I suggest this is 

not the case and rather all three rules are independent manifestations of the tendency for 

tones to move to the right. 10 

10.7 Restricted tone languages or accent languages 

The claim has often been made that in a pure tone language any sequence of tones should be 

possible, whereas in a restricted tone language only certain sequences occur. Pure tone 

languages are taken to be languages like Y oruba or Igbo where it is claimed that any 

sequence of the permitted tones can occur. For instance, in a pure tone language with two 

tones H -and L there should be 2' possible tone patterns for words or stems of n syllables. 

Thus, for two syllable words or stems 2', that is, 4 tonal sequences are possible. For three 

syllable words or stems 2', that is, 8 sequences are possible. For pure tone languages with 

three tones, H, M, L, there will be 3' possible sequences for words or stems of n syllables. 

9. Except in the case of infinitives with object concords as in Ukuyilfma, where the object 
concord is underlyingly H and is still H at the time the prefix-spread rule applies. At a later 
stage the penultimate rule applies to spread the H -tone to the following syllable. The left
delinking rule finally delinks the H-tone from the object concord. 

10. The High-stem adjustment rule is also a manifestation of the same tendency. 
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For two syllable words 9 tone sequences are possible. For three syllable words 27 sequences 

are possible. 

It should be noted that languages which are in these terms cited as pure or fully tonal 

languages are languages in which most words are short, consisting of one or two syllables. 

Let us consider the surface tonology of Xhosa. We saw that there were three surface tones: 

H, F, and L. 

The falling tone is of limited distribution. Most commonly it occurs on the penultimate 

syllable of a word before a pause, where final HH becomes FL. There are certain 

circumstances where this rule fails to apply and HH occurs in the surface. This is a property 

of certain stems. e.g. ('e(e( 'earring' where, unlike most disyllabic stems, HH remains. 

It is also a property of certain inflections. For instance, in the past SUbjunctive negative final 

HH remains as in akiibetlui 'and he did not hit' or certain inflections of monosyllabic verbs 

with OCs like akUngawalw{ 'not to fight them' . 

The falling tone also occurs in a few inflections at the beginning of words: oomanui 

'mothers', 100 nt6 'this thing ' akiibetlui 'and he did not hit' and in one at the end of words, 

e.g. ndiberM. 

If we ignore instances of the falling tone mentioned in the previous paragraph then the 

number of tonal patterns for a form of n syllables in length is 2". 

In verb stems only a restricted subset of the theoretical patterns occur but if we look at nouns 

we find that most possibilities are attested. Monosyllabic stems can be H or L. For 

disyllabic noun stems all four possibilities occur: LL, LH, HL and HH. Likewise, with 

trisyllabic noun stems, all possibilities occur. For stems of four syllables, I have been able 

to find examples of 14 out of the 16 possible tone patterns and I believe the gaps are 

accidental. 
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Some prefixal morphemes in nouns and verbs are H and some are L. Some final suffixes 

are H-toned, others L-toned. 

What I have said in the two previous paragraphs would seem to imply that Xhosa is a fully 

tonal language. There are two things that might lead us to say that Xhosa is a restricted 

language. 

The first is that all verbal extensions and all regular noun suffixes are L-toned. All longer 

verb stems are made by the addition of extensions. Most nouns of more than three syllables 

are made by the addition of extensions and suffixes. This means that all longer stems will 

tend to end in L syllables. There are a minority of nouns formed by compounding. These 

show other possibilities. 

The other is that there are a series of rightward-spreading rules of which the most important 

is the antepenultimate rule. This has the effect of making an underlying HLLLLL become 

HHHHLL. 

The result of these facts is that although virtually all sequences of H and L are possible, 

particularly when we consider compounds, only a restricted subset of sequences are at all 

common, namely, those that occur with regular extensions. 

This means that in reality Xhosa is best regarded as a fully tonal language, even if certain 

possibilities are less frequently exploited. 



CHAYfER ELEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the latter part of Chapter 1 and in Appendix 1, I described how I had worked with Stanley 

Bentele and suggest that informants can be trained to take a more active role gathering tonal 

data. 

In Chapter 2, it was shown that although words and forms distinguished only by tone are 

rare, tone is not a marginal feature in Xhosa and anecdotal evidence was adduced to show 

that speakers of Xhosa rely heavily on tone when processing spoken language. 

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 the main tonal patterns of nominal and verbal inflections were 

described and it was shown that much of the variation in the forms of morphemes as far as 

tone was concerned, was the result of a few powerful rules such as the antepenultimate rule 

and the left -delinking rule. 

At the same time it was shown that the left-delinking rule, the processes of high coalescence 

and high splitting together with the depressor-downstep rule were responsible for a great deal 

of free variation in the speech of a single person. 

In Chapter 7, it was shown that tone could produce crucial evidence for and against syntactic 

analyses. In particular it was shown that taking tone into account made the explanation of 

the forms of the adjective and relative concord more complex (but, also, more interesting). 

Tonal data offered evidence that simple adjective and relative constructions should be 

accounted for by phrase structure rules rather than by embedded relative clauses and also that 
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the fixed basic prefix in relative stems had to be regarded synchronically as a separate 

morpheme. 

In Chapter 8, four examples were put forward of patterns existing in the language. First, 

the way in which a tonal distinction between 1 st and 2nd person subject concords was 

sometimes obligatory, sometimes optional and sometimes not possible was explored. Next, 

we considered the way in which this distinction turned up in another part of speech. Third, 

we considered how certain tone distinctions were lost in certain negative forms. Finally we 

saw how the patterns of reduplication in quadrisyllabic stems were different in nouns and 

verbs. In none of these cases could these complex patterns be explained but they serve to 

show the complexity of tone in Xhosa and also material serve as awaiting further exploration. 

In Chapter 9 on loan words, it was shown that there is an identification of H-tone in Xhosa 

with stress in English and Afrikaans and also a partial tendency for vowels that have been 

added in Xhosa to have a L-tone but for vowels which correspond to a vowel in the original 

language to have a H-tone. This lends support to the idea that H-tones are a positive entity 

and L-tones a negative entity and hence to the idea that H-toned syllables should be regarded 

as syllables with tones and L-toned syllables as toneless syllables. 

In Chapter 10, certain general problems were considered. One question was whether H-tones 

and L-tones should be postulated in the underlying structure or whether one should simply 

postulate H-toned syllables and toneless syllables. Arguments were presented for favouring 

the latter course. Finally, attempts to unify the rightward-spread rules into one rule and also 

to reinterpret them as being in part metrical rules involving accents and attraction to accent 

were considered and found to be less convincing than the more conventional approach of 

considering them as separate tonal rules. 

In general the picture of Xhosa tone that emerges is one of a system of considerable 

complexity but which though at first sight appearing to be random and almost chaotic is 

nevertheless a system governed by some very general principles and describable by a limited 

set of rules. 



APPENDIX ONE 

METHOD OF WORKING WITH MY PRINCIPAL INFORMANT 

When I started work on tone I found it very difficult to go beyond impressionistic records 

of pitch, and difficult to interpret these in terms of tones. I soon started work with Stanley 

Bentele, who at that stage was an unemployed primary school teacher but is now in charge 

of the language laboratory at Rhodes University. I then tried following a procedure of Pike 

(1948) and produced a list of disyllabic stems with a monosyllabic prefix like r sele 'frog' 

and fkhala 'aloe'. Pike suggests that in such cases the linguist should be able to hear when 

the pattern changes if the informant pronounces one word after the other. Even working with 

these I found it difficult to sort them into consistent tonal groups. I 

I then decided to ask Stanley Bentele to do the sorting. Working together but using his 

judgement as to which words had similar tone patterns we sorted the words I had collected 

into eight groups, which we named a to g and about a week later he divided group a into a 

and j and group g into g and i. 

In these two latter groups I could hear no distinction between the later groups and two earlier 

groups. But since he applied the labels consistently I had to accept that there was a 

distinction although I could not hear it. Only later did I realise that the basis of the 

distinction was the presence or absence of phonemic downstep. 

I . I might have had more success had I made him pronounce them in a syntactic frame, 
rather than in isolation. 
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I was able to interpret these groups as follows: 

Table [I] 

The original seven groups' 

a. FL preceded by downdrift or downstep, or initial in word, e.g. Ukuthetha 'to 

speak, f' giima 'name', thetha 'speak' 

h. LL preceded by a non-depressor, e.g. UkUlima 'plough' 

c. HH preceded by downdrift or downstep, e.g. amadcf 'earrings', f'dd 

'earring' 

e. LH preceded by a non-depressor, e.g. (chib( 'lake' 

f. LH preceded by a depressor, e.g. £hobe 'dove' 

g. HL preceded by downdrift or downstep or initial in word, e.g. Ukubetha 'hit', 

f'dy6khwe 'yoke', berha 'hit' 

h. LL preceded by a depressor, e.g. (dada 'duck' 

The two later groups 

i. HL preceded by H not followed by down step, e.g. (m(ni 'day' 

j. FL preceded by H not followed by downstep, e.g. unyana 'son' 

Two (mal groups added at a later date' 

k. HH preceded by H not followed by downstep, e.g. uThfx6 'God' 

I. HH with a depressor in the middle of the stem, e.g. f'thti'ndQ 'lover' 

Since there were complications with regard to phonemic downstep, I decided not to show him 

how to assign individual vowels to tones but rather to get him to assign words to these 

2. I ignore group d, which contained HL stems preceded by a depressor, which Stanley 
Bentele merged with group g after about one session 

3. Words belonging to these groups are comparatively rare. 
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groups designated by letters. He could also apply these letters to longer words, where he 

assigned them letters on the basis of the tones on the last two syllables and some information 

on the preceding syllables, e.g. (sin/unbuzane 'insect' was assigned to group g but uoop6pi 

'doll' to group i. 

This analysis looks curiously similar to that of Nauhaus (1924), who produces a very similar 

grouping of words into groups based on the tones of the last two syllables. I was unaware 

of his article at the time.' 

The following remarks can be made about the above system of tone letters: 

1. It covers all the phonemic tone contrasts for nouns of two syllables, though some of 

the contrasts it makes are allophonic, e.g. (thanga 'pumpkin' is assigned to group 

b while (dada 'duck' to h, although both have the tone pattern HLL. Their pitch 

contours, [-, _1 and [- __ 1 respectively are very different but this is because [dl 

is a depressor and [t'l anon-depressor. 

2. In our early work, for some time I had to take on trust Bentele's distinguishing group 

a from j and group g from i since I could not hear a difference, and I found it 

difficult to hear the distinction between groups b and a, which to my English ear 

seemed to have very similar phonetic pitch contours, although no native Xhosa 

speaker will confuse the two groups. On the other hand my English language 

background made me sensitive to the distinction between a fmal LH and LL, a 

contrast which I found he would often confuse at the beginning and I would often 

have to prompt him and say "Are you sure that is e and not b?". So at the beginning 

there were cases where he could identify tonal differences easily which I completely 

failed to hear but on the other hand there were phonemic contrasts in tone which I 

could hear easily but which he would tend to confuse. 

4. Nauhaus believed he had produced a complete description of the tones of any word in 
Xhosa. I was aware that this system of tone letters only described the tones of the citation 
form of disyllabic noun stems and the last two syllables of other words. 
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At a later stage I tried to see if he could help me sort trisyllablic stems into consistent tone 

groups as he had with the disyllabic stems. Here I found he would give inconsistent 

answers. I would ask him if word A had the same tone pattern as word B and he would 

answer yes. I would then ask him if word B had the same tone pattern as word C, and he 

again would answer yes. I would ask him if word C had the same pattern as word A and 

he would very often answer no, which was logically not possible. After some time I began 

to wonder whether the phonetic changes brought about by depressors were affecting his 

judgement of sameness of tone. 

I then sorted my list of words with trisyllabic stems into those having the same pattern of 

depressors and non-depressors. When I repeated the exercise asking him only to compare 

words which had the same distribution of depressors and non-depressors, his answers 

immediately became consistent and with the help of his assignment of tone letters to the last 

two syllables I was able to work out the tones for stems of three syllables. I then gave each 

subgroup of words with the same tone letter a number. For instance, group b was divided 

into the following groups. 

bi HHHLL or LLHLL e.g. UkUbalela 'count for' 

b2 HLHLL e.g. Ukuberheka 'be fit for beating' 

b3 HHLL or LHLL e.g. }kMphetshu 'cabbage' 

b4 H'HLL e.g. f'apile 'apple' 

bS HHLLL e.g. ubUndiyalwa 'rebellion' 

b6 HLLL e.g. undiyalwa 'rebel' 

He learned to apply this system very well but of course it did not apply to longer stems or 

to other parts of speech. 

I realised that this system would be too complicated to extend any further and then started 

showing him how to identify syllables as high, fall and low. This, however, meant that we 

were leaving out a phonemic contrast of downstep. For instance f'sela 'thief and (senti 

'cent' would both be marked as HHL, although they had a different pitch contour (see 2.2.4). 
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After a couple of weeks I explained to him that although both words began with two high 

tones there was a difference and this could be marked by downstep. He became fairly 

excited. He said that he had been quite sure that the first two syllables of f'sela were both 

high and was equally sure that the first two syllables of (senti were both high, nevertheless 

he had been also sure there was a difference between the second syllables of the two words. 

Now that I had explained to him about down step, he understood what the difference was and 

would be able to mark down step in order to indicate the difference.' 

Gradually Stanley Bentele became quite proficient in identifying tones and so in our 

elicitation sessions I would ask him to give me the tones and soon he became quite adept at 

writing the tones down on written words. I would then ask him to mark the tones of words 

on dictionaries or texts. In many cases I was able to ask him to mark the same text after the 

lapse of several months (or even years) and find that his responses were substantially the 

same. 

I even went so far as to ask him to write out paradigms of verbs marking the tones. I would 

ask him write out the paradigms of two verbs with the same underlying tone and compare 

the two. The result was again agreement between the two paradigms. This might seem a 

rather questionable procedure but the results proved consistent and also consistent with the 

tones he produced when he marked the tones of continuous texts . The advantage of this 

procedure was that I was able to acquire a considerably greater coverage of data than I would 

have been-able to had I had to elicit each form orally. In a couple of cases I asked him to 

write out a paradigm which I thought would have little interest, simply to keep him occupied, 

only to discover that there was something highly significant about the form. 

Apart from checking material with Stanley Bentele after a considerable lapse of time, I also 

compared my data with the little previously published data by previous workers in the field 

5. In the paradigms he wrote out and the texts he has tone-marked, he has indicated 
down step by ' . There is a tendency for the downstep sometimes to be omitted in forms 
where he actually pronounces it. So when looking at a text, it is not possible to be sure that 
downstep does not occur in a form simply because he has omitted to mark it. 
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and found that there was general agreement between my data obtained from Stanley Bentele 

and their work. As stated in Chapter 1, I have been able to check my work with other 

speakers, at first to a limited extent but in the past few years with many other mother-tongue 

speakers of Xhosa who have been studying Xhosa tone with me as part of their degree course 

in Xhosa at Rhodes University, and over the past few years with Professor Peter Mtuze. 

Stanley Bentele has tone-marked a large number of texts for me, including two copies of 

Kropf s dictionary. The total runs to several hundred pages of text. He has also marked the 

latest translation of St Mark's gospel four times, which has proved a useful corpus for the 

study of variation, to which I now tum. 

As mentioned in 2.3, there is the phenomenon of the systematic variation of tones in certain 

circumstances and the occurrence of X-sequences. 

When I became aware of this, I began marking sequences of syllables which could be either 

all H or all L as X and a form such as linibethisa as flnfbethisa. When eliciting forms from 

my informant or going over paradigms that he had written out for me, I would ask him 

whether there were any other ways of pronouncing the word. For some words he would say 

no, while for others he would give alternatives. 

While there were some inconsistencies (much greater than in his normal assignment of H and 

L in other Contexts) I found that if I went back to him after a few days or even after a couple 

of years his replies as to what variation was possible showed a considerable degree of 

consistency. 

Later when I asked him to write out paradigms I asked him to indicate such variant forms 

and when he had written them out I would check with him and prompt him for additional 

forms. Sometimes he would accept my prompt and other times he would reject it. Most 

often he would describe them as forms other people would use and sometimes even 

stigmatized them as forms that only a Fingo would use. 
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I felt confident that from the way he thought about them he was actually consulting his own 

Sprachgefohl rather than his memory of how other persons spoke. 

This was subsequently borne out when he marked texts for me where many of the words that 

he had marked with XS would have the XS replaced by H-tones and sometimes by L-tones, 

whereas words which had H's would only have H's. 

Not all the variation in Xhosa tone is due to X-sequences. Stanley Bentele would normally 

give UkUva 'hear' as HFL but would note that there was another possibility, HLH, which 

he disparagingly referred to as a Fingo pronunciation. At least on one occasion in a text 

which he has tonemarked, ukuva is marked as HLH. 



APPENDIX TWO 

TONE RULES STATED IN CHAPTERS FOUR, FIVE AND SIX. 

1. Pref"1X rule: A disyllabic noun-prefix has the tone pattern HH if the first syllable of 

the stem is L but HL if the first syllable of the stem is H or F. 

Chapter 4 page 36 

This is superseded by 

2. Pref"lX-spread rule: The high tone on the initial vowel spreads onto the basic prefix 

if the first syllable of the stem is L. e.g ilitye becomes flftye. 

Chapter 4 page 37 

3. Antepenultimate rule: A H-tone more than three syllables from the end of a word 

becomes linked to all the vowels to the right up to and including the third vowel from 

the end provided none of the vowels to the right of the H-tone are linked to a H-tone. 

Chapter 4 page 41 

4. The L-default rule: At a certain point in the derivation all vowels which are not 

linked to a H-tone become linked to a L-tone by default. 

Chapter 4 page 46 
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5. The Depressor-downstep rule: 

~ It H@H 
V d V becomes .{, d .{, [where d represents a depressor] 

Page 180 

Chapter 4 page 50 

6. Left-delinking Rule: When two or more vowels are linked to a H, all but the 

rightmost association line may be deleted. 

Chapter 4 page 52 

7. The lllI-to-FL rule: a structure like 

Iv becomes ¥t in phrase final position. 

Chapter 4 page 61 

8. The High Coalescence Rule: a sequence of two or more H's in certain 

morphologically defined contexts coalesce to become one H and any syllables which 

are linked to any of the H's become linked to the remaining H. 

Chapter 5 page 76 

9. High-stem Adjustment Rule: a H-tone underiyingly linked to a vowel in the verb 

stem becomes linked to each vowel in the stem when the stem occurs before a H

toned final suffix. 

Chapter 5 page 89 

10. Penultimate Rule: A H-tone on a SC or OC three syllables from the end of the 

word spreads onto the following syllable provided that the stem is a verb but not a 

verb which is a LL+ stem. 
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This rule is far more restricted than the antepenultimate rule since it applies 

1. only to verbs and not to other parts of speech 

2. the H-tone is on the SC or OC concord and not on an infix like -sa- 'still' 

3. only if the verb is not a LL+ verb 

Chapter 6 page 93 



APPENDIX THREE 

PARADIGMS AND RULES FOR INFLECTIONS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The following pages contain rules and examples showing how most of the inflections of 

Xhosa parts of speech are formed . For verbs paradigms have been given for most of the 

commonest forms. 

I have given references to the Lumko Self-Instruction Course in Xhosa (Riordan et al. : 1969) 

as an aid to those not familiar with the language. This is the only grammar of Xhosa which 

is currently in print and the only grammar of the language to indicate tone on any scale. 

Since the Lumko grammar may not always be available, I have added references to Doke 

1961 as Zulu and Xhosa are very similar. In this appendix references to Riordan et al. 1969 

have simply been given as Lumko followed by the page reference. Similarly references to 

Doke 1961 have been given as Doke followed by the page number. 

2 BASIC TONE PATTERNS OF STEMS 

In order to determine the tones of a form one must know the basic tones of the stem. I 

have used the term, basic rather than underlying as in some cases the form I have chosen is 

distinct from the form one would set up as the phonological or lexical representation of the 

stem, for example, I have taken the basic tones of bon(sisa 'show clearly' to be XHLL 

though the underlying tones are probably FLLL or HHLL. For each part of speech 

instructions are given for determining the basic tones. An interesting theoretical point is that 

the form chosen as the basic form is always an actually occurring form though often not the 

most frequent form. It seems never to be necessary to postulate a completely abstract form. 
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3 NOUNS 

3.1 The basic tones of noun stems 

The basic tones of the stem occur when the noun occurs in a frame such as: 

akUkho ___ 'there is/are no __ _ 

For instance, the basic tones of lunlutodaoo 6 'little men' are seen from akUkho madodaoo 

to be LLL. 

3.2 Scheme of inflections 

Nouns occur in four basic morphological sets of constructions: 

(a) with the full prefix, that is, with the preprefix and basic prefix amfldoda 
'men' 

(b) without the preprefix madoda '0 men' 

(c) in the locative hnhdMeni 'among the men' 

(d) with the prefixes kU-, nga-, 00- and the copulative prefix TchmlJdodaoo 

'among the men' 

ngamlJdodaoo 'by the men' 

nlJmlJdodaoo 'and the men' 

These have the same tone pattern as the form with the full prefix and will not 

be dealt with separately. 

3.3 The fonn with the full prefIX (Doke: 36; Lumko: 39) 

The following prefix forms occur. 

Singular Plural 

I um- 2 aba-

la u- 2a 00-

3 um- 4 fmi-
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5 ai-, f'- 6 ama-
7 (si- 8 (zi-

9 (n-, (- 10 (zin- , fin-, fi-

II utu-, u'-

14 Ubu-

15 Uku-

It will be seen that full prefixes are either monosyllabic or disyllabic. 

(a) Disyllabic prefixes 

Disyllabic prefixes all have the same range of tone patterns, namely HL, XH or XX. 

The general rule is: 

If the first syllable of the stem is H or F or X, the prefix is HL. 

If the first syllable of the stem is L, then the prefix is XH. 

ai-zw( 5 'voice' but llf-zwe 5 'nation' 

tuna-seta 6 'thieves', tuna-sele 6 'frogs' 

b.mfl-thanga 6 'pumpkins' 

If the stem is entirely L-toned and trisyllabic or longer (ie LLL, LLLL, LLLLL etc) 

then the antepenultimate rule applies and the prefix becomes XX and the last three 

syllables of the stem become HLL and any preceding syllables become X.I 

tuna- + -dodana 6 'little men' becomes b.mhdMana 

but tuna- + -shishin( 6 'factories' becomes b.mflshishin( 

There are a restricted number of stems which begin with a non-low tone, before 

which the prefix is nevertheless XH. 

hrhf6 1 'fellow' 

l [(wa 5' cliff 

b.Mkhwerha 2 'boys undergoing circumcision'. 

1. The antepenultimate does not apply to compounds. (phephandaba 5 ' newspaper' and 
its plural amaphephandaba and undiyatwa la 'rebel'. Ndiyatwa means 'I fight' . 
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(b) Monosyllabic prefixes 

i. These have 3 underlying tonal patterns: H, H" F. 

ii. The downstep by a general rule is deleted from H' if the first syllable of the 

stem is L. 

f'sela 'thief' but Ganga ·sun' . Both nouns belong to class 5. 

iii. On the other hand, the depressor-downstep rule inserts a downstep after a H 

if the stem begins with a depressor and the first syllable is H or F. 

f'dy6khwe 9 'yoke' 

IV. If the stem is entirely L-toned and trisyllabic or longer, then the 

antepenultimate rule applies and a H or H' prefix becomes X and the last three 

syllables of the stem become HLL and any preceding syllables become X. 

f' - + -tikiti 5 'ticket' becomes 'tikiti . In similar circumstances an F remains 

but the stem undergoes the same changes. fim- + -phendulo 10 'replies' 

becomes fimpendulo. 

This is an irregularity as generally a F does not spread. Compare ZOo 

mpendulo 'that reply' 

(c) Tonal pattern of prefixes before vowel stems 

Before vowel stems, the basic form of the prefix is always disyllabic but the second 

vowel is deleted. If the first syllable of the stem is L, the tone of the preprefix 

spreads to make it become H. 6ba- + -tikhi 2 'builders' becomes abtikhi . 

(zi- + -andla 8 'hands' becomes 'zandla. 

3.4 Forms without the preprefIx (initial vowel) (Doke: 300; Lumko: 378) 

These forms occur in the vocative and in certain cases after negative verbs. 

Madoda, sebenzani 'Work, men' 

AnditMndi kutya 'I don't like food' 
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If the full prefix is disyllabic, then when the preprefix is deleted, the remaining syllable is 

always low toned. 

Compare am&loda 6 'men' and rruukJda '0 men'. 

If the full prefix is monosyllabic, then, when the preprefix is deleted, the basic prefix 

disappears or in the case of class 9 does not have a syllabic element and thus does not have 

a tone. 

sela from f'sela 5 'thief 

n-doda from (ndoda 9 'man' 

In the case of entirely L-toned stems of three or more syllables because of the loss of the 

underlying H on the preprefix the stem remains L-toned. 

tmMdana 9 'little man' but ndodana '0 little man' 

In the case of those stems mentioned above where the full prefix is XH even though the stem 

begins with a H or F, when the preprefix is deleted the basic prefix is H in monosyllabic 

stems other than -/6 1 'fellow' but L in disyllabic and trisyllabic stems. lfwa 5 'cliff 

bakhwetha 2 'youths being circumcized'. At least, this is the case for my principal 

informant. Other informants give the more expected low-toned basic prefix. 

3.5 Locatives in -ini (Doke: 232; Lumko: 197) 

The locatives are formed from the full prefix form by suffixing -ini . 

The antepenultimate rule and the HH-to-FL rule bring the following changes about: 

(a) Stem final FL becomes XH. 

Urhhliiba 2 'earth' has the locative bhhlabeni. 

(b) If the stem consists of two or more L-toned syllables then the final three 

syllables of the stem and suffix (-ini) become HLL and all preceding syllables 

in the word (including the prefix) become X. 

nanga 5 'sun' has the locative etangeni. 
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F never occurs on prefixes in the locative as class 1a nouns never occur with the e- -ini 

locative, and with class 10 nouns the monosyllabic prefix fi(nJ- is replaced by the disyllabic 

ezin-. 

3.6 Locative with initial e- but without fmal-ini (Doke: 232; Lumko 197) 

These have identical tones to the normal form except for class 5 nouns where the class prefix 

has a downstep. In these cases the down step does not occur. Downstep arising through the 

application of the depressor-downstep rule remains. 

entl6ko 'on the head'. Compare {ntl6ko 9 'head'. 

eslbhedlele 'in the hospital'. Compare Mbhedlele 7 'hospital'. 

eKapa 'in the Cape'. Compare f'Kapa 5 'the Cape'. 

e'zfko 'on the hearth'. Compare f'zfko 5 'the hearth'. 

4 PRONOUNS AND DETERMINERS 

4.1 Absolute pronouns 

(a) with stabilizer-na (Doke: 88; Lumko: 159) 

All absolute pronouns with -na have the tone pattern LH 

wena 'you' 

mna'I' 

bona 'they' 

yena 'he, she' 

wona 'it' 

(b) with the proclitic na- 'and' (Doke: 245 ; Lumko: 306) 

For first and second person pronouns, the tone pattern is HL, for third person 

pronouns, the tone pattern is LH. 

nam 'and me' 

nawe 'and you 
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naye 'and he' 

nab6 'and they' 

naz6 'and them' 
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(c) with the other proclitic formatives, leU- and nga- (Doke:240; Lumko: 301) 

These all have the tone pattern HL. 

kUwe 'to you' 

kWiz 'to me' 

kUbo 'to them' 

kUlo 'to them' 

nguwe 'by you' 

ngam 'by me' 

ngtibo 'by them' 

ngazo 'by them' 

4.2 Emphatic pronouns (These do not occur in Zulu; Lumko: 310) 

These all have the pattern HLH. 

6wona 

abona 

6yena 

!?zona 

4.3 Demonstratives (Doke: 90; Lumko: 254) 
-

As far as tone is concerned, demonstratives can be grouped into the following intersecting 

categories: first, second and third position; strong or weak class; occurrence before the noun 

or after the noun. 

The form used after the noun is the same that occurs when the demonstrative is used without 

an accompanying noun. Compare eli Mshe 'this horse' with fhtishe eli 'this horse' and 

ndifUna elf 'I want this'. 
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first position 

before after 

the the 

noun noun 

Weak classes 

H' H 

examples from class 9 

Ie 

strong classes 

FL FH 

examples from class 5 

second position 

before after 

the the 

noun noun 

F HL 

100 liyo 

FL FH 

eli elf elo ela' 

third position 

before after 

the the 

noun noun 

HF 

liya 

HH FHF 

elfla elfya 
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When a demonstrative occurs before a noun, it, in fact, forms one phonological word with 

the noun. This means that the depressor-downstep rule applies as in Ii 'dyakhwe 'this yoke'. 

For the high tone on the basic prefix in eli [(wa, see the section 3.4 .. This also means that 

the normal rules of tone spread occur, with the high tone of the demonstrative spreading onto 

the basic prefix of the noun through the prefix spread rule and onto the stem through the 

operation of the antepenultimate rule. Where the demonstrative has a falling tone, the fall 
-

according to the normal rules does not spread and the basic prefix and the stem have their 

normal form without the preprefix. 

Ie ndOdana 'this little man ' and laa ndOdana ' yonder little man' but 

100 ndodana 'that little man' 

Ie mfphanda ' these pots' and 

laa mfphanda 'yonder pots' but 100 miphanda ' these pots' 

2 . Before L-toned stems of more than two syllables, the operation of the 
antepenultimate rule causes this to become X. 

3. My informant occasionally has the tone patterns FL for these forms. 
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ezi zindlu 'these houses' but e'ztia 'z(rullu 'yonder houses' 

10 rhfozi 'this woman' but iibo bafozi 'these women' 

eli l(wa 'this cliff eltia [(wa 'yonder cliff 

For the high tone on the basic prefix in eli [(wa, see section 3.4. 

4.4 Locative demonstrative copulatives (Doke: 229; Lumko: 260) 

There are two tone patterns for this form illustrated by the following: 

A. 

B. 

nlmku 

nangu 

nanko 

nango 

Pattern A occurs with classes I, 4, 9. 

nankUyii 

nangliyii 
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Pattern B occurs with the remainder. (Note that this distinction does not correspond to that 

between strong and weak classes.) 

4.5 Quantitative pronouns (Doke: 93; Lumko: 273) 

(a) Formed from the stems -onke 'all' and -Odwa 'only'. These all have the pattern HL. 

sonke 'we all' sOdwal sedwa 'we alone' 

Mnke 'you all' nOdwa 'you alone' 

Mnke 'all of them' bOdwa 'they alone' 

wedwa 'you alone' 

(b) Formed from adjectives and relative numeral stems. The first syllable is H, as is the 

basic prefix if present. The stem has its basic tones. The depressor-downstep rule 

applies. 

There is an alternative form where the first syllable is L, if the basic prefix is present 

(which remains H). 

yom(thiithu or yom(thiithu 'all three' 

zo'z{hliinu or zozrhliinu 'all five' 

zontliinu 'all five' 
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nOMthflndiithu or noMthflndathu 'all six of you' 

zosfxhenxe or zosfxhenxe 'all seven' 

zol(shflmi or zol(shflmi or zoshflmi 'all ten' 

4.6 Possessive pronouns (Doke: 98; Lumko: 159) 
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These are formed from possessive qualificatives by placing a vowel in front of the 

possessive. The vowel is always high-toned. The depressor-downstep rule applies. 

oWGm 'mine' from wam 'my' 

e'zakho 'yours' from z6kho 'your' 

olwakhi 'his' from lwakhi 'his' 

ababo 'their' from babo 'their' 

ezikdPfti 'Peter' s' from zikdPfti 'Peter's' 

owbliwda 'the man's' from wendoda 'the man's' 

e'zendoda 'the man's' from zendoda 'the man's' 

4.7 Qualificative pronouns other than possessives (Doke: 97) 

These have the same form as when they modify a noun and the tone pattern does not change. 

AMntu abadflla bluhetha kdkuh/e 'The old people speak nicely' 

AAbadflla bluhetha kdkuh/e 'The old ones speak nicely' 

4.8 Enumeratives (Doke: 112; Luko: 275) 

There are two enumerative stems in Xhosa, -mb( 'other' and -phi 'which' . The tonal pattern 

of their associated concords, however, is different. 

(a) -mb( 

The concord is always high. 

wa'mb( 

wU'mb( 

z('mb( 
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(b) -phf 

The concord is always low. 

siphf 

wuphf 

Note the contrast with phf 'where'. 

Nuishe Zfphf! 'where is the horse?' 

Nuishe liphf! 'which horse?' 
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There is an alternative form where the enurnerative begins with an extra 

vowel. This vowel always has a high tone. 

eliphf 

6wuph{ 

4.9 -nye 

This can be used without the preprefix in which case we get a LL pattern. 

NdiMna hflshe linye 'I see one horse" 

When it occurs with the full adjectival concord, it can have two patterns. When it rneans 

'one' it has the pattern HLL. 

NdiMna amJ'azi 617mye 'I see one wornan' 

When it rneans 'other' or 'sorne ... others' it has the tone pattern XHL.' 

Omnye nmntu liyasebenza, omnye liyaphwnZa 'The one works, the other rests' 

AMnye Myasebenza, aMnye MyaphwnZa 'Sorne work, others rest' 

4.10 -ni 'which' (Doke: 113; Lurnko: 276) 

The concord is always L. 

Nuyfka msebe'nzf mnf! 'what kind of work do you fear?' 

4. This sentence occurs in Louw 1963: 129 but is not fully acceptable to rny inforrnant. 

5. When a depressor is present the tone pattern is H' H as in e' z{nye 
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4.11 Distributive pronouns (do not occur in Zulu; not treated in Lumko, du Plessis 

1978:80) 

1 el6wo, {ngul6wo 2 fngabo 

3 el6wo, fngul6wo 4 i'yfleyo 

5 f'ielo, 6 fngawo 

7 sf'eso, f'seso 8 {zezo 

9 f/eyo 10 ezezo 

11 lINlo 

14 bU'obo 

15 kU'oko 

E16wo arhntu unesfkO lakM 'Each person has his customs' 

5 QUALIFICATIVES 

5.1 Adjectives and relatives (Doke: 100, 105; Lumko: 103) 

Adjective and relative constructions where tense, aspect or negation are present or when the 

relative construction is not based on an adjective or a relative stem are regarded as being 

derived from copulatives or verbs and are properly dealt with in section 7. Simple attributive 

constructions with adjectives or relative stems in the positive, where no aspect or tense 

marker is present, with or without the preprefix are regarded as being directly produced by 

phrase structure rules and as not involving underlying copulatives. 

The basic tone pattern of an adjective or relative stem is taken to be that which occurs when 

the stem is used attributively with a noun without a preprefix as in: 

iiba bantu bakhUlu 'these big people' 

ezi zinto zilubhelu 'these yellow things' 

From these phrases we see that the basic tone of -khulu 'big' is FL and that of -lubhelu 

'yellow' LLH. It should also be noted that many relative stems have a fixed basic prefix 
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with an underlying L tone, as for example, the -Iu- in -Iubhelu. This prefix behaves 

differently from an extra low syllable in the stem. 

In the simple positive attributive form of adjectives, the initial syllable is high-toned and the 

basic prefix is low-toned. 

aMntu cilJakhalu 'big people' 

aMntu dbane 'four people' 

If the preprefix of the noun is deleted, then the basic prefix remains low. iiba bantu bakhCtlu 

'these big people' 

Compare iiba bantu Mkhulu 'these people are big', where Mkhulu is a copulative. 

For class 9 the tone patterns are as follows: 

fndoda enkUlu ' the big man' 

fnto e'mbf 'a bad thing' 

Ie ndoda inkUlu 'this big man' 

For relatives, the relative concord is HH or H when the preprefix is present, and L when it 

is not. When a fixed basic prefix is preceded by a H tone and immediately followed by a 

L tone, it becomes H, but the antepenultimate rule does not operate to spread a H tone on 

the concord onto the stem. 

fsikOlo esaubhelu 

esi sikOlo silubhelu 

hftshetshe esfbukhiili 

fnto ebomvu 

Ie nto ibomvu 

fmela e-bU-thuntu 

fmela e-ncangathi 

ama' nzf {ufikidiki 

'the yellow school' 

'this yellow school' 

'the sharp knife' 

'the red thing' 

'this red thing' 

'a blunt knife' 

'a sticky knife' 

'warm water' 
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In ebuthuntu the H on the concord spreads onto the -bu- because it is a prefix, while in 

encangathi, the H on the concord does not spread as -nca- is part of the stem. Note how 

the antepenultimate rule does operate to spread the H tone in the copulative: 

(mela lncangathi 'the knife is sticky' 

{una'nz( adilddiki 'the water is warm' 

5.2 The possessive qualificative (Doke: 115; Lumko: 157, 162) 

The possessive concord always has an inherent L tone. It only shows a H tone when it 

coalesces with a vowel bearing a H tone, but has an L tone when it occurs before a form 

commencing in a consonant. Notice how the form of the possessive concord which occurs 

before la nouns in the strong classes also has a L tone on the first syllable. 

tsonka sMifljzi 'the bread of the woman' 

tsonka salorhji1zi 'the bread of this woman' 

tsonka sikiunamiJ 'the bread of the mother' 

(a) the possessive qualificative formed from a noun other than class la: this always has 

the tone pattern of the simple noun. 

{zinja zbuwda 'the dogs of the man' 

ubuso bMifana 'the face of the youth' 

flizw{ leenkOsi 'the voice of the chiefs' 

{ndlu ye'sh11mi 'the tenth house' 

(ndlu yengonyama 'the house of the lion' 

Compare {ndoda 'man' 

Compare arhjana 'youth' 

Compare finkOsi 'chiefs' 

Compare (>sh11mi 'ten' 

Compare I ngonyama 'lion' 

(b) the possessive qualificative formed from a noun in class la: the basic prefix where 

present has a L tone. -k/l- always has a H tone. 

(zinja zik/lPlti 'the dogs of Peter' 

lmflenze kaTftshala 'teacher's legs' 

(ncwad( ka U5lile 

amaMshe ka'U5dwa 

'Zolile's book' 

'Zodwa's horses' 
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(c) possessive qualificatives formed from absolute pronominal bases: 

for forms from the first and second person singular, the resultant pattern is HL, for 

all other persons and classes the commonest pattern is LH, but there is an alternative, 

FL. flizw( lam 'my voice' 

£' gama lakhi or lakhe 'his name' 

£' gama lenu or Lenu 'your name' 

£' gama lflklw 'your name' 

amac(ci ab6 or abo 'their earrings' 

(d) possessive qualificatives formed from other bases: when these bases commence with 

a consonant, the base remains unchanged and the possessive concord has its 

underlying low tone. 

(zinja zale ndoda 

(ndoda yaseKapa 

'the dogs of this man' 

'a man from Cape Town' 

nTfmtwana wawu'mb( nmzi 'a child of another kraal' 

£'nja yawuph( nmntu 'whose dog' 

I have said that the tone of the possessive concord is always low, and this seems to be 

generally the case. My informant has, however, given some forms which seem to be 

exceptions. Posessives formed from enumeratives seem to be able to be HLH as well as 

LLH. 

finkun( zaliph( l'hliithi 'wood from which forest' 

But this can also be zaliphf. The H tone could be explained by analogy with the copulative 

of the enumerative with a secondary vowel eliph( where za- + eliph( would give zeliphf. 

According to my informant zaLe ndoda 'of this man' can also be zale ndada. This high tone 

could also explain the variant pattern with possessives formed with a pronominal base. baM 

'of them' would be from ba- + M but Mbo would be from M- + M - giving MM, which 

would become Mbo by the HH-to-FL rule. babo can also mean 'of those people' when it 

is derived from ba + abo. 
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6. VERBS 

6.1. Basic paradigms 

I append a set of paradigms for the commonest forms. The names of the forms do not 

require comment except to explain the significance of the terms, low subject concord and 

high subject concord: subject concords of the first and second person (ndi- '1' , u- 'you 

(singular)', si- 'we' and ni- 'you (plural)' have an underlying low tone while the remaining 

subject concords have an underlying high tone. Where this distinction is maintained on the 

surface, the forms are distinguished by the above phrases. Where neither of these phrases 

occurs, this means that the contrast is eliminated on the surface and the surface tones are the 

same regardless of the subject concord. It should be noted that all object concords, unlike 

subject concords, are tonally identical and have an underlying high tone 1. • 

Each of the paradigms given in section A contains a formula showing how the form is made 

and including an informal representation of the final suffix. It should be noted that with the 

exception of the imperative singular each paradigm which contains the same tonal 

representation of the final suffix will have the same set of tonal patterns at the end of the 

word for each type of verb. Compare paradigms 3 and 13. For a fuller discussion of the 

final suffix see 5.7. 

Each paradigm is also marked as resistant or nonresistant. For an explanation 

see 5.3.1. 

Examples are given of the various types of verb stems that occur for stems of up to five 

syllables. The basic tone pattern of a stem occurs in the infinitive without the preprefix as 

in the frame ndiza ku 'I will '. The ku- becomes kw- before vowel stems. 

In this frame (F)L and VH2 have a variant form LH. ndiza kwakha or ndiza kwakJul 'I will 

build' . I take the basic stem to be FL in either case. 

6. See also the discussion in 8. 1 
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The following table explains the type of stems that occur and gives the meanings of the verbs 

used as examples. 

Low-toned consonant stems 
Name of pattern Basic tone pattern 

L 
LL+ 
LL 
3L 

4L 
5L 

Low-toned vowel stems 
Name of pattern 

YL2 
YL3 
YL4 
YLS 

L 
LL 
LL 
LLL 

LLLL 
LLLLL 

Basic tone pattern 

LL 
LLL 
LLLL 
LLLLL 

High-toned consonant stems 
Name of pattern Basic tone pattern 

H 
ilL 
FL 
HLL 
HHL 
4H 
5H 

High-toned vowel stems 
Name of pattern 

(F)L 
YH2 
YH3 
YH4 
YH5 

H 
HL 
FL 
HLL 
XHL 
XHLL 
XXHLL 

Basic tone pattern 

(F)L 
FL 
XHL 
XHLL 
XXHLL 

Stem used as example 

-lwa 'fight 
-wisa 'drop' Note 1 
-bala 'count' 
-balisa 'cause to count, 
narrate' 
-shukwnisa 'shake' 
-namathelisa 'cement' 

Stem used as example 

-osa 'bake' Note 2 
-olula 'stretch' 
-anelisa 'satisfy' 
-alamanisa 'connect with' 

Stem used as example 

-tya 'eat' 
-beka 'put' 
-merna 'invite' 
-bulisa 'greet' 
-bbn(sa 'show' 
-bbn(sisa 'show clearly' 
-nytnytthekisa 'to make 
'slippery' Note 3 

Stem used as example 

-(f)ba 'steal' Note 4 
-akha 'build' Note 2 
-byfka 'fear' 
-bnwabisa 'make happy' 
-Mlaktlnisa 'disunite' 
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Note 1: LL+ stems are a small minority of LL stems whose tone patterns differ 

from the majority of LL stems. They can be distinguished from normal LL stems in 

that their imperative singular is HL while that of normal LL stems is LH. See 6.5. 

Note 2: Vowel stems generally have the tone pattern of consonant stems with one 

fewer syllable except that VL3 stems have the tone patterns of LL+ stems and not 

LL. Vowel stems seem to have less stable patterns than consonant forms and in 

many cases low-toned vowel stems are being influenced by high-toned vowel stems. 

See, for instance, paradigm 19. 

Note 3: There are a small group of reduplicated five-syllable stems like 

ncamlmcameza 'to smile continuously' . These have the same tones as HL stems with 

the preceding extra syllables being X. 

Note 4: These stems are what are generally called latent-i stems. Overtly they 

appear to be monosyllabic stems but they are underlyingly disyllabic vowel stems 

whose initial i has disappeared on the surface except where it has coalesced with a 

preceding a to give e. Where these are low-toned, the tone pattern is identical to 

normal monosyllabic low-toned verbs but where they are high-toned, the falling tone 

on the i still affects the form. There are three such high-toned latent-i stems: -(f)ba 

'steal', -(f)ma 'stand' and -(f)va 'hear'. These verbs are being influenced by normal 

high-toned monosyllabic stems, so they present variant forms and do not form a 

tonally homogeneous group. The forms given for -(f)ba are illustrative of the forms 

this small group of verbs exhibits and do not necessarily apply to other stems in this 

group. 

Note 5: The sign + after a form means that alternative tone patterns are possible or 

that the presence of a depressor consonant may have a special effect on the tone 

pattern. This sign has not been used after (F)L as these are very variable. 
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SECTION A 

LIST OF PARADIGMS GIVEN IN FULL 

1 Infinitive: without preprefix. 
2 Infinitive: with preprefix. 
3 Infinitive: with preprefix, negative. 
4 Indicative: present, short form, low subject concord. 
5 Indicative: present, short form, high subject concord. 
6 Indicative: present, long form, low subject concord. 
7 Indicative: present, long form, high subject concord. 
8 Indicative: present, negative. 
9 Indicative: perfect, short form, low subject concord. 
10 Indicative: perfect, short form, high subject concord. 
11 Indicative: perfect, long form, low subject concord. 
12 Indicative: perfect, long form, high subject concord. 
13 Indicative: remote past. 
14 Indicative: past, negative. 
15 Participial: present. 
16 Participial: perfect, long form. 
17 Participial: perfect, negative. 
18 Subjunctive: present. 
19 Subjunctive: past. 
20 Subjunctive: past, negative. 
21 Imperative: singular. 
22 Imperative: plural. 
23 Indicative: present, low subject concord with sa. 
24 Indicative: present, high subject concord with sa. 
25 Indicative: present, negative with sa. 
26 Participial: present, with sa. 
27 Indicative: potential present. 
28 Indicative: potential present negative. 
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1. INFINITIVE: WITHOUT PREPREFIX 'TO FIGHT' 

~ 
ku + stem + (OC) +0 non-resistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L kulwa kuwaIwa 
LL+ kuwisa kuwawisa 
LL kubala kuwabala 
3L kubalisa kuwaMlisa 
4L kushukumisa kuwashuk11misa 
5L kunamathelisa kuwanamathelisa 

VL2 kosa kuw6sa 
VL3 kolula kuw6lula 
VIA kwanelisa kuwanelisa 
VL5 kwalamanisa kuwalamanisa 

H kutya kuwatya 
HL kubeka kuwabeka 
FL kumema kuwamema 
HLL kubulisa kuwabulisa 
HHL kubonisa kuwabonisa 
4H kubonisisa kuwabonisisa 
5H kunyinyithekisa kuwanyinyithekisa 

(F)L kuba kuweha 
VH2 kwakha + kuwakha 
VH3 koyika kuwoyika 
VH4 konwabisa kuwonwabisa 
VH5 kwahlukanisa kuwahlukanisa 
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2. INFINITIVE: WITH PREPREFIX 'TO FIGHT' 

H H 

b+ku+(ob+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L ukUlwa ukuwaIwa 
LL+ ukUwisa ukuwawisa 
LL ukUbaia ukuwabala 
3L uktibaIisa ukuwabalisa 
4L uktishukUmisa ukuwashukUmisa 
5L uktinamathelisa ukuwanamathelisa 

VL2 uk6sa ukuw6sa 
VL3 uk6lula ukuw6lula 
VL4 ukwanelisa ukuwanelisa 
VLS ukwaIamanisa ukuwaiamanisa 

H ukutya ukuwatya 
HL ukubeka ukuwabeka 
FL ukumema ukuwamema 
HLL ukubulisa ukuwabulisa 
HHL ukubOnisisa ukuwabonfsa 
4H ukubOnisisa ukuwabOnfsisa 
5H ukunyinyithekisa ukuwanyinyithekisa 

(F)L ukUba ukuweba 
VH2 Ukwakha + ukuwakha 
VH3 ukoyika ukuwoyika 
VH4 ukonwabisa ukuwonwabisa 
VH5 ukwahlukanisa ukuwahlukanisa 
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3. INFINITIVE: WITH PREPREFIX, NEGATIVE 'NOT TO FIGHT' 

~ ~ u+ku+nga+(OC)+stem+ 1 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L ukUngalwf ukUngawaIwf 
LL+ ukUngawisi ukUngawawisi 
LL ukUngabaif ukUngawabaif 
3L ukUngabaiisi ukUngawabaiisi 
4L ukUngashukumisi ukUngawashukumisi 
5L ukUnganamathelisi ukUngawanamathelisi 

VL2 ukUngosi ukUngaw6sf 
VL3 ukUngohlli ukUngaw610li 
ViA ukUnganelisi ukUngawanelisi 
VLS ukUngaiamanisi ukUngawaIamanisi 

H ukUngatyf ukUngawatyi 
HL ukUngabeki ukUngawabeki 
FL ukUngamemi ukUngawamemi 
HLL ukUngabulisi ukUngawabulisi 
HHL ukUngabOnisi ukUngawab6nisi 
4H ukUngabOnisisi ukUngawab6nfsisi 
5H ukUnganyinyithekisi ukUngawanyinyfthekisi 

(F)L ukUngebf ukUngawebi 
VH2 uJaingakhf + ukUngawakhi 
VH3 ukUngoyiki ukUngaw6yiki 
VH4 ukUngonwabisi ukUngaw6nwabisi 
VH5 ukUngahlulcinisi ukUngawahlukanisi 
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4. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, SHORT FORM, LOW SUBJECT CONCORD 'YOU 

FIGHT' 

sc+(ot+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L nilwa niwaiwa 
LL+ niwisa niwawisa 
LL nibala niwabala 
3L nibalisa niwabalisa 
4L nishukumisa niwashulcimisa 
5L ninamathelisa niwanamathelisa 
VL2 nosa niw6sa 
VL3 nolula niw6lula 
VL4 nanelisa niwanelisa 
VL5 nalamanisa niwalamanisa 

H nitya + niwatya 
HL nibeka niwabeka 
FL nimema niwamema 
HLL nibulisa niwabulisa 
HHL nibOnfsa niwabOnfsa 
4H nibOnfsisa niwabonfsisa 
5H ninyinyithekisa niwanyinyithekisa 

(F)L niba niweba 
VH2 nakha + niwakha 
VH3 noyfka niwoyfka 
VH4 nonwabisa niwonwabisa 
VH5 nahlukllnisa niwahhikllnisa 
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5. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, SHORT FORM, HIGH SUBJECT CONCORD 'HE 

FIGHTS' 

s~+(J)+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L IOwa liwaIwa 
LL+ lfwisa liwawisa 
LL libaIa liwabala 
3L libaIisa liwabaIisa 
4L lishukUmisa liwashukUmisa 
5L linamathelisa liwanamathelisa 

VL5 16sa liw6sa 
VL3 16lula liw6lula 
VL4 lanelisa liwanelisa 
VL5 lalamanisa liwalamanisa 

H lftya liwatya 
HL libeka liwabeka 
FL limema liwamema 
HLL libulisa liwabulisa 
HHL lioon(sa liwaoonisa 
4H lioon(sisa liwaoonfsisa 
5H linyinyithekisa liwanyinyithekisa 

(F)L lfba liweba 
VH2 lakha liwakha 
VH3 loyfka liwoyfka 
VH4 lonwabisa liwonwabisa 
VH5 lahlukanisa liwahlukanisa 
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6. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, LONG FORM, LOW SUBJECT CONCORD 'YOU 

FIGHT' 

~ 
SC+ya+(OC)+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 

L niyaIwa niyawaIwa 
LL+ niyawisa niyawawisa 
LL niyabaIa niyawabaIa 
3L LniyabaIisa niyawabaIisa 
4L Lniyashukumisa niyawashukUmisa 
5L Lniyanamathelisa niyawanamathelisa 

VL2 niyosa niyaw6sa 
VL3 niyolula niyaw6lula 
VL4 niyanelisa niyawanelisa 
VL5 niyaIamanisa niyawaIamanisa 

H niyatya niyawatya 
HL niyabeka niyawabeka 
FL niyamema niyawamema 
HLL niyabulisa niyawabulisa 
HHL niyabonfsa niyawabOn(sa 
4H niyabonfsisa niyawabonfsisa 
5H niyanyinyithekisa niyawanyinyithekisa 

(F)L niyeba niyaweba 
VH2 niyakha niyawakha 
VH3 niyoyfka niyawoyfka 
VH4 niyonwabisa niyawonwabisa 
VH5 niyahlukanisa niyawahlukanisa 
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7. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, LONG FORM, HIGH SUBJECT CONCORD 'HE 

FIGHTS' 

nonresistant 

without object concord with obj ect concord 
L liyalwa Ifyawalwa 
LL+ liyawisa Ifyawawisa 
LL liyabala Ifyawabala 
3L liyabalisa Ifyawabalisa 
4L IiyashukUmisa IfyawashukUmisa 
5L liyanamathelisa Ifyawanamathelisa 

VL2 liy6sa Ifyaw6sa 
VL3 Iiy61ula Ifyaw61ula 
VL4 Iiyanelisa Ifyawanelisa 
VL5 Iiyalamanisa Ifyawalamanisa 

H Ifyatya Ifyawatya 
HL Ifyabeka Ifyawabeka 
FL Ifyamema Ifyawamema 
HLL Ifyabtilisa Ifyawabulisa 
HHL lfyabOnfsa Ifyawabonfsa 
4H Ifyabonfsisa Ifyawabonfsisa 
5H If yan yinyi thekisa Ifyawanyinyithekisa 

(F)L liyeba Ifyaweba 
VH2 liyaIcha lfyawaIcha 
VH3 Ifyoyfka Ifyawoyfka 
VH4 Ifyonwabisa Ifyawonwabisa 
VH5 Ifyahluklinisa Ifyawahluklinisa 
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8. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, NEGATIVE 'YOU 00 NOT FIGHT' 

nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L anfiwf aniwaJwf + 
LL+ anfwfsi aniwawfsi 
LL anibaJi + aniwabaJi 
3L anfbalfsi ani wabalisi 
4L anishukumfsi aniwashukumfsi 
5L anfnamathelfsi aniwanamathelisi 

VL2 an6si aniw6sf 
VL3 an6hlli aniwohili 
VL4 ananelisi ani wanelisi 
VLS analamanisi aniwaJamanisi 

H anityi aniwatyi 
HL anibeki aniwabeki 
FL animemi aniwamemi 
HLL anibulisi aniwabulfsi 
HHL anibOnisi ani wabonisi 
4H anibonisisi aniwabOnisisi 
5H aninyinyithekisi aniwanyinyithekisi 

(F)L anfbi aniwebi 
VH2 anakhi aniwakbi 
VH3 anoyfki aniwoyfki 
VH4 anonwabisi aniwonwabisi 
VH5 anahluiclnisi aniwahhiiclnisi 
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9. INDICATIVE: PERFECT, SHORT FORM, LOW SUBJECT CONCORD 'YOU 

FOUGHT' 

r V 
SC+(OC)+stem+e resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nilwe niwruwe 
LL+ niwise niwawise + 
LL nibale niwabale 
3L nibalise niwabalise 
4L nishukumise niwashukumise 
5L ninamathelise niwanamathelise 

VL2 nose niwose 
VL3 nolule niw6hile 
VU nanelise niwanelise 
VL5 nalamanise niwaIamanise 

H nitye niwatye 
HL nibeke niwabeke 
FL • nimeme . '. mwameme 
HLL nibulise niwabuIise 
HHL nibOnise niwabonise 
4H nibonisise ni wabOnisise 
5H ninyinyithekise niwanyinyithekise 

(F)L nibe niwebe 
VH2 nakhe niwakhe 
VH3 noyike niwoyike 
VH4 nonwabise niwonwabise 
VH5 nahlukanise niwahlukanise 
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10. INDICATIVE: PERFECT, SHORT FORM, HIGH SUBJECT CONCORD 'HE 

FOUGHT' 

s~+(J)+stem+r resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L IiIwe liwruwe 
LL+ liwise + liwawise + 
LL libale liwabale 
3L libalise liwabalise 
4L lfshukumise liwashukumise 
5L lfnamathelise Ii wanamathelise 

VL2 16se liwose 
VL3 16hile liw6hile + 
VL4 lanelise liwanelise 
VL5 llilamanise liwalamanise 

H litye liwatye 
HL litX:ke liwatX:ke 
FL limerne liwameme 
HLL libulise liwabulise 
HHL libonise liwabOnise 
4H libonisise liwabOnisise 
5H linyinyithekise liwanyinyithekise 

(F)L 'ibe liwebe 
VH2 lakbe liwakbe 
VB:3 loyike liwoyike 
VH4 lonwabise liwonwabise 
VH5 13.hluk3.nise liwahlukanis 
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11. INDICATIVE: PERFECT, WNG FORM, WW SUBJECT CONCORD 'YOU 

FOUGHT' 

H 
I . 

SC+(OC)+stem+lle resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nilwile niwaiwile 
LL+ niwisile niwawisile 
LL nibalile niwaMlile 
3L nibalisile niwabaifsile 
4L nishukumisile niwashulaimisile 
5L ninarnathelisile ni wanamathelfsile 

VL2 nosile niw6sile 
VL3 nolulile niwohllile 
VL4 nanelisile ni waneifsile 
VL5 nalamanisile niwalamanisile 

H nityile niwatyile 
HL nibekile niwabekile 
FL nimemile niwamemile 
HLL nibuifsile niwabuifsile 
HHL nibOnfsile niwabOnisile 
4H nibonisisile niwaoonisisile 
5H ninyinyithekisile niwanyinyithekisile 

(F)L nibile niwebile 
VH2 nakhile niwakhile 
VH3 noyfkile niwoyfkile 
VH4 nonwabisile niwonwabisile 
VH5 nahlu!ci.nfsile niwahlu!ci.nisile 
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12. INDICATIVE: PERFECT, WNG FORM, IDGH SUBJECT CONCORD 'HE 

FOUGHT' 

f ~ . SC+(O )+stem+lle resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L lflwile liwalwile 
LL+ liwfsile liwawfsile 
LL libalile liwabalile 
3L libalfsile liwabalfsile 
4L lishukUmfsile liwashtlkUmisile 
5L linamathelfsile ifwanamathelisile 

VL2 l6sile liw6sile 
VL3 loltllile liw6ltllile 
VU laneifsile liwanelfsile 
VL5 lanamanisile liwalamanisile 

H lityfle liwatyfle 
HL lfbekile liwabekile 
FL lfmemfle liwamemfle 
HLL lfbtlifsile ifwabtlllsile 
HHL Ifb6nfsile liwab6nfsile 
4H Ifb6nfsfsile Ii wab6nfsfsile 
5H linyinyfthekisile Hwanyfnyfthekisile 

(F)L lfbfle ifwebfle 
VH2 lakhfle liwakhfle 
VH3 l6yikile llw6yikile 
VH4 l6nwabisile liw6nwabfsile 
VH5 lahltlkanfsile ifwahltlkanfsile 
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13. INDICATIVE: REMOTE PAST 'YOU FOUGHT' 

S~(J)+stem+0 resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L niilwa nawiilwa 
LL+ nawisa nawawisa 
LL nabala nawabala 
3L nabalisa nawabalisa 
4L nashukumisa nawashukumisa 
5L nanamathelisa nawanamathelisa 

VL2 nosa naw6sa 
VL3 nohlla naw6hlla 
VU nanelisa nawanelisa 
VL5 niilamanisa nawalamanisa 

H natya nawatya 
HL nabeka nawabeka 
FL namema nawamema 
HLL nabulisa nawabulisa 
HHL nabonisa nawab6nisa 
4H nabonisisa nawab6nisisa 
5H nanyinyithekisa nawanyinyithekisa 

(F)L neba naweba 
VH2 nakM nawakha 
Yl:l3 noyika naw6yika 
VH4 nonwabisa naw6nwabisa 
VH5 nahlukimisa nawahlukanisa 
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14. INDICATIVE: PAST, NEGATIVE 'YOU DID NOT FIGHT' 

a+s~+(ob)+stem+lga nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L anilwanga + aniwalwanga 
LL aniwfsanga + aniwawisanga 
LL anibalanga aniwabalanga 
3L anibalisanga aniwabalisanga 
4L anfshukumisanga aniwashukumisanga 
5L anfnamathelisanga aniwanamathelisanga 

VL2 anosanga aniwosanga 
VL3 anollilanga + aniw61ulanga 
VL4 ananelisanga ani wanelisanga 
VL5 analamanisanga aniwalamanisanga 

H anityanga aniwatyanga 
HL anibelGinga aniwabelGinga 
FL animemanga aniwamemanga 
HLL anibulisanga aniwabulisanga 
HHL anibonisanga aniwabOnisanga 
4H aniborusisanga aniwabonisisanga 
5H aninyinyithekisanga aniwanyinyithekisanga 

(F)L anibanga aniwebanga 
VH2 anakMnga aniwakMnga 
VH3 anoyilGinga aniwoyilGinga 
VH4 anonwabisanga aniwonwabisanga 
VH5 anahlukanisanga aniwahlutinisanga 
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15. PARTICIPIAL: PRESENT 'YOU FIGHTING' 

H H 

JC+(J)+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nisflwa niwaJwa 
LL+ niwisa niwawisa 
LL nibala niwabaJa 
3L nibalisa niwabaJisa 
4L rushulaimisa niwashuktlmisa 
5L ninamathelisa niwanamathelisa 

VL2 ' , msosa niw6sa 
VL3 nis61ula niw61ula 
VU nisanelisa niwanelisa 
VL5 nisalamanisa niwalamanisa 

H nisitya ' . mwatya 
HL nibeka niwabeka 
FL 

, 
mmema 

, , 
mwamema 

HLL nibtllisa niwabtllisa 
HHL nioonisa niwabonisa 
4H nibonisisa niwaoonisisa 
5H ninyinyithekisa ni wan yin yi thekisa 

(F)L nisiba niweba 
VH2 nisllia niwakha 
VH3 nis8yika niwoyika 
VH4 nisonwabisa niwonwabisa 
VH5 nisahluklinisa niwahluklinisa 
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16. PARTICIPIAL: PERFECT, WNG FORM 'YOU HAVING FOUGHT' 

nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nilwile niwalwile 
LL+ nfwisile niwawisile 
LL nibalile niwabalile 
3L rubalisile niwabalisile 
4L nishukumisile niwashukumisile 
5L ninamathelisile niwanamathelisile 

VL2 nosile niwosile 
VL3 n61ulile niwolulile 
VL4 naneIisile niwanelisile 
VLS natamanisile niwalamanisile 

H nityile niwatyile 
HL nit>ekile ni wat>ekile 
FL nimemile niwamemile 
HLL nibulisile niwabulisile 
HHL nibonisile niwabOnisile 
4H nibonisisile niwabOnisisile 
5H nmyinyithekisile niwanyinyithekisile 

(F)L nibile niwebile 
VH2 nakhile niwakhile 
VH3 noyikile niwoyikile 
VH4 nonwabisile niwonwabisile 
VH5 nahlulcinisile niwahlulcinisile 
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17. PARTICIPIAL: PERFECT, NEGATIVE 'YOU NOT HAVING FOUGHT' 

H H 

st+nga+stem+J.nga nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L ningalwanga ningawaIwanga 
LL+ nfngawisanga nfngawawisanga 
LL ningabalanga nfngawabalanga 
3L nfngabalisanga nfngawabalisanga 
4L nfngashukumisanga ningawashukumisanga 
5L ninganarnathelisanga nfngawanarnathelisanga 

VL2 ningosanga ningaw6sanga 
VL3 ningolulanga ningaw6lulanga 
VL4 ninganeIisanga ningawaneIisanga 
VL5 nfngalamanisanga ningawalamanisanga 

H ningatyanga nfngawatyanga 
HL ningabelcinga nfngawabekanga 
FL ningamemanga ningawamemanga 
HLL ningabuIisanga ningawabuIisanga 
HHL ningabonisanga ningawabOnisanga 
4H ningabonisisanga nfngawabOnisisanga 
5H nfnganyinyithekisanga ningawanyinyithekisanga 

(F)L ningebanga ningawebanga 
VH2 nfngakhanga nfngawakMnga 
VH3 ningoyikanga ningawoyikanga 
VH4 ningonwabisanga nfngawonwabisanga 
VH5 nfngahluk8.nisanga nfngawahluk8.nisanga 
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18. SUBJUNCTIVE: PRESENT' AND YOU FIGHT' 

sb.+(o~)+stemY nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nilwe nfwalwe 
LL+ niwise nfwawise 
LL niMle niwabale 
3L nibalise niwabalise 
4L nishulaimise nlwashukumise 
5L nlnamatMlise nlwanamathelise 

VL2 n6se nfwose 
VL3 n6lule nfwohlle 
VL4 nanelise nlwanelise 
VLS nalamanise niwaIamanise 

H nftye nfwatye 
HL nfbeke nfwabeke 
FL nfmeme nfwameme 
HLL nibt1lise niwabulise 
HHL nlb6nise nfwabOnise 
4H nibOnisise nfwabOnlsise 
5H ninyinyithekise nfwanyinyithekise 

(F)L nibe niwebe 
VH2 nakhe niwakM 
VH3 n6yike niwoyike 
VH4 nonwabise niwonwabise 
VH5 nahlukanise niwahlukanise 
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19. SUBJUNCTIVE: PAST 'AND YOU FOUGHT' 

~ ~ 
SC(a)+(OC)+stem+0 resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L milwa miwalwa 
LL+ nawisa nawawisa 
LL nabala nawabaJa 
3L nabaJisa nawabaJisa 
4L nashuktimisa nawashliktimisa 
5L nanamatbelisa nawanamathelisa 

VL2 n6sa naw6sa 
VL3 n61ula naw61ula 
VL4 nanelisa nawanelisa 
VL5 naiamanisa nawalamanisa 

H natya nawatya 
HL nabeka nawabeka 
FL namema nawamema 
HLL nablilisa nawabUlisa 
HHL nab6nfsa nawab6nisa 
4H nab6nfsisa na wab6nisisa 
5H nanyfnyfthekisa nawanyfnyfthekisa 

(F)L neba naweba 
VH2 nakM nawakha 
YH3 n6yfka naw6yfka 
VH4 n6nwabisa naw6nwabisa 
VH5 nahllikanisa nawahllikanisa 
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20. SUBJUNCTIVE: PAST, NEGATIVE 'AND YOU DID NOT FIGHT' 

a+sC(t(J)+stem~ nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L analwa anawaIwa 
LL+ anawisa anawawisa 
LL anabala anawabala 
3L anabalisa anawabalfsa 
4L anashukumfsa anawashukumfsa 
5L ananamathellsa anawanamathelfsa 

VL2 anosa anaw6sa 
VL3 anolula anaw61uJa 
VL4 ananeifsa anawanelfsa 
VLS analamanfsa anawaIamanfsa 

H anatya anawatya 
HL anabeka anawabeka 
FL anamema anawamema 
HLL anabulfsa anawabullsa 
HHL anabonfsa anawab6nisa 
4H anabonisisa anawab6nfsfsa 
5H ananyinyithekisa anawanyinyithekisa 

(F)L aneba anaweba 
VH2 anakM anawilla 
VH3 anoyika anaw6yika 
v'H4 anonwabisa anaw6nwabisa 
VH5 anahlukllnisa anawablukanisa 
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21. IMPERATIVE: SINGULAR 'FIGHT' 

stem ~L nonresistant 
H H Y ot + stem ~ resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L yilwa waIwe + 
LL+ wfsa wawise 
LL bala wabale 
3L balfsa wabalise 
4L shukumisa washukumise 
5L namathelfsa wanamathelise 

VL2 yosa wos6 
VL3 yolula w6lule 
VU anelfsa wanelise 
VL5 yalamanfsa waIamanise 

H yitya watye + 
HL beka wabeke 
FL merna wameme 
HLL bulfsa wabUlise 
HHL bOnisa wab6nise 
4H bonisisa wab6nfsise 
5H nyinyithekfsa wanyinyithekise 

(F)L yiba webe 
VH2 yakM wakhe + 
VH3 yoylka w6yike 
VH4 yonwabfsa w6nwabise 
VH5 yahlukanisa wahl ukanise 
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22. IMPERATIVE: PLURAL 'FIGHT' 

Y. 
stem+aru nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L yilwani waIweni 
LL+ wlsani wawiseni 
LL balani wabaleni 
3L balisani wabaliseni 
4L shukumisani washukumiseni 
5L namathelisani wanamatheliseni 

VL2 yosani w6seni 
VL3 yollilani w6luleni 
VL4 yanelisani waneliseni 
VLS yalamanisani waIamaniseni 

H yityani watyeni + 
HL hekani wabekeni 
FL memani wamemeni 
HLL bulisani wabUlfseni 
HHL bonisani wab6niseni 
4H bonisisani wab6nfsiseni 
5H nyinyithek1sani wanyinyithekiseni 

(F)L yibani webeni + 
VH2 yakMni wakheni + 
VH3 yoyiMni w6yikeni 
VH4 yonwabisani w6nwabiseni 
VH5 yahlukanlsani wablukanfseni 
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23. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, LOW SUBJECT CONCORD WITH -sA- 'YOU 

STILL FIGHT' 

sc+l+(ob)+stem+0 resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nisalwa nisawaIwa 
LL+ nisawisa nisawawisa 
LL nisabala nisawabaIa 
3L nisabalisa nisawabaIisa 
4L nisashulaimisa nisawashulaimisa 
5L nisamimathelisa nisawanamathelisa 

VL2 nis6sa nisaw6sa 
VL3 nis61ula nisaw61ula 
VL4 nisanelisa nisawanelisa 
VL5 nisalamanisa nisawaIamanisa 

H nisatya nisawatya 
HL nisabeka nisawat>eka 
FL nisamema nisawamema 
HLL nisabulisa nisawabulisa 
HHL nisab6nisa nisawab6nisa 
4H nisab6nisisa nisa wab6nisisa 
5H nisanyinyithekisa nisawanyinyithekisa 

(F)L niseba nisaweba 
VH2 nisakha nisawakha 
VH3 nis6yika nisaw6yika 
VH4 nis6nwabisa nisaw6nwabisa 
VH5 nisahlukanisa nisa wahlukanisa 
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24. INDICATIVE: PRESENT, HIGH SUBJECT CONCORD WITH -sA- 'HE 

STILL FIGHTS' 

L 
LL+ 
LL 
3L 
4L 
5L 

VL2 
VL3 
VU 
VL5 

H 
HL 
FL 
HLL 
HHL 
4H 
5H 

(F)L 
VH2 
VH3 
YH4 
VH5 

without object concord 
lisaiwa 
lisawisa 
lisabala 
Iisabaiisa 
lisashukUmisa 
lisanamathelisa 

ifs6sa 
ifs6lula 
ifslinelisa 
ifslilamanisa 

ifslitya 
lfslibeka 
ifslimema 
lfslibtllisa 
ifslib6nfsa 
Ifslib6nfsisa 
ifslinyfnyfthekisa 

ifseba 
ifslikha 
Ifs6ylka 
ifs6wabisa 
ifslihltliGinisa 

resistant 

with object concord 
ifsliwaiwa 
ifsliwawisa 
ifsliwabaia 
ifsliwabaiisa 
IfsliwashtlkUmisa 
ifsliwanamathelisa 

Ifsliw6sa 
ifsliw6lula 
ifsliwanelisa 
ifsliwanamathelisa 

ifsliwatya 
ifsliwabeka 
ifsliwamema 
ifsliwabtllisa 
ifsli wab6nfsa 
ifsli wab6nisisa 
ifsliwanyinyithekisa 

ifsliweba 
ifsliwlikha 
ifs6ylka 
ifs6nwabisa 
ifslihltliGinisa 
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25. INDICATIVE: PRESENT NEGATIVE WITH -sA- 'YOU ARE NOT STILL 

FIGHTING' 

a+sb+(o~)+stemY nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L anisaJwi anisawaJwi 
LL+ anisawfsi anisawawfsi 
LL anisabaJi anisawabaJi 
3L anisabalfsi anisawabalfsi 
4L anisashukumfsi anisawashukumfsi 
5L anisanamathelfsi anisawanamathelisi 

VL2 anis6si anisaw6si 
VL3 anis6hili anisaw6luli 
VL4 anisanelisi anisawanelisi 
VL5 anisaJamlmisi anisawalamanisi 

H anisatyi anisawatyi 
HL anisabeki anisawabeki 
FL anisamerni anisawamemi 
HLL anisabulisi anisawabUlisi 
HHL anisab6nfsi anisawab6nisi 
4H anisab6nisisi anisawab6nisfsi 
5H anisanyinyithekisi anisawanyinyithekisi 

(F)L 
. , , 
anlsebl anisawebi 

VH2 anisaJchi anisawakhi 
VH3 anis6yfki anisaw6yfki 
VH4 anis6nwabisi anisaw6nwabisi 
VH5 anisahlulcinisi anisawahlulcinisi 
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26. PARTICIPIAL: PRESENT WITII sA 'YOU STILL FIGHTING' 

s:L!+(oJ)+stemY nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L nfsalwa nfsawaiwa 
LL+ nfsawisa nfsawawisa 
LL nfsabala nfsawabala 
3L nfsabalisa nfsawabalisa 
4L nfsashukumisa nfsawashukumisa 
5L nfsanamathelisa nfsawanamathelisa 

VL2 nfs6sa nfsaw6sa 
VL3 nfs6lula nfsaw61i'i1a 
VL4 nfsanelisa nfsa wanelisa 
VL5 nfsalamanisa nfsawaiamanisa 

H nfsatya nfsawatya 
HL nfsabeka nfsawabeka 
FL nfsamema nfsawamema 
HLL nfsabUlisa nfsawabUlisa 
HHL nfsab6nisa nfsawab6nisa 
4H nfsab6nfsisa nfsawab6nfsisa 
5H nfsanyfnyfthekisa nfsawanyfnyfthekisa 

(F)L nfseba nfsaweba 
VH2 nfsAkha nfsaw3.kha 
VH3 nfs6yika nfsaw6yika 
VH4 nfs6nwabisa nfsaw6nwabisa 
VH5 nfsahillictnisa nfsawabillictnisa 
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27. INDICATIVE: POTENTIAL PRESENT 'YOU MAY FIGHT' 

sc+nJ+(ob)+stem+0 nonresistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L ningaJwa ningaw.Hwa 
LL+ ningawisa ningawawisa 
LL ningabala ningawabaJa 
3L ningabaJisa ningawabaJisa 
4L ningashukUmisa ningawashUkUmisa 
5L ninganamathelisa ningawanamathelisa 

VL2 ning6sa ningaw6sa 
VL3 ning6lula ningaw6lula 
VL4 ninganelisa ningawanelisa 
VL5 ning3.Jamanisa ningawaJamanisa 

H ningatya ningawatya 
HL ningabeka ningawabeka 
FL ningamema ningawamema 
HLL ningabulisa ningawabUlisa 
HHL ningab6nfsa ningawab6nfsa 
4H ningab6nfsisa ningawab6nfsisa 
5H ninganyfnyfthekisa ningawanyfnyfthekisa 

(F)L ningeba ningaweba 
VH2 ilingakM ningawakha 
YH3 ning6yfka ningaw6yfka 
VH4 ning6nwabisa ningaw6nwabisa 
VH5 ningahlukanisa ningawahlukanisa 
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28. INDICATIVE: POTENTIAL PRESENT NEGATIVE 'YOU MAY NOT FIGHT' 

:v H }Y" 
a+SC+ng +(J)+stem+l resistant 

without object concord with object concord 
L aning~lwf aning~waIwf 
LL+ aning~wfsi aning~wawfsi 

LL aning~bali aning~wabaIi 
3L aning~baIfsi aning~wabaI{si 

4L aning~shukumfsi aning~washukumfsi 
5L aning~namathel{si aning~wanamathelisi 

VL2 aningosf aning~w6sf 
VL3 aningoluli aning~w61uli 
VU aning~nelfsi aning~waneJisi 
VL5 aning~lamimfsi aning~waIamanfsi 

H aning~tyf aning~watyi 
HL aning~beki aning~wabeki 
FL aning~memi aning~wamemi 
HLL aning~btilfsi aning~wabUlfsi 
HHL aning~bOnfsi aning~wab6nisi 
4H aning~bonisisi aning~wab6nfsfsi 
5H aning~nyinyithekfsi aning~wany{nyfthekfsi 

(F)L aning~bf aning~webi 
VH2 aning~khf aning~wakhi 
VH3 aningoyiki aning~w6yiki 
VH4 aningonwabfsi aning~w6nwabisi 
VH5 aning~hhlIcinfsi aning~wahlukanfsi 
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SECTIONB 

The following forms have similar tone patterns to paradigms already given and the paradigms 

are presented in an abbreviated form . The forms on the left are those without the object 

concord and those on the right with object concord. 

Although vowel verbs generally have the same tone pattern as the corresponding vowel 

verbs, there are cases where low-toned vowel stems are being influenced by high-toned 

vowel stems, as mentioned in note 2. These have not been indicated. 

29 Participial: present, negative. 

30 Participial: perfect, short form. 

31 Temporal 

32 Temporal: negative. 

33 Near past continuous: low subject concord. 

34 Near past continuous: high subject concord. 

35 Near past continuous: negative, low subject concord. 

36 Near past continuous: negative, high subject concord. 

37 Remote past continuous 

38 Remote past continuous: negative. 

39 Participial: present negative with -sa-
40 Indicative: present negative with -ka-

41 Participial: present negative with -ka-

42 Participial: potential present. 

43 Participial: potential negative. 

29 Participial: present negative 'you not fighting' 

This has the same pattern as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards. The first syllable is H. 

L 

4L 

ningalwi 

ningashukumisi 

ningaw:Hwi 

ningawashukumisi 
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H 

4H 

nfngatyf 

nfngabOnisisi 

nfngawatyi 

nfngawab6nfsisi 

30 Participial: perfect, short form 'you having fought' 
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This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 10. Unlike the indicative, the tone pattern is the 

same whether the subject concord is underlyingly H or L. 

L nuwe niwalwe 

4L nfshukumise niwashukumise 

H ' A mtye niwatye 

4H nibOnisise niwabOrusise 

31 Temporal: 'while you are fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm I with the addition of a syllable at the beginning 

with a falling tone. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

liikulwa 

liikushukumisa 

liikutya 

liikubOnfsisa 

32 Temporal: negative 'when you are not fighting' 

liikuwalwa 

lakuwashuktimisa 

liikuwatya 

liikuwabonfsisa 

This has the same pattern as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards. The first two syllables have 

the tone pattern FL. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

liikungalwf 

liikungashukumisi 

liikungaty{ 

liikungabonisisi 

liikungawaIwi 

liikungawashukumisi 

liikungawatyi 

liikungawab6nisisi 
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33 Near past continuous: low subject concord 'you were fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 15 except that the additional syllable at the 

beginning is L and syllables preceding the stem which are marked X become L and that LL+ 

stems have the forms LHLL and LXHLL e.g. beniwisa and ben~wawisa. The tone pattern 

is the same whether it is of the type bendi- or the type ubu-. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

benisflwa 

benishuklimisa 

benisitya 

benibonfsisa 

ubusflwa 

ubushuklimisa 

ubusitya 

ububonisisa 

beniwa1wa 

beniwashuklimisa 

beniw~tya 

beniwaoonisisa 

ubuwaIwa 

ubuwashuklimisa 

ubuwatya 

ubuwabonisisa 

34 Near past continuous: high subject concord 'he was fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 15 except that there is an additional syllable at 

the beginning, which is H, and any syllables which are marked X become H. The tone 

pattern is the same whether it is of the type beZ(- or of the type ebe-. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

belisflwa 

belishuklimisa 

belisitya 

behb6nfsisa 

ebesilwa 

ebeshuklimisa 

ebesitya 

ebeb6nfsisa 

beliwaIwa 

beliwashuklimisa 

beliwatya 

beliwab6nfsisa 

ebewaIwa 

ebewashUklimisa 

ebewatya 

ebewab6nfsisa 
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35 Near past continuous: negative, low subject concord 'you were not fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards. The first two syllables 

are LH. The tone pattern is the same whether it is of the type benf- or of the type ubuJ-. 

L benfngalwf benfngawaIwf 

4L beningashukumisi benfngawashukurnisi 

H benfngatyf benfngawatyi 

4H benfngabonisisi benfngawab6nfsisi 

36 Recent past continuous: negative high subject concord 'you were not fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 3 fom -nga- onwards. The first two syllables are 

HH. The tone pattern is the same whether it is of the type be/{- or ebe-. 

L belingalwi belingawaIwi 

4L belfngashukumisi belfngawashukumisi 

H belfngatyf belingawatyi 

4H belfngabOnisisi belinga wab6nisisi 

37 Remote past continuous: 'you were fighting' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 15 except that there is an additional syllable at 

the beginning, which is marked H, and any syllables which are marked X become H. The 

tone pattern is the same whether it is of type /a/{- or of the type waye- and whether the 

subject concord is underlyingly L or H. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

nanfsilwa 

nanfshtlktlmisa 

nanfsitya 

nanib6nfsisa 

nanfwalwa 

naniwashtlkt1misa 

nanfwatya 

nani wab6nisisa 
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L 

4H 

H 

4H 

wayesflwa 

wayeshUkUmisa 

wayesitya 

wayeb6nisisa 

wayewaIwa 

wayewashUkUmisa 

wayewatya 

wayewab6nisisa 

38 Remote past continuous: negative 'you were not fighting' 
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This has the same pattern as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards. The first two syllables are H. 

The tone pattern is the same whether it is of the type nflnf or way/!-

L nanfngalwi naningawaIwf 

4L nanfngashukumisi naningawashukumisi 

H nanfngatyf nanfngawatyi 

4H nanfngabonisisi nanfngawab6nfsisi 

39 Participial: negative with -sa- 'you not still fighting' 

This has the same pattern as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards with the insertion of an extra 

H syllable after the -nga- and with any Xs in high-toned stems becoming H. The initial 

subject concord is H. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

nfngasalwf 

nfngasashukumisi 

ningasatyf 

nfngasab6nisisi 

ningasawaIwf 

ningasa washukumisi 

ningasawatyi 

nfngasawab6nisisi 

40 Indicative: present, negative with -l«J- 'you do not yet fight' 

This has the same tone pattern from -ka- onwards as paradigm 3 from -nga- onwards. The 

first two syllables are LH. 

L 

4L 

alfkalwi 

alikashukumisi 

alikawalwf 

alikawashukumisi 
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H 

4H 

alikatyi 

alikabOnisisi 

alikawatyi 

alikawab6nisisi 

41 Participial: present negative with -lea- 'you not having yet fought' 
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This has the same tone pattern from -ka- onwards as the preceding. The flrst two syllables 

can be either FH or H'H. 

L ningekalwi ningekawaIwi 

4L ningekashukumisi ningekawashukumisi 

H ningekatyi ningekawatyi 

4H ningekabOnisisi ningekawab6nisisi 

42 Participial: present potential 'you being able to flght' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 27 except that the flrst syllable is a F and all 

syllables marked X become H. 

L 

4L 

H 

4H 

ningaIwa 

ningashukUmisa 

ningatya 

ningab6nisisa 

ningawalwa 

ningawashUkUmisa 

ningawatya 

ningawab6nisisa 

43 Participial: potential negative 'not being able to flght' 

This has the same tone pattern as paradigm 28 from -nge- onwards. The flrst syllable is H 

and is followed by a downstep. 

L 

4L 

ni' ngelwi 

ni'ngeshukumisi 

ni'ngewaIw( 

ni'ngewashukumisi 
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H 

4H 

nf'ngetyf 

nf' ngebonis{si 

6.2 IRREGULAR PERFECTS 
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nf' ngewatyi 

nf' ngewab6nfsfsi 

The long perfect forms of certain stems does not follow the patterns given in the preceding 

paradigms and instead -ile being added the final vowel changes to e and often the preceding 

vowel does so too. 

In the short form of the these verbs the penultimate vowel also changes to e if the vowel 

changes in long form but the short form has the normal tone pattern of the short perfect. 

For each form the long form of the indicative perfect is given first with low subject concord, 

then with high subject concord and then the participial perfect. The forms in the left hand 

column are without the object concord, those in the right-hand column with the object 

concord. 

LL+ -lwela 

ndilwele 

balwele 

belwele 

.-
LLL -libala 

ndilibele 

baHbele 

belibele 

VL2 -aula 

ndozele 

b6zele 

b6'zele 

'fight for' 

ndikUlwele 

bakUlwele 

bekUlwele 

'forget' 

ndikulfbele 

bakUlfbele 

bekUlibele 

'be drowsy' 
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HL -thwala 

ndithwele 

bathwele 

bethwele 

HLL -bUlela 

ndibulele 

babUlele 

bebUlele 

XHL -jfunana 

ndifumene 

bafumene 

6.3 PASSIVFS' 

'carry' 

ndikuthwele 

bakUthwele 

bekUthwele 

'thank' 

ndikubulele 

bakUbulele 

bekUbUlele 

'obtain' 

ndilifumene 

baIffumene 
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(a) Passives are generally formed by adding -w- to the stem. Where the passive, therefore, 

has the same number of syllables as the active the tone pattern is usually the same: 

UkUngabongwa 'not to be praised' . Compare hkungabong( ' not to praise'. 

nfishukunyfswa 'you were shaken'. Compare nfishukumfsa 'you shook' . 

There are two main exceptions. 

(i) FL stems remain FL in the long form of the present tense indicative (but not the short 

form), in the indicative potential, and in the present tense indicative with -sa-. 

niyabOnwa 'you are seen' . Compare niyaMna 'you see' . 

[(yab6nwa 'he is seen' . Compare lfyab6na 'he sees'. 

llMnwa 'he is seen' . Compare llMna ' he sees' . 

lingabOnwa 'he can be seen'. Compare lingabOna 'he can see' . 

nisabOnwa 'you can still be seen' . Compare nisab6na 'you still see'. 

7. Although not illustrated, passive forms do sometimes occur with object concords and , 
when they do, the tone patterns are in accordance with the following rules. 
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(ii) The negative of the present indicative, present potential and present with -sa- is 

different. 

The following is the paradigm for the present indicative negative. 

L aniliwa 

LL+ anfwiswa 

LL anibalwa 

3L anibaliswa 

4L anfshukunyiswa 

5L anfnamatheliswa 

VL2 an6siwa 

VL3 an61U1wa 

VL4 ananeliswa 

VL5 analamaniswa 

H anityiwa 

HL anibekwa 

FL animenywa 

HLL anibuliswa 

HHL aniboniswa 

4L anibonisiswa 

5L aninyinyithekiswa 

(F)L anibiwa 

VH2 anakhiwa 

VH3 anoyikwa 

VH4 anonwatyiswa 

VH5 anahluIciniswa 
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Similar forms occur in the negative of the present potential indicative and the present 

indicative with -sa-. 

aningebOnwa 'you may not be seen'. Compare aningeMni 'you may not see'. 

an(stibonwa 'you are not still seen'. Compare an(saMni 'you do not still see'. 

(b) Monosyllabic verbs and disyllabic vowel verbs form their passive by adding -iw- and 

thus have one syllable more than in the active. 

(i) The tone pattern of the passive of monosyllabic L sterns is the same as that of LL+ 

stems in the passive. 

laiwa 'he is fought'. Compare /{wisa 'he drops'. 

laiwe 'and he is fought'. Compare [(wise 'and he drops'. 

(ii) The tone pattern of the passive of monosyllabic H sterns is the same as that of HL 

sterns in the passive. 

/{yaty(wa 'he is eaten' 

anityi'wa 'you are not eaten' 

(iii) The tone pattern of the passive of VL2 sterns is the same as that of VL3 sterns in the 

passive: 

16siwa 'it is being roasted'. Compare 161ula 'he stretches'. 

al6sfWa 'it is not being roasted'. 

stretched' . 

Compare a161CtIwa 'it IS not being 

(iv) The tone pattern of the passive of VH2 sterns is the same as that of VH3 stems in the 

passive: 

Ukwakh(wa 'to be built' . Compare akDY1Ka 'to fear'. 

alakhfwa 'it is not being built'. Compare aloyfkwa 'it is not feared'. 
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6.4 RELATIVES 

The following does not attempt to be a comprehensive account of the tone patterns of 

relatives but merely to give some indication of the sort of patterns that occur. 

For all tenses there are forms with and without the preprefix, and for many tenses a long 

form with the suffix -yo and a short form without this suffix. For instance, in the present 

tense the stem -shukumisa presents the following forms: 

Short form with preprefix: 

Long form with preprefix : 

Short form without preprefix: 

Long form without preprefix : 

elfshukumisa 

elfshukumisayo 

tishUkhmisa 

tishukumisayo 

In general, the form with -yo is the same as the form without -yo except that the -yo has the 

opposite tone to that of the preceding syllable: 

etfbon(sayo 'who shows'. Compare etfbonfsa. 

elfngabontsfyo 'who does not show'. Compare elfngabo+nts(. 

The form without the preprefix generally has a low initial syllable but occasionally this is H. 

The absence of the high-toned preprefix sometimes has effects on the remainder of the form. 

The following forms are illustrated: 

1. Present, short form, with preprefix 

2. Present, short form, without preprefix 

3. Present, long form, with preprefix 

4. Present, long form, without preprefix 

5. Present, negative, short form, with preprefix 

6. Perfect, short form, with preprefix 

7. Perfect, long form, with preprefix 
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1. RELATIVE: PRESENT, SHORT FORM, WITH PREPREFIX 'who is fighting' 

without object concord 

L elilwa 

LL+ elfwisa 

LL elibala 

3L elibalisa 

4L elfshukumisa 

5L el{namathelisa 

VL2 el6sa 

VL3 el61ula 

VL4 elanelisa 

VL5 elaIamanisa 

H elftya 

HL elibeka 

FL elfmema 

HLL elibulisa 

HHL elib6nisa 

4H elib6nfsisa 

5H elfn yfn yfthekisa 

(F)L eliba 

VH2 elakha 

VH3 el6yfka 

VH4 el6nwabisa 

VH5 elabluklinisa 

with object concord 

elfwaIwa 

elfwawisa 

elfwabala 

el{wabalisa 

elfwashukUmisa 

elfwanamathelisa 

elfw6sa 

elfw61ula 

elfwanelisa 

elfwaIamanisa 

elfwatya 

elfwabeka 

elfwamema 

elfwabUlisa 

elfwaMnfsa 

elfwaMnfsisa 

elfwanyfnyfthekisa 

elfwaba 

elfwakha 

elfw6yfka 

elfw6nwabisa 

elfwahluklinisa 
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2. RELATIVE: PRESENT, SHORT FORM, WITHOUT PREPREFIX 'who is 

fighting" 

without object concord 

L lilwa 

LL+ liwisa 

LL libala 

3L libalisa 

4L lishukumisa 

5L linamathelisa 

VL2 losa 

VL3 lolula 

VU lanelisa 

VL5 lamanisa 

H litya 

HL liMka 

FL limema 

HLL libulisa 

HHL libon{sa 
-

4H libonisisa 

5H linyinyitMkisa 

(F)L liba 

VH2 lakha 

VH3 loyfka 

VH4 lonwabisa 

VH5 lahlulGinisa 

with object concord 

liwalwa 

liwawisa 

liwabala 

liwabalisa 

liwashukUmisa 

liwanamathelisa 

liw6sa 

liw61ula 

liwanelisa 

Ii walamanisa 

liwatya 

liwabeka 

liwamema 

Ii wabUlisa 

liwabon{sa 

liwabonfsisa 

liwanyinyitMkisa 

liweba 

liwakha 

liwoyfka 

liwonwabisa 

liwahlulGinisa 

8. This table shows the tones when the initial syllable is L. It is possible for the initial 
syllable to be high, in which case the remainder of the form sometimes has different tones. 
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3. RELATIVE: PRESENT, WNG FORM WITH PREPREFIX ' who is 

fighting' 

without object concord with object concord 

L elflway6 ellwaIway6 

LL+ ellwisay6 elfwawfsay6 

LL ehbalay6 elfwabalay6 

3L elibalisay6 ellwabaIfsay6 

4L elfshukumisay6 eliwashulaimfsay6 

5L elfnamathelisay6 elfwanamathellsay6 

VL2 elosay6 ellw6say6 

VL3 elolulay6 ellw6lulay6 

VU ehineIisay6 ellwanelisay6 

VL5 elalamanisa y6 ellwaIamanfsay6 

H eIityayo eliwatyay6 

HL elibekay6 elfwabekay6 

FL ellmemay6 eliwamemay6 

HLL elibulfsay6 eliwabUlfsay6 

HHL elib6nisay6 elfwab6nfsay6 
.. 

4H elib6nisfsay6 elfwab6nfsfsay6 

5H ellnyinyfthekisay6 eliwanyinyithekisay6 

(F)L eIibayo elfwabay6 

VH2 elakhayo eliwakhay6 

VH3 eloyikay6 elfw6yikay6 

VH4 elonwabisay6 eliw6nwabfsay6 

VH5 elahlu!clnfsay6 ell wahl uJcanfsa y6 
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4. RELATIVE: PRESENT, LONG FORM, WITHOUT PREPREFIX 'who is 

fighting' 

without object concord with object concord 

L lilway6 liw~Hway6 

LL+ liwisay6 liwawisay6 

LL libalay6 liwabalay6 

3L libalisay6 liwabalisay6 

4L lishukumisay6 liwashUkUmisay6 

5L linamathelisay6 liwanamatheifsay6 

VL2 losay6 liw6say6 

VL3 loIiHay6 liwolulay6 

VL4 laneIisay6 liwanelisay6 

VL5 lalamanisay6 liwalamanisay6 

H lityayo Iiwatyay6 

HL libekay6 Iiwabekay6 

FL Iimemay6 Iiwamemay6 

HLL libulisay6 liwabulisay6 

HHL libOnisay6 Ii wabonfsa y6 

4H libonlsisay6 liwabonisisay6 

5H linyinyithekisay6 liwanyinyithekisay6 

(F)L libayo liwabay6 

VH2 lakMyo liwakhay6 

VH3 loyfkay6 liwoyfkay6 

VH4 lonwabisay6 liwonwabisay6 

VH5 lahlukanisay6 Iiwohlukanisay6 
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5. RELATIVE: PRESENT, NEGATIVE SHORT FORM Wlm PREPREFIX 'who 

is fighting' 

without object concord with object concord 

L elingalwi elingawalwi 

LL+ eHngawfsf elinga wa wisi 

LL elingabalf elingawabali 

3L elingabalisi elingawabalisi 

4L eHngashukumisi elingawashukumisi 

5L elinganamathelisi elingawanamathelisi 

VL2 elingosi elingaw6si 

VL3 elingohili elingaw6hili 

VL4 elinganelisi elingawanelisf 

VL5 elingalamanisi elingawalamanisi 

H elingatyi elingawatyi 

HL elingabeki elingawabeki 

FL elingamerni elingawamemi 

HLL elingabulisi elingawabtllisi 

HHL elingabonisi elingawab6nisi 

4II elingabonisisi elingawab6nisisi 

5H elinganyinyithekisf elingawanyinyithekisi 

(F)L elingebi elingawabi 

VH2 elingakhi elingawakhi 

VH3 elingoylkf elingaw6ylkf 

VH4 elingonwabisi e!{ngaw6nwabisi 

VH5 eHngahluJciniisf elingawahltlkanisi 
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6. RELATIVE: PERFECT, SHORT FORM, WITH PREPREFIX 

without object concord with object concord 

L eIiIw~ eliwatwe 

LL+ eiiwis~ eiiwaw1s~ 

LL eiibale eliwabale 

3L eiibalise eliwabalise 

4L elishukumise eiiwashukumlse 

5L eiinamathells~ ellwanamatheiise 

VL2 eiose eiiwose 

VL3 eioiUi~ eliw6iilIe 

VL4 eianeiise eiiwaneiis~ 

VL5 eiaJamanise eii waJaman1s~ 

H eiltye ellwatye 

HL ellbek~ ellwabeke 
FL eiimeme eiiwamem~ 

HLL eiibu!lse eliwabuilse 
HHL eiibonise eii wabonise 

4H etlbOni si se eii wabonisise 
5H ellnyinyitheklse ell wan yinyi theklse 

(F)L elib~ ellwabe 

VH2 eiakhe eiiwakhe 
VH3 eioyike eiiwoyik~ 

VH4 eionwabis~ eliwonwabise 

VH5 eiahlukanise ellwahiukanise 
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7. RELATIVE: PERFECT, LONG FORM, WITH PREPREFIX 'who fought' 

without object concord with object concord 

L elilwfieyo eliwaIwfieyo 

LL+ eli wisfieyo eliwawisileyo 

LL elfbalileyo elf wabalileyo 

3L elibali sileyo elfwabalisileyo 

4L elishukumisileyo elfwashukUmisileyo 

5L e\{namatheidsileyo eliwanamatheusiIeyo 

VL2 elosfieyo elfw6sileyo 

VL3 eloltilileyo elfw61tilileyo 

VL4 elanelisileyo elfwaneIisileyo 

VL5 elalamanisileyo elfwaIamanisileyo 

H elitylleyo eliwatyfieyo 

HL eliooidJ.eyo eli wabelaleyo 

FL elimemileyo eliwamemfieyo 

HLL elibtilisileyo eli wabUlisfieyo 

HHL elibonisiIeyo eli wab6nisfieyo 

4H elibonisileyo eli wab6nisisfieyo 
.. 

5H elinyinyitheidsileyo eli wan yin yithekisfieyo 

(F)L elibfieyo eliwabfieyo 

VH2 elakhileyo eliwakhfieyo 

VH3 eloyiidleyo eli woyilaleyo 

VH4 elonwabisileyo e!isbnwabisfieyo 

VH5 elahlti!cinisileyo eliwahlukanisfieyo 
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7 COPULATIVES (Doke 215; Lumko 54,69) 

Copulatives are those predicative forms which are formed from some part of speech other 

than verbs, ego those formed from nouns, pronouns, adjectives, relatives. 

7.1 Basic form 

The basic form of the copUlative is normally seen in a context such as u za kuba 

'He will be '. ----
We can fill the space above by 

1. ngumfondi (noun) 

11. rhkhulu (adjective) 

iii. bomvu (relative) 

IV. seKapa (locative) 

v. nema/( (associative) 

vi. ngliye (absolute pronoun) 

vn. ngoyena (emphatic pronoun) 

viii. ngowam (possessive) 

ix. yedwa (quantitative) 

x. ngulo (demonstrative) 

'he will be a student' 

'he will be big' 

'he will be red' 

'he will be in Cape Town' 

'he will have money' 

'he will be him' 

• he will be the very one' 

'he will be mine' 

'he will be alone' 

'he will be this one' 

7.2 Description of the basic forms 

1. Nouns. The tone pattern is that of the noun with full prefix. See section 3.3 . 

ii & iii. Adjective stems and relative stems. The basic form is that described in 5.1 

except that in all copulative forms of adjectives and relatives a final FL 

becomes HL. 

iv. Locatives. The tone pattern is that of the simple locative. See sections 3.5 and 3.6. 

v. Associative copulatives. The na- has a low tone. If the following nominal 

expression begins with a vowel then the na- coalesces with it and the tone pattern of 

the whole is that of the following expression. nema/( from na- + (rna/( 
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When the following nominal expression begins with a consonant, the 00- retains its 

low tone. 

nama/{ from 00- + malf 

vi. Absolute pronouns. The tone pattern is HL. ngliye 'be him', nguwe 'be you' 

vii. Emphatic pronouns. The tone pattern is HLH. ngoyemi 

Vlll . Possessives. The pattern is that of the possessive form from which it is derived. 

ngowam from owam. 

IX . Quantitatives. The tone pattern is HL. yMwa, bOnke, minke. 

x. Identificative copulatives formed from demonstratives. The copulative prefix, where 

it is a separate syllable has a low tone and the demonstrative has its normal tone. 

ngulo, Ie/{. 

xi. Enumeratives cannot occur in this frame but the basic tone pattern will be taken to 

be that which occurs in section 4.8: HH for -mb( as in wUmbf and LH for -phf as 

in wuphf. 

7.3 Present Indicative 

(a) Positive 

i. The tone pattern of copulatives formed from absolute pronouns, emphatic 

pronouns and possessives, is that of the basic form given above. 

ngumjUruli 'he is a student' 

ngliye 

nguwe 

ngoyemi 

ngowam 

'it is him' 

'it is you' 

'it is the very one' 

'it is mine' 

11. The present tense of copulatives formed from adjectives consists, in the first 

and second person, of a low-toned subject concord followed by the basic form 

of the copulative. 
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ndilhkhulu 

sibade 

'I am big' 

'we are taIl' 
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In the third person, it consists of the basic form of the copulative except that 

the basic prefix is H. 

m(khulu 

z(nde 

'they are big' 

'they are taIl' 

111. The present tense of relative stems consists of the subject concord and the 

basic form of the copulative. The subject concord is low for the first and 

second person and high for third person. After a high-toned subject concord 

a fixed basic prefix (see section 5 (a» becomes H if the next syllable is L. 

The antepenultimate rule applies. 

sibomvu 

silubhelu 

(siMlo sflubhelu 

ama' nz( luItkfdiki 

'we are red' 

'we are yellow' 

'the school is yellow' 

'the water is lukewarm' 

IV. The present tense of associative copulatives and copulatives formed from 

locatives consists of the subject concord followed by the basic form of the 

copulative. The subject concord is L for the first and second person and H 

for the third person. 

ndiseKapa 'I am in Cape Town' 

btiseKapa 'they are in Cape Town' 

unimal( 

ninimalf 

ndindMwa 

riyedwa 

'he has money' 

'you have money' 

'I am alone' 

'he is alone' 

v. In the present tense of copulatives formed from demonstratives, the copulative 

prefix where a separate syllable has a H tone. 

ngul6 'it is it' 
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VI. The present tense of enumeratives is HH'H for -mbf 'different' and HLH for 

-phi 'which' . 

nguwu'mb( 

nguwuphi 

(b) Negative 

i. Nouns 

The normal form is with asf- or with a + negative form of the subject 

concord followed by the basic form of the copulative with the first vowel 

changed to o. This 0 has a low tone. The result is that the remainder of the 

noun has the tone pattern it has in the form without the preprefix. The first 

two syllables are LH. The antepenultimate rule does not apply. 

asfngomadodana 

asao/fwa 

'they are not little men' 

'it is not a cliff 

There is another form of a more axiomatic kind, where asi- occurs followed 

by the noun without the preprefix. This has a very unusual tone pattern in 

that all syllables become low except for the last, which is H. This means that 

all nouns lose their inherent tones. 

asimjazf 'that is no woman'. Compare nmjlizi ' woman' . 

Notice that this is the same tone pattern that occurs with adjectives and 

relatives and can also occur with locatives. See ii and iii below. 

11. Adjectives and relative stems 

These all have the same tone pattern: everything is low except that the last 

syllable is high and the last but one may also be high. 

ababakhulu or ababakhulu 

akarhhle 

asiluhlaza 

'they are not big' 

'she is not beautiful' 

'we are not green' 
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With the alternative form in -anga (which is the common form in the spoken 

language but not regarded correct) there is an alternative tone pattern: all 

syllables are low except that the last two syllables are HL: 

asishushwanga or asishushwanga 'we are not hot' 

iii. Locatives 

If the form is a + negative form of the subject concord followed by the 

locative then the same pattern occurs as occurs with adjectives and relatives: 

everything is low except that the last syllable is high and the last syllable but 

one may also be high. 

Once again all tonal distinctions between basic tones are removed. 

akaseKapa 'he is not in Cape Town' 

Speakers tend to prefer periphrastic constructions in the negative, possibly 

because it avoids the removal of tonal distinctions. 

akflkJw eKapa rather than akaseKapa. 

IV. Associatives 

The first two syllables are LH. The remainder is the basic form. 

and(1UJ11I(J[{ 'I do not have money' 

aktmandoda 'she does not have a husband' 

v. Absolute pronouns and quantitatives 

The tone pattern in LHLH. This is a complete reversal of of the tone pattern 

of the positive form. 

as(nguye 'it isn't him' 

an(rwnki 'you are not all' 
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VI. Possessives, emphatic pronouns, demonstratives and enumeratives 

These can all be asf'- followed by the positive. The down step may be the 

remains of a copula o_/i_ which has dropped out. 

asf'telaTh 

asf'ses( 

asf' lflf'mb( 

'it isn't mine" 

'it isn't this one" 

'it isn't a different one" 

There seem to be other forms possible for the negative. 

as(ngowam 

as(zozesikOlo 

'it is not mine' 

'it is not those of the school' 

Notice also the tone pattern with the axiomatic negative. 

asiwaTh 'it is not mine' 

7.4 Participial and relative forms 

(a) Participial positive 

This simply consists of the participial subject concord with a falling tone followed by 

the basic form of the copulative given in 7.2. 

elfhlwempu 

bnkhulu 

engUye 

'being a poor man' 

'being big' 

'being him' 

There is a change with the demonstrative. 

engul6 'being this one' 

(b) Relative positive 

For the simple positive of adjective and relative stems, see section 5.1. I do not 

regard these as copulatives, mainly because FL stems remain FL whereas in all 

indisputably copulative forms they become HL. 

9. In all these cases, the H on the -si- can be replaced by a fall. In this case, the downstep, 
where present, naturally falls away. 
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For other parts of speech the relative consists of the relative concord (H or HH if the 

preprefix is present or L if it is absent) followed by the basic form of the copulative 

given in section 7.2. 

6' ngumjUndi 

6lfhlwempu 

Ie ndoda ilfhlwempu 

(c) Participial and relative negative 

'who is a student' 

'who is a poor man' 

'this poor man' 

These have the same tone patterns except that the relative concord is H or HH if the 

preprefix is present, but L otherwise. The participial subject concord is H . The 

remainder of the tone pattern is the same for both. The nge which follows is H 

except in the case of adjective and relative stems where it is low. The remainder has 

the same form as it had in the negative indicative. 

6' ngengOlnjUndi 

6ngemkhulu 

6ngebomvu 

6'ngenguye 

Note however 

6' ngengoyena 

6'ngengul6 or 6'ngengul6 

'who is not a student' 

'who is not big' 

'who is not red' 

'who is not him' 

'who is not the very one' 

'who is not tiiis one' 

All the above forms would have the same tone pattern in the participial. 

e' ngengomjUndi 'not being a student' 

7.5 The fonns of the copulative in the compound tenses 

These forms contain either the basic form or the negative form. Note that when the copula 

means 'becomes' and the copulative is written as a separate word it always has the tone 

pattern of the positive. Compare 
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ebengeyiyo 'he was not it' 

and 

akaMnga yfyo 'he did not become it' . 

(a) Near past positive 

For the first and second person the tone pattern is: 

LF + basic form . 

For the third person the tone pattern is: 

HF + basic form. 

ruiibengumjUruii 'I was a student' 

ebengumjUruii 'he was a student' 

Mbebakhulu 'they were big' 

(b) Near past negative 

For the first and second person the tone pattern is: 

LF + nge + negative form 

or 

LH + nge + negative form 

For the third person the tone is HF + nge + negative form or 

HH + nge + negative form. 

nge is H except before relatives and adjectives where it is L. 

ebe'ngengorhjUruii 'he was not a student' 

beruitngengorhjUruii 

beruifngeshushU 

bes(ngelubhelu 

(c) Remote past positive 

'I was not a student' 

'I was not hot' 

'it was not yellow' 

Where the second syllable is ye, the pattern is HF + basic form. 

Otherwise it is HH + basic form. 
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wtiyelfvila 

sas{sesakhi 

(d) Remote past negative 

'he was a lazybones' 

'it was his' (without down step) 
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Except before adjective and relative stems the basic tones are HH + nge + negative 

basic form. 

The negative form of the adjective and relative is L until the last two syllables which 

are H. 

sasf' ngesosakM 

wtiye' ngelovila 

wawungeluia 

wawungemkhulu 

7.6 The progressive s:i/se fonn 

'it was not hers' 

'he was not a lazy person' 

'it was not easy' 

'it was not strong' 

In all cases the copulative occurs in its regular positive or negative form. Examples are 

given of some of the forms. 

Positive 

Indicative 
-

asengWTifUruii 

'he is still a student' 

useyedwa 

'he is still alone' 

Participial 

esengUriljUruii 

'still being a student' 

eseyedwa 

'still being alone' 

Negative 

akasengomjUruii 

'he is not still a student' 

akaseyedwa 

'he is not still alone' 

engasengomjUruii 

'not still being a student' 

engaseyedwa 

'not still being alone' 
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Relative 

6sengWTifUndi 

'who is still a student' 

6seyedwa 

'who is still alone' 

6ngasengomtUndi 

'who is not still a student' 

6ngaseyedwa 

'who is not still alone' 
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The vowel of sa changes to e and its tone is F in the positive and H in the negative. 

7.7 The potential form (-nga..) 

This only occurs in the positive with copulatives. 

Copulatives have their basic form after -nga-, the tone of which changes from H to F. 

angay(t(tshala 'he can be a teacher' . 

7.8 Relative forms of compound tenses 

These are generally the same as previously presented except that in longer forms, F's tend 

to be replaced by H's and often only the last F remains. 

ebelf'ngenguye 'who wasn't him' 

This could also be 

eMlf' ngenguye. 

7.9 The form -kho 

Copulatives with -kho have not been dealt with so far. Examples are: 

Present Indicative ndikh6 'I am here' . 

Present Indicative Negative 

Present Participial 

Future Indicative 

Mkh6 'they are here'. 

andrkho 'I am not here' 

akakho 'he is not here' 

Ukh6 'being present' 

uza kuba kh6 'he will be present' 
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Relative 

Relative Negative 

6kh6yo 

6ngekhoy6 
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'who is present' 

'who is not present' 

7.10 Summary of the ml\ior forms (adapted from Oosthuysen 1967) 

PRESENT NEAR PAST REMOTE PAST 

Indicative pos (u)yiyo ebeyfyo wayeyfyo 

neg akayiy6 ebengeyiy6 wayengeyiy6 

Participial pos eyiyo 

neg engeyiy6 

Relative pos 6yiyo 6beyfyo wayeyiyo 

neg 6'ngeyiy6 6be'ngeyiy6 waye'ngeyiy6 

Subjunctive pos abe yiyo waba yiyo/wayiyo 

negangabi yfyo akAba yiyo 

Imperative pos yiba yi yo 

neg musa uktiba yiyo 

Infinitive pos uktiba yiyo 

neg uktingabf yfyo 

Future pos uza kuba yfyo 

neg aka'zi kuba yiyo 

Temporal pos akuba yiyo 

neg akungabi yiyo 



APPENDIX FOUR 

COMMON AND TONALLY INTERESTING WORDS 

This vocabulary contains many of the commonest words in Xhosa together with certain others 

mentioned on tonal grounds. 

Abbreviations of parts of speech 

adj 

adv 

con] 

enum 

ideo 

inteIj 

reI 

v 

adjective 

adverb 

conjunction 

enumerative 

ideophone 

inteIjection 

relative 

verb 

Nouns: The class number has been given. Nouns are given to show the normal 

pronunciation in isolation. Trisyllabic and longer stems where one or more H's is followed 

by two L's in the normal pronunciation with the full prefix are marked as HLL or LLL etc. 

to show what the underlying tones are. The difference in tone will show up when the in the 

initial vowel is dropped. 

Verbs: Stems are generally given in the form they would take in the infinitive without the 

initial vowel. LL+ verbs are so marked. HHL stems (see 6. 1) are marked HHL unless the 

penultimate syllable begins with a depressor in which case they are marked LHL. Longer 

H-toned stems are marked in a similar fashion as are H-toned vowel stems. 
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Adjectives and relatives: Stems are given in the form they would have in an attributive 

construction without an the initial vowel. 

A 

ahhlla v separate, divide, judge 
ahlulo, fs- n7 divided part 
akha v build 
akhi, um- n 1 builder 
akhiwo,ls- n7 structure, building 
alatha v point out 
alathisa v show the way 
ambrcm, 1s- n7 umbrella 
arfikela v receive 
anda v increase 
andisa v increase 
andi, is- n7 sound 
andla, am- n6 force, power 
andla, is- n7 hand 
anzi, am- n6 water 
anela v suffice 
apha adv here 
apho adv there 
aphuka v break 
aphula v break 
apile, i'- n5 apple 
azi v know 
azfso, is- n7 notice, advertisement 
(ukU)ba v steal 

B 

bala v number, count 
billa, i'- n5 colour 
bal6ka v run 
bamba v touch, catch 
banda v be cold 
bane, urfi- n3 lightning, electricity 
bane, isi- n7 light, lamp 
bani, u- n la who 
banjwa, uffi- n I prisoner 
banzi rei wide 
basa v light 
baw6, u- n I amy father 
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baya, isi- n7 cattle kraal 
beka v place 
bele, f'- n5 breast 
bele, I1bu- n 14 kindness 
betha v hit,strike 
bhafu, i'- n9 batb 
bhala v write 
bMsi, i'- n9 bus 
bhaskiti, {- n9 basket 
bhatala v pay 
bMtyi, {'- n9 jacket 
Bhayi, i- n5 Port Elizabeth 
bhayis6kile, i- n9 bicycle 
bhedi, 1'- n9 bed 
bhedlele, lsl- (LLL) n7 hospital 
bheka v look at 
bhitya v be lean 
bh6khwe, {'- n9 goat 
bh6kisi, i'- (HLL) n9 box 
bh6la, 1'- n9 ball 
bh6tile, i'- (HLL) n9 bottle 
bh6tolo, 1- (LLL) n9 butter 
bhoz6, lsl- n7 eight 
bhubha v die 
BhUll1, {'- n5 Afrikaner 
Bhulu, {si- n7 Afrikaans 
bhl11l1khwe, 1'- n9 trousers 
bi adj bad, evil, wrong 
bf, I1bu- n 14 evil 
bila v boil 
bilisa v boil 
bini adj two 
bini, lsi- n7 second 
bisi, 11'- nll milk 
biza v call 
boleka v lend 
bOmi, 11'- n 14 life 
bomvl1 rei red 
bona v see 
b6nfsa v show 
bnishi, i'- n9 brush 
breki, i'- n9 brakes 
br6rho, i'- n9 bridge 
buka v admire 
bukhali rei sharp (as of knife) 
bIilaIa v kill 
bl1lela v thank 
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bumanzi rei 
buthathaka rei 
buthuntu rei 
bfitho, um- n3 
bux6ki rei 
bUya v 
buyela v 
buza v 
bfizi, i'- nS 
blizo, um- n 3 

C 

caca v 
caka, {si- n7 
cakazana, {si- (HHLL) n7 
caIa, f'- nS 
camanga v 
canda v 
cango, u- nil 
Cawa, 1'- nS 
Cawa, {- n9 
cebisa v 
cebo, i'- nS 
cela v 
celo, {si- n7 
cephe, {- nS 
chasa v 
chaza v 
chitha v 
ch6la v 
chopho, uhU- n 14 
chukumisa v 
cika v 
ciko, isi- n7 
cinga v 
cingo, u- nil 
coca v 
cotha v 
cothisa v 
cuba, i- n9 
cula v 

1 " cu 0, um- n 3 
culo, i- nS 
cwaka, ukuthi ideo 
cwecwe, i- nS 

liquid 
weak, feeble 
blunt 
society 
false 
return, return from 
return to 
ask, question 
rat 
question 

be clear 
servant 
servant 
side 
think 
chop 
door 
Port Alfrd 
Sunday, church 
suggest 
purpose, plan 
request 
request 
spoon 
oppose 
explain, comb 
waste, spill, destroy 
pick up 
brain, mind 
touch 
cover 
lid, cover 
think 
wire 
become clean 
walk slowly 
be slow 
tobacco 
sing 
singing, concert 
song, hymn 
still, quiet 
card, plate 
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D 

dada v swim 
dade, u- n la sister 
daka, u- nil mud 
data adj old 
dala v create, fonn 
dangatye, i- (LLL) n5 flame 
danisa v dance (western style) 
de adj tall, long 
denge, isf- n4 fool 
dfbana v join 
dfbanisa v mix 
dikidiki rei lukewarm 
dilf ya, isi- n4 vineyard 
dinisa v tire 
dinwa v be tired 
dla v eat 
dla, um- n3 interest 
dl31a v play 
dl31o, um- n3 sport 
dlisa v feed, poison 
d16, isi- n4 meal 
dlula v pass 
dolo, i- n5 knee, curve 
d61ophu, i- n9 town 
donga, u- (LLL) nil wall 
duda v dance (tribal) 
duduma v thunder 
dulu rei dear, expensive 
dumbu, is{- n4 corpse 
dwe, ulu-- nIl list 
dwelisa v make a list 
dyasi, i'- n9 coat (long) 
dy6khwe, {'- n9 yoke 

E 

ekhohl6 adv left 
ekunene adv right 
emaIanga adv noon 
emele, {- n9 bucket 
emva v back, behind, after 
enza v do make 
enzakala v be hurt 
enzakalisa v hurt 
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enzi, um- n 1 maker 
ewe inteIj yes 

F 

fa v die 
fa, uku- n 15 death 
taka v put in 
fama, 1- n9 farm 
fama, um- n3 farmer 
fana v be like 
fanfsa v compare 
fana, um- n 1 young man 
fanekiso, um- n3 picture 
fhi um-, n 1 woman, wife, female 
feketha v trifle at work 
festile, f- (HLL) n9 window 
tihla v hide 
fika v arrive, come to 
f6, um- n 1 chap, Afr. kerel 
f6, {si- n7 disease 
f616khwe, 1- n9 fork 
f6ni, {- n9 telephone 
fu, ili- n5 cloud 
filba, isi- n7 chest 
fildo, u'- n9 tortoise 
fudumala v heat 
fudumeza v heat 
fumana v get, obtain, discover 
filna v desire, want, need 
funda - v learn, read 
fundi, um- n 1 pupil, student 
fUndisa v teach 
fUndisi, um- (HLL) nl minister of religion 
flineka v be needed 
filtha, ama- n6 fat 
flithi adv frequent, often 
flitshane adj short 

G 

gaba, 1'- n5 hoe 
gadi, 1'- n9 garden 
gaJela v pour 
gama, 1'- n5 name 
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gangatho, um- (HLL) n3 floor 
gawula v cut (chop) down 
gazf, f- nS blood 
gca, tikUthi ideo be straight 
gca, tim- n3 line 
gcawu, isf- n7 spider 
gcina v keep 
gidf, isf- n7 million 
glasi, f'- n9 glass 
goba v bend 
godf, tim- n3 mme 
god6la v feel cold 
goduka v go home 
goJide, f- n9 gold 
gqabi, I- nS leaf 
gqiba v complete, decide 
giibo, um- n3 meal 
gula v be sick, ill 
gumbf, i- nS room 
giinya, i'- nS authority 
guqula v change, translate 
guquka v tum 
gusha, i- n9 sheep 
gwala, i- nS coward 
gweba v judge, sentence 
gwebi, um- n I judge 
gwegwe, 1'- nS hook 
gx6tha v chase away 

H 

bagu, f- n9 pIg 
bamba v go, walk, travel 
bambo, u'- nil journey 
bambi, um- n I traveller 
hamile, i'- (HLL) n9 hammer 
bashe, i'- nS horse 
bayi inteIj no 
hempe, f- n9 shirt 
(i)hla latent i v go down 
hla, um- n3 day (date) 
hl<lba, um- n3 earth, ground, land 
hlaba.thi, f'- nS the earth, the world 
hlakula v weed, hoe 
hlakulo, um- (LLL) n 3 spade 
hlala (LL+) v sit, stay, live 
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hlalo, lsf- n7 seat 
hlamba v wash 
hlana, inft- n3 back (of body) 
hlangana v meet 
hlanganisa v join hlangu, isf-n 7 shoe 
hlanti, ubu n 14 kraal 
hlfulU adj five 
hlfulU, fsi- n7 five, fifth 
hlasela v attack 
hlathi, f'- n5 wood, forest 
hlazo, i- n5 shame 
hie adj beautiful 
hleka v laugh 
hlekisa v amuse 
hlika (LL+) v descend 
hlflabla v rub (skin) 
hlinza v skin 
hlobo, f- n5 summer 
hlobo, um- n 1 friend 
hlobo, u- nil quality, sort 
hlomela v add, join 
hl6nela v respect 
hlu, ulu- nil row 
hlunu, isf- n7 muscle 
hlutha v rob 
hlutha v be full 
hluzi, um- n3 soup 
hlwempu, i- n5 poor person 
hobe, f- n5 dove 
holoholo rei hollow 
h6mba v adorn oneself 
h6mbisi . v adorn oneself 

I 

fnki, f- n9 ink 

J 

jika v tum 
joja v smell 
jonga v look 
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K 

kabini adv twice 
kahle adv well 
kakh11lu adv very 
lGlkubi adv badly 
lGlkuhle adv well 
kal6ku adv and now 
kama, 1- n9 comb 
kama v comb 
kaIhnandi adv pleasantly, nicely 
karfisinyane adv quickly 
kancfncf adv a little bit 
kangaphi adv how often 
kaninzi adv frequently 
kanjaJo adv thus 
kant! conj but 
Kapa, 1'- n5 Cape Town 
kati, i- n9 cat 
kawlisi, i- n9 sock 
ke inteIj then 
kere, fsi- n7 scissors 
keti, isi- n7 skirt 
ketile, f- (HLL) n9 kettle 
keyfki, i- n9 cake 
khaba v kick 
khaIa v cry, cry out 
khala, i- n5 aloe 
khaJa, f- n9 collar 
khanda v hammer 
khangela v look, look at 
khanya - v light, shine 
khanyisa v make to shine, polish 
khapha v guide, accompany 
khathaza v trouble 
khawlileza v hurry 
khaya, i' - n5 home 
khazimla v be bright 
khefi, i- n9 cafe 
kh~nce, lim- n3 ice 
khephu, i' n5 snow (also ikbephu cl 9) 
khetha v choose, separate 
khitshi, i- n5 kitchen 
khohlakala v be cruel 
kh6hlela v cough 
kh6kela v lead, guide 
kh610, li' n11 belief 
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kholwa 
kh6nkwline, isi-
kh6nto, um-
khonza 
khuba, i-
khuko, u'-
khUla 
khUlu 
khUlu, f'-
khUlu, ubu-
khulula 
khumba, isf-
khumbUla 
khuni, u'-
khupha 
khwa, um-
khwankqisa 
khwela 
kl6ko, (-
k6dwa 
k6fu, f-
k610, fsi-
komiti, f-
komftyi, f-
kralcra 
krUfu, fsi-; kUIUfu, fsi-
kUba 
kudala 
kude 
kufUphi 
kumklini, u-
kllnganf .. 
kunye 
kll'phela 
kuqata 
kusasa 
kwakhona 
kwere, fsi-
kwindla, u-

labia 
lahleka 
lahleko, f
lable, ama-

v 
n7 
n3 
v 
nS 
nIl 
v 
adj 
nS 
n 14 
v 
n7 
v 
n 11 
v 
n3 
v 
v 
n9 
conj 
n9 
n7 
n9 
n9 
rei 
n7 
conj 
adv 
adv 
adv 
n 1 
adv 
adv 
adv 
adv 
adv 
adv 
n7 
n 15 

v 
v 
n9 
n 6 

L 

believe 
nail 
spear 
serve, attend 
plough 
sleeping mat 
grow 
large, big, great 
hundred 
size 
undress, free, loosen 
skin of animal 
remember 
firewood 
take out 
way (method), habit 
hock, cause amazement 
ride, get on vehicle 
clock 
but 
coffee 
school 
committee 
cup 
bitter 
screw 
because 
long ago 
far 
near 
king 
why 
together 
only 
frrst(ly) 
early (in day) 
agarn 
square 
autumn 

lose 
become lost 
loss 
coal 
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hila v 
lamba v 
lambo, um- n3 
langa, i- n5 
laphu, f'- n5 
lasiti, f- n9 
lebe, um- n3 
lenze, um- n3 
lesa v 
I ' , evu, ISI- n7 
libala v 
licwecwe rei 
lila v 
lilo, um- n3 
lima v 
linda v 
llnga v 
lingana v 
linganisa v 
lingo, um- n3 
I " 0, ISI- n7 
loba v 
16khwe, f- n9 
lola v 
16liwe, u- n I 
I • , omo, um- n3 
londa, isf- n7 
lozi, um- n3 
lubhelu rei 
luhlaza rei 
luka (LL+) v 
lula rei 
Itlma v 
lumka, v 
lunga v 
lungisa v 
lungu, um- n I 
Iwa v 
I ' , wana, ISI- n7 
Iwfuldle, u'- nll 
Lwesibinf, u- n II 
Iwesihlanu, u- nll 
Lwesfne, u- nll 
Lwesithathu, u- n II 
Iwimi, u'- nll 

sleep, lie down 
be hungry 
river 
sun 
cloth 
receipt 
lip 
leg 
read 
chin 
forget 
thin and flat 
cry, weep 
fire 
plough 
wait, watch 
attempt, try, test 
be equal 
measure 
test 
animal 
fish 
dress 
sharpen 
train, railway 
mouth 
sore 
whistle 
yellow 
blue, green 
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plait lukhunirel hard, cruel 
simple, easy 
bite 
beware, watch out for 
be right 
adjust, put right, fix 
European 
fight 
small animal - insect 
sea 
Tuesday 
Friday 
Thursday 
Wednesday 
tongue, language 
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M 

(ukii)ma v stand 
malf, f- n9 money 
malume, u- n la maternal uncle 
mama, u- n la mother 
mangaliso, um- (LLLL) n3 marvel 
manzi reI wet 
manke, i- n9 market 
mashini, u- n la engine 
matshisi, i- (HLL) n9 match 
mazi, f- n9 cow 
mba v dig 
mbali, f- n9 story 
mbalwa rei few 
moowu, i'- n9 seed 
mbf enum other, another 
mbiza, i- n9 pot 
mbola, f- n9 clay 
mbombosholo reI thick 
mb6na, u'- n3 maize, mealies 
mb6vane, f' - n9 ant 
mdaka reI muddy, brown 
mela v represent 
mela, f- n9 knife 
melwane, um- n I neighbour 
mfme, {- n9 war 
mfeketho, i- (LLL) n9 trick 
mfene, f- n9 baboon 
mf'Ihlo, f- n9 secret 
Kfgqibelo, u- n3 Saturday 
mhlawum~bi adv perhaps 
mhlophe reI white 
mini, f- n9 day (as opposed to night) 
fika v move 
mnandi reI sweet 
mnyama reI black, dark 
mnyama, ubu- n 14 blackness, darkness 
m610 interj Hello, Good morning 
M6nti, i'- n5 East London 
mot6, f- n9 motor car 
moya, u- n I air, wind (breath) 
mpahla" i- n9 clothes, material 
mpendulo, i- (LLL) n9 answer, reply 
mpf, f- n9 army 
mpikfswano, i- (LLLL) n9 quarrel 
mpilo, f- n9 health 
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mp6mpa v pump 
mp6mpo, i- n9 pump 
mpUkane, i- n9 fly 
mpuku, i- n9 mouse 
mpuIhlo, f- (HLL) n9 nose 
Ihsulwa reI innocent 
Mthatha, u- n3 Umtata 
muncu reI acid, sour 
mveliso, i- n9 product, proposal 
mv6, f' - n9 opinion, feeling 
mvu, f'- n9 sheep 
mvUla, f' n9 rain 
Mvulo, u- n3 Monday 
mvume, 1' - n9 consent, will 
Ihxinwa rei narrow 

N 

na v rain 
naIfti, f- n9 needle 
nambuzane, isi- n7 insect 
mUflhla'nje adv today 
nAni, 1'- nS number 
natha, um- n3 net 
nclIh, f- n9 point, end 
ncangathi rei sticky 
nceda v help, please 
ncedisa v help 
ncedo, u- n11 help 
ndnane adj little, small 
ndnd adj small 
nc6k6la v talk 
ncfima v smile 
ncwadf, f- n9 book, letter 
ndaba, ii- nlO news 
ndawo, i' - n9 place 
ndiyalwa, u- n la rebel 
ndlebe, i- n9 ear 
ndlela, i- n9 road , way 
ndlu, i- n9 house 
ndoda, i- n9 man, husband (plural amadoda) 
ndudumo, i- (LLL) n9 thunder 
nduku , i- n9 knobkerrie 
ne adj four , , 

n7 four ne, ISl -

nene, f' - nS gentleman 
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nene, f n9 truth 
netha v be come wet, rain 
ngaka adv so much 
ngakananf adj how much 
ngalo, f- n9 arm 
nganfna adv how 
ngasemva adv behind 
ngathi adv perhaps 
ngca, i'- n9 grass 
ngcamango, f' - n9 thought 
ngcambu, f'- n9 root 
ngcola v become dirty 
ngculci, f- n9 hyena 
ngcwele rei holy 
ngena v enter 
Ngesi, f'- nS Englishman 
Ngesi, fsi- n7 English (language) 
ngoko adv then 
ng6ku adv now 
ng6kUhlwa adv at evening 
ngokuya adv whence 
ngoma, f- n9 song 
ng6ms6 adv tomorrow 
ng6nyama, f- (LLL) n9 lion 
ngozi, f- n9 danger 
ngqe1e, f- n9 cold, frost 
ngqo ngendlela adv straight 
ngqondo, f- n9 mind, sense 
ngqukUva rei round (as ball) 
ngqusho, um- . n 3 sarnp 
ngubo, f- n9 blanket 
ngwevu· - rei grey 
ngxoio, f'- n9 noise 
ngxowa, i- n9 sack 
ngxuma, um- n3 hole 
nf inter what 
rub v give 
nikeia v offer 
nina, u- n la his mother 
nfni adv when 
nini, um- n 1 owner 
ninzi adj many, much 
nja, i'- n 9 dog 
nja, ubu- n 14 rudeness 
njaIo adv thus 
njanf adv how 
nje rei such 
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njongo, f- n9 purpose, aIm 
nlGithiizo, f- n9 trouble 
nkawu, f- n9 monkey 
nkcenkceshela v water 
nkcitho, f- n9 waste 
nkolo, f- n9 religion 
nkom6, f- n9 cow, beast 
nk6sazana, f- (HHLL) n9 Miss 
nkosi, f- n9 chief (Plural amakhosi) 
nk6sikazi, f- (HHLL) n9 chieftain's wife, madam, Mrs 
nlciku, f- n9 fowl, chicken 
nkUluleko, f- (HHLL) n9 freedom 
nkUngu, f- n9 mist 
nlcini, f- n9 wood 
nkwenkwe, f- n9 boy (plural amakhwenkwe) 
nkwenkwezi, f- n9 star 
n6'bMla, u- n la secretary 
noko conj however 
N6mpunzi, u- n la girl's name 
N6msa, u~ n la girl's name 
N6themba, u- n la girl ' s name 
nqaba v be scarce 
nqamla v cut off 
nqamlezo, um- (HHLL) n3 cross 
nqanawa, f- n9 ship 
nqawa, {- n9 pipe (for smoking) 
nqwazi um- n3 hat 
nqwelo, f- n9 waggon 
nqwenela v desire 
ntaba, {- n9 mountain 
ntaka, {- n9 bird 
ntamo, i- - n9 neck 
ntando, f- n9 will 
ntla" um- n3 north 
ntlabil.thi, f- n9 sand 
ntlak6hlaza, f- n9 spnng 
ntlanzi, f- n9 fish 
ntob6ntlobo, i- (LLLL) n9 different kinds 
ntl6ko, f- n9 head 
ntlonze, f- n9 leather 
ntlungu, f- n9 pain 
nt6, f- n9 thing 
nt6l6ngo, f- n9 pnson 
ntombazana, f- n9 daughter, young 

amantombazana) 
girl (plural 

ntombf, f- n9 daughter, older girl 
ntonga, f- n9 rod 
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nt6ni 
ntsasa, i-
ntsh6mHanga, i- (HHLL) 
ntshukumo, i- (LLL) 
ntsimbi, i-
ntsimi, i-
ntsi'ngfselo, i-
ntsundu 
ntu, um-
ntwana, um-
ntwana, f-
ntyatyambo, i-
nuka 
numzana, um-
nwe, um-
nwele, u'-
nxa 
nxanwa 
nxeba, (-
nxiba 
nxila, i-
nyaka, um-
nyama, (-
nyfuta, u-
nyanga, i-
nyango, um-
nyathelo, i- (LLL) 
nyawo, u-
nye 
nye, isi-
nyoka, i-
nyoko, u- -
nyosi, (-
nyuka 
nyusa 
nzima 
nzima, uM-
nzulu 
nzuzo, i'-

6fisi, i- (HLL) 
ohlwaya 
6kanye 
6li, i-

inter 
n9 
n9 
n9 
n9 
n9 
n9 
rei 
n 1 
n I 
n9 
n9 
v 
n 1 
n3 
nil 
conj 
v 
n5 
v 
n5 
n 3 
n 9 
n la 
n9 
n 3 
n9 
nil 
adj 
n7 
n9 
n la 
n9 
v 
v 
rei 
n 14 
rei 
n9 

n9 
v 
conj 
n9 

o 

what 
morning 
west 
movement 
iron, bell 
field (plural amasimi) 
tendency 
brown 
person 
child 
bit 
flower 
smell 
Mr 
finger 
hair 
while 
be thirsty 
wound 
dress 
drunkard 
year 
meat 
son 
month, moon 
door, doorway 
step 
foot 
other, one 
one, unit 
snake 
your mother 
bee 
go up 
make to go up 
hard 
weight 
deep 
profit 

office 
punish 
or 
oil 
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olula v 
6ma v 
6mfsa v 
6na v 
6mikala v 
6m1kalisa v 
ongeza v . . , 
om, um- n 1 
6nka, is- n7 
6nke enum 
6no, is- n7 
6nti, i- n9 
6nwaba v 
6renji, {'- (HLL) n5 
osa v 
oya.ub- n 14 
6ylka v 
6yiko, u1- nll 

P 

pasi1e, {- (HLL) n9 
peliti, fsi- (HLL) n7 
pensile, (- (HLL) n9 
pM v 
phahla, u- nll 
philima v 
pMkamisa v 
phakath{ adv 
phfuth{, um- n 3 
pMko, lim- n3 
phambili adv 
pMmbili, lim- n3 
pha'ndle adv 
pMn'dle, ama- n6 
phantsf adv 
phaphazela v 
phaphU, {- n5 
phatha v 
phawu, u- nll 
phawula v 
phaxula v 
phayA adv 
phefumla v 
pheka v 
pheki, um- n 1 

stretch 
dry 
dry, wipe dry 
sin 
be damaged 
damage, wste 
add 
sinner 
bread 
all, every 
sin, crime 
oven 
be fortunate 
orange 
roast, toast 
hair (of animal), wool 
fear 
fear 

parcel 
pin 
pencil 
give 
roof 
raise, lift 
raise, lift 
middle, between 
middle 
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padkos, food for journey 
before, in front, forward 
front 
outside 
country(side) 
down, below,bottom 
fly in air 
heart 
rule 
sign 
mark, note, notice 
whip 
beyond 
breathe 
cook 
cook 
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phela v finish 
phendula v answer 
phepha, i- n5 page, paper 
phephandaba, i- n5 newspaper 
phesheya adv over 
phezulu adv up 
phezulu, lim- n3 top 
phi adv where 
phiko, i- n5 wing 
phila v live, be well 
phondo, Ii- nil horn 
phosisa v make a mistake, err 
ph6siso, isi- (LLL) n7 mistake 
phOtha v twist 
phlilaphula v listen 
phlima v go out 
phlimla v rest 
phlimlo, Ii'- (HLL) nil rest 
phunga v drink (tea coffee) 
phunga, inn- n3 steam 
phUnga, tim- n3 lung 
phupha v dream 
phuthaphutha v feel around 
phliza v drink (beer), kiss 
pfli, isi- n7 mirror, glass 
Piti, li- n la Peter 
planga, i' n5 plank, floor board 
pJeyiti, i- n9 plate 
plfngi, isi- n7 spnng 
p6kotho, i- n9 pocket 
polisa, i- n5 policeman 
p6lisha .. - v polish 
p6lishi, i- (HLL) n9 polish 
p6si, i- n9 post 
pu, um- n3 gun 

Q 

qaba v paint 
qaJa v begin, start 
qala, um- n3 throat 
qamelo, lim- n3 cushion 
qanda, i- n5 egg 
qela, i'- n5 club, group 
qengqa v roll 
qengqeleka v roll 
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qesha v 
h ' , q amo, 1SI- n7 

qhekeka v 
qhekeza v 
qhina, i'- n5 
qhinga, i- n5 
qhosha, i- n5 
qhuba v 
qinisa v 
q(nfseka v 
qithi, isi- n7 
qonda v 
qumba v 
qwarha, i'- n5 

R 

ninti, f'- n9 
rayisi, i'- n9 
rhabaxa reI 
rMfu, i- n9 
rhali, (- n9 
rhamba, i- nS 
rhulumente, u- n I 
rhwebo, u- nIl 

S 

saIa v 
sana, u'- _ nIl 
sango, i- nS 
sapho, u'- nIl 
sebe, i- n5 
sebenza v 
sebenzi, um- n3 
sebenzi, um- n I 
sebenzisa v 
sela v 
sela, i'- nS 
sele, f'- nS 
senti, i- n9 
sepha, i- n9 
sesane, lim- n3 
seza v 
shicilela v 

employ, hire 
fruit 
crack (intransitive) 
crack (transitive) 
knot 
trick 
button 
drive, go on, advance 
tighten, fix 
be certain, sure 
island 
understand 
be angry 
zebra 

rand 
rice 
rough 
tax 
cotton 
the puffadder 
government 
trade 

be left behind 
baby 
entrance 
family 
branch 
work 
work 
worker 
use 
drink (cold liquid) 
thief 
frog 
cent 
soap 
ring 
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to give or cause to drink 
print 
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shishini, i-
shiya 
shukuma 
shukumisa 
shilmi, i'-
shushu 
shushU, ubU-
si, um-
si, ama-
sma, u'-
sibhoz6 
sika 
sika, ubu-
sila, um-
sflfvere, i-
sinda 
sinda 
sinda 
sindo, um-
sfnga 
siquphe 
sizi, u-
s6, ili-, 
s6, ubu-
sondela 
songa 
sonto, um-
su, isf-
su, ulu-
suka (LL+) 
suku, u'-
suku, ubu-
sula 
sundu, um-
suphu, f-
susa (LL+) 
Suthu, um-
S Ath " u u, 1SI-

Swazi, f-
swazi, u 
swekile, f- (HLL) 

tafile, f- (HLL) 
tampu, fsi-

n5 
v 
v 
v 
n5 
rei 
n 14 
n3 
n6 
n11 
rei 
v 
n 14 
n3 
n9 
v 
v 
v 
n3 
v 
rei 
n11 
n5 
n 14 
v 
v 
n3 
n7 
n11 
v 
n11 
n 14 
v 
n3 
n9 
v 
n 1 
n7 
n5 
n11 
n9 

n9 
n7 

T 

industry 
to leave behind 
move (intransitive) 
move (transitive) 
ten 
warm 
heat 
smoke 
sour milk, maas 
pen, feather 
eight 
cut 
winter 
tail 
silver 
smear with cow-dung 
overcome 
escape 
anger 
go to 
sudden 
pity, regret 
eye (plural am~hlo n 6) 
face 
to come near 
fold 
thread 
stomach 
skin 
go from, move 
day, 24 hours 
night 
wipe, polish 
worm 
soup 
take, remove 
a Sotho 
Sotho language 
a Swazi 
rod 
sugar 

table 
stamp 
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tapile, i'- (HLL) n5 potato 
tata, u n I my father 
lena, fsi- n7 brick 
th " a, um- n3 ray 
tMbatha v take 
thafa, i- n5 plain 
tMla, f'- n5 shelf 
tMmbeka, i'- n5 slope 
thamba v become soft 
th~mbo, i'- n5 bone 
thanda v like, love, approve 
thanda, u'- nil crack 
thandli.buza v doubt, hesitate 
thand~thu adj six 
thandathu, isi- n7 SIX 

thandaza v pray 
thando, u'- nil love 
thanga, i- n5 pumpkin 
thanga, i- n5 thigh 
thanga, i'- n 5 cattle post 
thatha v take 
th~thu adj three 
th~thu, isi- n7 three 
themba v hope 
Themba, u- n la Themba 
themba, i'- n 5 hope 
thenga v buy 
thengfsa v sell 
tbetha v speak, talk, discuss 
tbetho, um- n3 law 
thi v say 
thf, um-- - n3 tree 
thi, ulu- nil stick 
thfle rei a certain 
thiya v hate 
thoba, i- n5 nine 
th6kazi, i - (LLL) n5 a young hen 
thole, f- n5 a calf 
th6mbo, um- n3 spring 
thongo, ubU- n 14 sleep 
thonts!, i- n S drop 
thuba, i- nS chance 
thuba, isi- n7 space 
thula v be quiet 
thuli, u- nil dust 
thuma v send 
thunga v sew 
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thiinzi, um- n3 shade 
thiinzi, fsi- n7 shadow 
thupa, 1sf- n7 thumb 
thiitha v transport 
thuthu, u- n11 ash 
thuthuthu, 1sf- (LLL) n7 motor bike 
thwaJa v carry 
thwaJi, um- n 1 porter 
If, f- n9 tea 
tfkiti, 1- (LLL) nS ticket 
tini, i- n9 tin 
Ifshi, fsi- n7 station 
Iftshala, f- (HLL) n9 teacher 
t6vu, fsi- n7 stove 
tr.ito, {si- n7 street 
treyi, {- n9 tray 
tsala v attract, draw, pull 
tse reI straight 
tsM adj new, young 
tsM v bum (transitive) 
tshfsa v bum (intransitive) 
tshabalalisa v destroy 
tshata v marry 
tshato, llln- n3 marriage 
tshaya v smoke 
tshetshe, lsf- n7 knife 
tshfphu v cheap 
tshixa v lock 
tshfxela v lock up 
tshixo, fsi- n7 key 
tshizi, f- n9 cheese 
tsho v say 
tsh6kwe, f- n9 chalk 
tsiba v jump (forward), spring 
ts610 reI sharp (as of needle) 
Tswana, llln n 1 a Tswana 
tlilo, fsi- n7 chair 
twabuluka v be elastic 
tya, uku- n 15 food 
tya, um- n3 cord 
tya, 1sf- n7 fowl, dish, vessel 
tyaJa v plant 
tyala, f- nS crime, debt 
tyaJo, fsi- n7 plant 
tyanda v operate (surgically) 
tyando, u' - n11 operation 
tyathanga, 1' - nS chain 
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tye, tu- n5 stone 
tyeba v become fat, rich 
tyebi, iSI- n7 rich person 
tyebi, ubu- n 14 property 
tyhala v push 
tyhefu, 1- n9 poison 
tyibilika v slip 
tYUlhza or cumza v smash, crush 
tyuwa, {- n9 salt 
tywala, u- n 14 beer, liquor 

U 

tikUba conj if, that 
(u1a1)va v hear, perceive, feel 

V 

vala v shut, close 
vavanya v test 
veld, ('- n9 week 
vela v come from 
velisa v produce 
venldle, 1'- n9 store, shop 
vesi, f'- n9 verse 
vi, um- n 1 a hearer 
vila, i- n5 a lazy person 
vfIi, f'- n5 wheel , -

cork, stopper vingco, ISI- n7 
'I' nll feeling, view yo, u u--

vuka v wake up 
vula v open 
yuma v agree 
vumelana v agree with 
vumba, 1- n5 smell, scent 
vumela v let, allow 
vundla, um- n3 hare 
vusa v (a)waken, wake up 
vuya v be pleased 
vuyo, u'- nll pleasure, gladness , -

n 3 reward vuzo, urn 
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wa 
wa, ilf
waka, f'-
wayalesi, (- (HHLL) 
wayini, (- (HLL) 
wephu, isi-
wisa (LL+) 
w6tshi, i-

xabiso, (' -
)(elela 
)(esha, i'-
)(Msa 
)(hego, i-
)(hela 
h ' , )( enxe, 1SI-

)(homa 
Xhosa, um 
Xhosa, isi-
)(010, 11-
)(oxa 

ya 
yala 
yeza, (-
yihl6, u-
yise, u-
yure, 1-

za 
' 1' la, 1 1-

zala 
zala 
zali, um-
zalwana, um-
zantsi, um-

v 
n5 
n5 
n9 
n9 
n7 
v 
n9 

n5 
v 
n5 
v 
n5 
v 
n7 
v 
n I 
n7 
n11 
v 

v 
v 
n5 
n la 
n la 
n9 

v 
n5 
v 
v 
n 1 
n 1 
n3 

W 

X 

y 

z 

fall 
cliff 
a thousand 
radio 
wine 
whip 
drop 
watch 

value, price 
order 
time, watch, clock 
support 
old man 
to slaughter 
seven 
hang 
a Xhosa 
Xhosa language 
peace 
discuss 

go to 
order 
medicine 
your father 
his father 
hour 

come (to) 
wave 
give birth to 
fill 
parent 
brother 
south 
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zathu, 1sf- n7 
re rei 
rek6liso, um- (HHLL) n3 
zi, iUTI- n3 
zf, um- n3 
ziM, isf- n7 
zimba, um- n3 
zinyo, f'- n5 
zipho, u- nIl 
zisa (LL+) v 
wba v 
wla v 
zolo, f- n5 
Zulu, urn n 1 
zulu, f- n5 
Zulu, isf- n7 
zuza v 
zuzwana, urn- n3 
zwane, u- n 11 
zwe, ilf- n5 
zwe, isf- n7 
zwf, ru- n5 

reason (cause) 
empty, naked 
example 
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homestead, group of huts 
reed 
a patch 
body 
tooth 
nail 
to bring 
paint and draw 
become quiet, calm 
yesterday 
a Zulu 
sky, weather 
Zulu language 
get, obtain zuzu, urn- n 3 minute 
second 
toe 
country, land 
nation 
voice, word 
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